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This thesis reports on a study of adverbs in Cantonese as it is spoken in
contemporary Hong Kong.
Previous studies of Cantonese adverbs have put particular emphasis on the
grammatical meanings of a few individual adverbs, for instance, the adverb %
sin] (Cheng, 1990; Cai, 1995; Luke 2002; among others). The general
properties of the adverb class as a whole have received relatively scant attention.
In this study, the characteristics of Cantonese adverbs, and especially the
morphologically, semantically and syntactically relevant aspects of these adverbs
are investigated in greater depth. The search for general patterns has been given
priority above the description of the peculiarities of each individual adverb.
Linguists have generally agreed that an adverb can serve as an adverbial in a
sentence (see, for example, Quirk & Greenbaum, 1973). Zhu Dexi (1982), in
particular, provides the most insightful criterion in distinguishing adverb f?om
other word classes. He proposes that an adverb can and can only function as
adverbial, and never hnction as any other sentence constituent like subject and
predicate. In the present study, only those words that can function only as
adverbials according to Zhu's analysis are identified as adverbs. Particular
attention is given to distinguishing adverbs from adjectives, time words (nouns)
and conjunctions, which are commonly used as adverbials as well.
For the purpose of the present study, a collection, which should be fairly
comprehensive, of 544 adverbs have been made. 242 of these have cognates in
Mandarin whereas 302 are unique to Cantonese. An exploration of the form of
these adverbs suggests that reduplication is the most salient characteristics
especially in trisyllabic and polysyllabic adverbs. Cantonese adverbs are further

divided into seven subcategories based on semantic and grammatical criteria;
manner adverbs, among these seven subclasses, tend to have the greatest number
of members. It was observed that Cantonese adverbs modify verb phrase,
adjective phrase and noun phrase as well as modify on the clausal level as
adverbials. The fact that adverb subclasses differ in the syntactic categories
they modify clearly justifies the classification used in this study. Cantonese
adverbs are further shown to exhibit their own peculiarities in syntactic
properties as distinguished from English and Mandarin Chinese ones.
Further investigations in Cantonese adverbs should consider their
productivity and distribution with respect to sentence types.
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Introduction

This study deals with different grammatical aspects of adverbs in Cantonese.
Cantonese grammar is in the bloom of development in Hong Kong. Subsequent to
the seminal work of Cheung Hung Nin (1972), a number of different issues have
been addressed in the joint efforts of scholars and students, notably utterance-final
particles (see, for example, Kwok, 1984; Luke, 1990), some detailed analyses on a
particular word class (see, for example, Luke and Nancarrow, 1998; Lau, 1999), and
some contrastive analyses on distinctive features between English and Cantonese
grammar (see, for example, Nancarrow and Luke, 1998). Cantonese adverbs,
however, have so far received relatively scant attention in the linguistic literature.

This chapter establishes at the outset how adverbs are identified in Cantonese,
based on the illuminating criterion given by Zhu Dexi (1982). It provides a sketchy
overview of the previous accounts about Cantonese adverbs. It also states the
objectives of the present study which are primarily devoted to discussing the
morphological characteristics, semantic subcategorisation and syntactic properties.
It then outlines the methodology by which a list of Cantonese adverbs is obtained
through various sources. Finally, it summaries how this thesis is organised.

Different linguists might have different opinions on classifying adverbs. Quirk
and Greenbaurn (1973:125), for example, identify the adverbs in the English
language according to their morphological characteristics and syntactic functions.

They point out that most of the adverbs are marked morphologically by a
derivational suffix -1y and syntactically function as either an adverbial or a modifier
of adjective and adverb.

The Cantonese adverbs, unlike English ones, do not have any significantly
prominent morphological markers of adverb. Hence, the adverbs in Cantonese need
to be identified syntactically, that is, according to their grammatical functions.

Cai

Jianhua (1995a:28) clearly states that Cantonese adverbs, like their Mandarin
Chinese counterparts, function as adverbial by putting before a verb, adjective or
noun. They cannot independently function as predicate nor subject of tlie sentence.

In fact, Cai supports the view of Zhu Dexi (1982: 192) that an adverb is only
used as an adverbial but not any other sentence constituents like subject and
predicate.'

An adverb, therefore, is identified solely by its syntactic fixiction as

adverbial. An adverbial, as Zhu Dexi (1982: 151- 152) defines earlier, is a modifier
of any predicative element which might include, generally, verbs and adjectives, and
rather specially, quantifiers, "quantifier + measure word" structure and "quantifier +
measure word + noun" structure so long as they hnction as the predicate of the
~entence.~

Detailed treatment of how adverbs are identified and distinguished from other
word classes is given in ,the next chapter.

Previous accounts of adverbs have been very limited in English as adverb has
long been considered as a heterogeneous category being hard to be subject to a
systematic analysis (Macaulay, 1995:4 1;Nakarnura, 1997:247-248). Cantonese is
no exception.

Only a few of the previous studies tend to highlight the grammatical

meanings expressed by some adverbs in Cantonese: Chen Baoru (1982); Chen
Huiying (1985); Cheng Ting Au (1990); Mai Yun (1993); Matthews and Yip (1994);
Cai Jianhua (1995a, 1995b, 1997, 1998); Chen Xiaoming (2001).

Chen Huiying (1985:297-304), for instance, discusses the grammatical
meanings and functions of two adverbs, @ gam2 and

UE gam3.

Though these two

adverbs have similar phonetic forms, they differ from each other grammatically.

According to Chen, the adverb3 L@ gum2 expresses the way in which an action
occurs, and thus it normally does not modify adjectives which describe a state rather
than an action.
(1)

A%#@&@$&
daai6gaal bok3meng6-gum2 lin6

we desperate-in-such-a-waypractise
"We are practicing desperately."

In this example, the adverb L@ gam2 indicates that the people as the subject are
undergoing the action named by the predicate $$! lin6 in such a way that they are
doing it desperately.

On tlie other hand, the adverb

UE gum3 is usually associated with adjectives to

indicate a high degree of the state attained by the adjectives.
(2)

B@-~BnY+@
zoi3 jam2 jatl daam6 gum3 do1 timI

again drink one mouthful so much FP
"Just drink one more mouthful."

The above example illustrates that the adverb UQ gum3 is used to mod@ the
adjective $5 do1 "much" so as to intensify the degree of the state being "much".

See Peng Xiaochuan (2001) for the discussion of @ gum2 as an adverbial particle or marker.

Chen adds that this adverb is sometimes put before stative verbs and in set verb
phrases to express the same grammatical meaning, as shown in the following two
examples.
(3)

%~tfB~$rj
!
mai5 gam3 laul laal
not so angry FP
"Don't be so angry! "

(4)

E3R!$&CLlk$@%@
By?,%mnEg
sek6tau4 hai2 saunl soeng6 lukl lok61ai4 hou2ci5 lok6jyu5 gum3 lok6
stones at hill above roll down come-down similar-to fall rain so fall
"The stones rolled down like rain."

In the former example, the adverb UQ gam3 modifies the stative verb
whereas in the latter, the adverb

laul

UQ gum3 appears in a set verb phrase with the "#y.fu

hou2ci5 + Verbo-Object-t U
p gam3 + Verbo" structure.

Cai Jianhua (1997: 176-179) briefly discusses three major grammatical
meanings of the adverb

doul. Extensive research has been done on the adverb

% sinl (see, for example, Cheng Ting Au, 1990; Cai Jianhua, 1995; Luke Kang
Kwong, 2002). Cheng (1990: 189-192) basically analyses the grammatical
meanings expressed by the adverb

% sinl. He points out that the adverb has two

major grammatical meanings, one of which is to indicate an action happens earlier
than another, and the other of which is equal to that of the Mandarin Chinese adverb

c . Cai (1995b:69-72) also discusses the grammatical meanings of the adverb

% sinl by considering the different constructions and contexts in which the adverb
occurs.

Cai proposes that the adverb can occur after a verb, a verb and its object

and a verb with its complement in two contexts, namely monologue and dialogue, to
express the following grammatical meanings.

(a) earlier in time
(5)

%%%a@$
ngo5 zau2 sinl laa3

I leave first FP
''I leave first."

(b) prerequisite
(6)

%~f~%/%l$!
ngo5 jau5 ci122 sinl maai5 laal

1 have money then buy
"If I have money, I will buy (it)."

(c) doing something seriously
(7)

%afk&aaB%?
ngo5dei6 sik6 matlje5 sin1

we eat what after-all
"What do we eat?"

(d) putting off a matter until later
(8)

ngfg5gUR3 * ,$St@g%
m4sai2 lei5 gam3 do1 lingl-gwo3-lai4 sin I

not care so much bring-COMP-COMP first
"You don't need to care so much of (it). Just bring (it) over."

The first two grammatical meanings coincide with that given by Cheng.
However, Cheng is aware of the existence of a sentence-final particle which has

% sinl. In fact, Mai Yun (1993:66-67) clearly
points out that there is a temporal sentence-final particle % sinl which expresses the
exactly the same form as the adverb

other two grammatical meanings mentioned by Cai.

Apart fiom focusing on the grammatical meanings of certain adverbs, previous
studies have on occasion been devoted to different perspectives of analysing adverb
properties; for instance, Chen Baoru (1982) selected eleven adverbs in Cantonese,
and studied their positioning in a clause Moreover, a recent study carried out by

Cai Jianhua (1998) stresses the importance of discerning a word to be an adverb.
Cai (1998:91-94) convincingly demonstrates that the word

jau5 is an adverb

meaning "certainly" when it comes before a verb.
(9)

%Gig1
ngo5jau5 faanl gungl

I certainly go work
"I have certainly gone to work."

He asserts that the word
counterpart

6jau5 is an adverb on the grounds that its negative

mou5 is an adverb, and the grammatical meaning "certainly" is

expressed only when it is placed in front of a verb, where an adverb normally occurs.

In short, most of the previous studies on Cantonese adverbs put their emphasis

on the peculiarities of individual adverbs. However, reports on the general
properties of the class of adverbs have been very limited (see Huang, 1975; Jacobson,
1978; Matthews and Yip, 1994). Hence, the present study attempts to fill this gap
by giving a comprehensive analysis of the Cantonese adverbs.

In the preceding sections, I have reviewed a number of previous accounts in the
study of adverbs and found that adverbs, drastically divergent from other lexical
categories, form a heterogeneous class that precludes systematic treatment.

This

makes linguistic literature on adverbs extremely rare and highly restricted to a few
problematic adverbs and, merely, to the semantic aspect of these adverbs. It is
hardly sufficient to just scratch the surface of such a complex class as adverbs.
Clearly, there is much more work to be done on, particularly, morphological and
syntactic characteristics of adverbs. In this respect, the present research attempts to
achieve the following objectives:

(a) find out all the Cantonese adverbs including both the Cantonese adverbs
equivalent to their Mandarin Chinese counterpa.rts and those adverbs which are
specific to Cantonese only;
(b) investigate the morphological form of Cantonese adverbs;
(c) classify the Cantonese adverbs illto subgroups on the basis of their grammatical
meanings, being justified in terms of syntactic characteristics;
(d) discuss the syntactic functions they fulfil.

Cantonese adverbs in this study have been discerned by a variety of criteria.
This processing will be reviewed briefly in this section. Following on from this,
how the data was collected in this study will be presented (section 1.4.2) and the way
the data to be represented described (section 1.4.3).

1.4.1

Identification Criteria

As the present study aims to give a list of Cantonese adverbs and discuss the
grammatical aspects of these a.dverbs, the identification of adverbs is crucial.

There

seems to be a controversy in identifying an adverb in Mandarin Chinese, as shown in
considerable discrepancies among different dictionaries on their compiled list of
adverbs. On the one hand, dictionaries vary in their criteria of identification and
sometimes include those adjectives and nouns that are not adverbs at all.

On the

other hand, dictionaries may miss out the right candidates of adverbs converted from
verbs. In both cases, dictionaries do not agree with one another.

In the present study of the Cantonese adverbs, my strategy is to follow Zhu
Dexi's analysis (1982: 192) i.e. to identify those words which can function merely as
adverbial but not any other sentence constituents like subject, object, predicate and
complement as adverbs.

On the basis of the adverbs in Mandarin Chinese reported in the dictionaries,
adverbs in Cantonese which seem to be equivalent to adverbs in these dictionaries in
both meaning4 and form, and most importantly, adhere to the criterion that they
should function only as adverbial, have been identified as Cantonese adverbs having
cognates in Mandarin and marked as CM under type in Appendix 1.

Apart from finding out those Cantonese adverbs which have their counterparts
in Mandarin Chinese, adverbs which are Cantonese-specific liave also bee11 explored
in the study. When an adverb in Cantonese is not equivalent to any adverb in
Mandarin Chinese in terms of meaning and form, it is Cantonese-specific. These
Cantonese-specific adverbs are represented by the type CS in Appendix 1.

It should be noted that only the Cantonese words used in Hong Kong have been
examined. Those used elsewhere in other provinces of the mainland China or in .the
Chinese communities of any other countries have not been taken into consideration
in this thesis.

Moreover, particular attention was given to distinguishing adverbs from
adjectives, time words (nouns) and conjunctions.

This particular issue will be dealt

with thoroughly in the next chapter.

1.4.2

Collection of Data

1.4.2.1

Corpus

The data under investigation are taken from the Cantonese corpus of naturally
occurring conversations, compiled by Luke and Nancarrow (see Luke and
Nancarrow (1997) for a description of the corpus).

The corpus, totalling 200,000

words, consists of some story-telling and plenty of face-to-face, two-or multi-party
In some cases, for example, 8 zau6, the Cantonese adverbs may have additional meanings that are
laclung in the Mandarin equivalents. However, since they share nearly all the meanings of their
Mandarin equivalents, they are not Cantonese-specific adverbs.
4

conversations between interlocutors of both sexes and of different age groups and
social classes. As a result, the database is fairly representative of the speech of
people in Hong Kong and not skewed towards the usage of a particular group.

In the description of grammatical phenomena, corpus-based findings can make
iniportant contributions (Tao Hongyin, 2000:68-69). Zhan Bohui (2001 :3)
insightfully notes that in the study of the grammatical system of a dialect, a corpus
which features widely known stories narrated by native speakers and everyday
conversations among native speakers would be vital as only this sort of natural
language texts would precisely reflect the real picture of different intertwined
grammatical phenomena. Having met these two important features of a corpus
mentioned by Zhan, the corpus has been used to collect data oil the possible adverbs
specific to Cantonese, example sentences of certain adverbs, and more importantly,
on the discussion of syntactic functions of Cantonese adverbs.

1.4.2.2

Dictionaries

The following dictioiiaries, both Mandarin Chinese and Cantonese ones, have
been consulted.

Mandarin Chinese dictionaries/reference books:
Hou, Xuechao. 1998. Xiandai Hanyu xuci cidian [ ADictionary of Modem Chinese
Function Words]. Beijing: Peking University Press.
Jiang, Huichuan, Xu, Haoguang, Liu, Yanxin, & Song, Fengyiiig. 1989. Xiandai
Hanyu fuci fenlei shiyong cidian [ APractical Classified Dictionary of Modem
Chinese Adverbs]. Beij ing : Duiwai Maoyi Jiaoyu Chubanshe.
Lii, Shuxiang. 1999. Xiandai Hanyu babai ci: zengdingban [Eight Hundred Words in
Modem Chinese (a revised and enlarged edition)]. Beijing: Comniercial Press.
Qufu Shifan Daxue Benshu Bianxiezu. 1992. Xiandai Hanyu Changyong xuci cidian
[A Dictionary of Common Function Words in Modem Chinese]. Hangzhou:
Zhejiang Jiaoyu Chubanshe.
Wang, Hai. 1992. Hanying xuci cidian [A Chinese-English Dictionary of Function
Words]. Beijing: Huayu Jiaoxue Chubanshe.
Wang, Ziqiang. 1984. Xiandai xuci yonafa xiao cidian [ AMini-dictionary of Modem

Chinese Function Words]. Shanghai: Shanghai Cishu Chubanshe.

Cantonese dictionarieslreference books:
Li, Xinkui, Huang, Jiajiao, Shi, Qisheng, Mai, Yun, & Chen, Dingfang. 1995.
Guangzhou fangyan yanjiu [Research in Yue Dialects]. Guangdong:
Guangdong Renrnin Chubanshe.
Mai, Yun, & Tan, Buyun. 1997. Shiyong Guangzhouhua fenlei cidian [A Practical
Classified Dictionary of Cantonese] Guangdong: Guangdong Renmin
Chubanshe.
Qiao, Yannong. 1966. Guangzhouhua Kouyuci de yanjiu [A Study of Colloquial
Cantonese]. Hong Kong: Huaqiao Yuwen Chubanshe.
Rao, Bingcai, Ouyang, Xueya, & Zhou, Wuji. 1996. Guangzhouhua fangyan cidian
[A Dictionary of Dialectal Words in Yue Dialects]. Hong Kong: Commercial
Press.
Rao, Bingcai, Ouyang, Xueya, & Zhou, Wuji. 1997. Guangzhouhua cidian [A
Dictionary of Yue Dialects]. Guangdong: Guangdong Renmin Chubanshe.
Wu, Kaibun. 1997. Xiangganghua cidian [Hong Kong Cantonese Dictionary].
Guangdong: Huacheng Chubanshe.
Zeng, Zifan. 1999. Guangzhouhua Putonghua kouyuci duiyi shouce (zengdingban)
[Colloquial Cantonese and Putonghua Equivalents (a revised and enlarged
edition)]. Hong Kong: Joint Publishing.
Zhang, Liyan, & Ni, Liehuai. 1999. Gangshi Guangzhouhua cidian [ ADictionary of
Hong Kong Cantonese]. Hong Kong: Wan Li Book Company.
Cheng, Ting Au. 1997. Xianggang Yueyu cidian [A Dictionary of Hoiig Kong Yue
Dialects]. Nanjing: Jiangsu Jiaoyu Chubanshe.

1.4.2.3

Mass Media

Some example sentences regarding the actual usage of a particular adverb is
adapted from the utterances heard in some local radio phone-in programs5 and
Cantonese-speaking films.

((z

For example, Cornrnerical Radio's
See % Bi Family )) [Chi's Family] and ((@ggB))
[Enlightened Pilgrimage] broadcast on Monday to Friday from 12:OO a.m. to 2:00 a.m. and on Sunday
from 1:00 p.m. to 7:00 p.m. , respectively, and Radio Television Hong Kong's ((B9eB$&gE))
[Adventure on Titanic] broadcast on Mon to Fri from 9:00 p.m. to 12:OO p.m.

1.4.2.4

Native-spea ker Introspection

Some dictionaries as mentioned above clearly state the word class of certain
words.

When the information of a word given by the dictionaries is in conflict with

the authentic data, native intuition prevails.

The data under investigation have been

considered by a number of native speakers until a final verdict is accepted by a
majority of them.

1.4.3

Presentation of Data

1.4.3.1

Use of Parentheses and Slash

The parentheses "( )" represent that the Cantonese character bracketed is
optional.

The adverb in which the character occurs can still retain the same

meaning without it. For example, the adverb
two variants in form, both

@@)% ngaaml(ngaam1)sinl has

@% ngaamlsinl and

LU LU

ngaamlngaamlsinl.

These two forms of the same adverb share the same meaning "just".

The use of a slash " I" indicates that two synonymous adverbs differ only in one
character. For instance, one of the entries,

Ug@glUg@Rm4zingdzi2/

m4daanlzi2, in the findings represent two separate adverbs Ugjqp, m4zingdzi2 and

Ag@,c! m4daanlzi2, both of which differ by one character in the middle. They are
equivalent to each other in meaning and actual use.

Similarly, the entry

@$$ ngaaml ngaaml hou2/ngaaml ngaamlsin3 represents two adverbs,
LU LU
ngaamlngaamlhou2 and &$%

=$3@
w$F

ngaamlngaamlsin3, both of which mean "juu.st

right".

1.4.3.2

Translation of Cantonese Examples

The Cantonese examples normally comprise four elements.

These examples

start with the Cantonese characters officially published by the Government in the

Hong Kong Supplementary Character set6. They are followed by the romanisations
which are used in the LSHK (Linguistic Society of Hong Kong) Jyutping System.
This system is different from the traditional Yale system in the following aspects.
The romanisations are followed by the literal gloss of each of the words in the
Cantonese examples. The free translations based on English are given finally.
Yale system
LSHK Jyutping system
Initial consonant
j
z
ch
c
Y
j
Vowel
eu
oe (long); eo (short)
a
aa
Tone
distinguish high-level not distinguish
and high-falling tones
letters and diacritics
numbers 1-6
Note: The differences between the Yale system of romanisation and the LSHK
Jyutping system are mentioned in one of the publications by the Linguistic Society of
Hong Kong (1997:xviii).

1.4.4

Final Remarks

The Cantonese adverbs are typically found in a number of ways in order to
reflect the actual usage of each adverb in colloquial Cantonese and to reduce the
idiosyncrasies of native speakers in the use of a particular adverb.

Chapter One, this chapter, gives a review of the previous studies on Cantonese
adverbs, establishes the research area and describes the research methodology
adopted in the present study, including the way the data under investigation were
collected and presented.

Chapter Two discusses how to distinguish adverbs from

other word classes, namely time words (nouns), adjectives and conjunctions.
Chapter Three and subsequent chapters deal with the general properties of the

It can be download from the web page httD:llwww.info.nov.hk/dil~ital2
1lchlkkscsldownload.htrnl.
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Cantonese adverbs set out in (b) to (d) of the objectives.

Chapter Six is the

conclusion which suggests possible areas for further research and acknowledges the
implications of the present study, followed by appendices and references.

Adverbs and Otlier Word Classes

As we will be concerned with the category adverb and its various aspects, it is
best to establish in advance of any discussion some agreement as to what is an
indisputable, uncontroversial member of that category.

This chapter presents previous literature on the discussion of adverbs as a word
class. Since Cantonese is one of the dialects of Chinese, it must share, partially,
with Chinese, in both vocabulary and grammar system. In particular, adverbs in
Cantonese should include some of that of Chinese. Hence, the research on adverbs
in Chinese must serve as a good reference and will be discussed below.

Different grammarians have given different criteria for classifying adverbs.
Wang Li (1959:21) states that adverbs are the words that express the meanings of
degree, scope, time, possibility, negation, etc. and cannot be used independently to
refer to entities, attributes and facts. In other words, he makes use of the
grammatical meanings expressed by adverbs as criteria to classify them. Ding
Shengshu et al. (1979:7) classify adverbs by their functions in a phrase. He points
out that adverbs modify main verbs, auxiliary verbs, prepositions, adjectives and
other adverbs.

The classification based on meanings like the one mentioned by Wang Li should
be avoided lest it might be subjective, as suggested by Lii Shuxiang (1979:42) and Li

Quan (1996:366).

The criteria based on functions of a phrase by Ding Shengshu are

rather limited in that adverbs could function in a clause.

A better, to my knowledge ,

the best, criterion to classify adverbs is given by Zhu Dexi (1985:20).

He defines

adverbs as words which merely function as adverbials but not any other elements in a
clause such as predicate and complement.7 Li Quan (1996:376) confirms Zhu's
analysis by arguing that though some adverbs appear to function as complement in a
clause, they are exceptions: only

fa h & "very1'
~
and f& jil'very much" are used in

this particular function. Citing Lu Jianming and Ma Zhen (1999: 1 7 9 , Li also
convincingly argues that though some adverbs can be used as "predicate" in a clause,
they are specially used only in speech where ellipsis is a commonplace, and they thus
should not be treated as predicate because the real predicate can be recoverable from
the context.

Zhu's criterion of classifying adverbs can be tested by using a pair of words in
Cantonese,

LU tLt
&% tau4sinl and &
ngaamlngaaml.
4

(a) classifying by meaning:

it is impossible because they are the same in meaning

''just now";
(b) classifying by function: the above criterion of classifying adverbs as being only
adverbials can be applied here.

ngaamlngaaml is an adverb because it

B Btau4sinl
~
is not an adverb because it can function as object of preposition in F!JB%
can only f~~nction
as adverbial but not other sentence constituent.

dou3tau4sinl "until just now".

+

It is a time word.

Lu Jianming (1999:406-409) provides a systematic framework in tackling
classification of words in which words are properly classified according to different
conditions. Each condition is considered as one level in this hierarchical framework
as shown in the following figure (see next page).

Figure I : A framework of classzfiing adverbs
Words in question
[occur with words of
other parts of speech]

.......
.........

in a clause I

[onomatopoeic
function]

/

......

.........

[referring function]

.......

[quantifying function]

p

[able to
(1) be modified by
( 2 ) be modified by

F
fE

b u "not"
h& "very"

(3) take object

(4) take complement
(5) be preceded by pfi suo'
(6) be modified by preposition]

[function as complement]

A-

....... /[function

Adverb

as head word in a phrase]

........

In Figure (I), a simplified version of l u ' s framework, each condition is put inside
square brackets.

If a word satisfies the condition, it follows the route marked by

"+". If not, it follows the route marked by "-". The above figure shows all the
conditions fulfilled by adverbs that they do not perform any function other than
adverbial. Lu therefore echoes the view proposed by Zhu Dexi on the classification
of adverbs.

Before examining the various ways in which adverbs are distinguished from
other word classes, a basic distinction needs to be drawn between the terms adverb
and adverbial, since both are relevant to the present study. Hoye gives the best
perspective in which these two terms can be understood to be separate entities.
Syntactically, adverbs can be related to such questions as Where?, When?, How
long?, How often?, Why?, How? and, once this is done, the functional
equivalence of multi-word units immediately becomes apparent. Thus, the
question 'When will you leave?' may elicit any one of the following responses:
'Tomorrow' (adverb of time), 'Very soon' (adverb phrase with 'soon' as its head),
'The day after tomorrow' (noun phrase), 'In a couple of hours' (prepositional
phrase), 'When I see fit' (finite clause). On the basis of functional analogy with
the corresponding part of speech, naniely adverbs, these diverse realizations are
commonly referred to as adverbials. 'Adverb' is thus a word-class whereas
'adverbial' is a syntactic unit which contrasts with the other elements of
clause structure, subject, verb, object and complement.
(Hoye, 1997:140-141; emphasis mine)

It is the single-word, adverb, with rea.lisation of the adverbial function which is
the primary focus in this study. One final terminological issue: the term adverb
phrase above refers to a non-clausal structure consisting of two or more words with

an adverb as its head: "quite [premodifier] possibly [head]".

To conclude, adverbs should be classified as words that function only as
adverbials and never as the other element/constituent of sentence structure.
use this as a touchstone of what an adverb is.

I shall

2.2AS DISTINGUISHED
FROM ADJECTIVES,
NOUNS(TIME
WORDS)AND SUBORDINATE
CONJUNCTIONS
Apart from adverbs, other word classes like adjectives and nouns (time words)
can function as adverbials as well.

On the other hand, adverbs can sometimes

function like subordinate conjunctions to link a subordinate clause with a main
clause as in the sentence

fEs

f@jj$z
keoi5 heoi3 ngo5 zau6 heoi3 "If he comes,

I will come." It is therefore necessary to distinguish adverbs from these word
classes.

2.2.1 Adverbs and Adjectives
Zhu Dexi (1982: 192) suggests that besides functioning as adverbials,
adjectives can function as modifier, predicate and complement but adverbs can
function only as adverbial in a clause. Ln Cantonese, for instance,
"lucky",

83$3hou2coi2

$ g kau4kei4 "perfunctory" and $.@s rnou4wai6 "pointless" are adjectives

but not adverbs, as they can function as predicate, complement and modifier
respectively.
(1)

+z&f?@$$$
(predicate)
gaml ci3 zanlhai6 hou2coi2

this time really lucky
"It's really lucky this time."

(2)

IEl&~gl&f@$F%E
(complement)
keoi5 zou6 je5 zou6-dakl hou2 kau4kei4

s h e work thing work-COMP very perfunctory
"He works very perfunctorily."
(3)

f~~m~@$@jll(fJ@~AURPa'J@

o

(modifier)

keoi5 man6-maai4-saai4 diI moulwaid ge3 man6tai4

she ask-COMP-COMP PL pointless GE question
"All he has asked are meaningless questions."

2.2.2 Adverbs and Nouns (Time Words)
Chao Yuen Ren (1968: 165) states that "a distinction should be made between
(1) adverbs of time, and (2) time words." He suggests one way to distinguish time
words from time adverbs that time words can serve as object of the preposition F!
d i o "until" but time adverbs cannot. He demonstrates that it is possible to say $lj3g

a ddo xiin zai "until present" but not *gfjgdsio jiu "until soon"; therefore %Bais
a time word and 8 is a time adverb. In Cantonese, for example, gszeoi3gan6
"recently" and

JgE saulmeil

"at last" are time words but not time adverbs because

they can be object of the preposition

gfjdou3 "until".

A more comprehensive analysis on the differences between time words and time
adverbs is provided by Chao Enfong (1998).

She identifies two major differences:

(a) Though both time words and time adverbs can function as adverbial, only
time words can function as other sentence constituents such as subject,
modifier, object, etc.
(b) Time words can be preceded by prepositions but time adverbs cannot.

This

second major difference is similar to Chao Yuen Ren's test of using

dio,

which is a preposition.

To sum up, time words can be a sentence constituent like subject and modifier
besides functioning as adverbial. They can also be object of preposition.

They are

thus syntactically distinguished from adverbs which cannot be other sentence
constituents except adverbial.

2.2.3 Adverbs and Conjunctions
Previous studies of Chinese grammar have distinguished adverbs from
conjunctions.

Chao Yuen Ren (1968:791) identifies that "if a word marking the

relations of clauses and sentences cannot follow but must precede a subject, then it

must be treated as a conjunction". However, as noted by Chao earlier on, a
conjunction can follow the subject if both the subordinate and main clause share the
same stibject (1 13-114); if the subjects of these two clauses differ, the conjunction
should be put before the subject of the clause in which it occurs.

Lii Shuxiang

(1979:45) suggests that words which can occur before and after the subject of a
clause should be conjunctions whereas words which cannot come before the subject
and only after it should be classified as adverbs.

At first glance, Chao's views on the positioning of a conjunction in a clause
seems not very consistent as on the one hand, a conjunction should come before the
subject, but it can occur either before or after the same subject shared by the main and
subordinate clause on the other. However, as Zhang Baolin (1996) comments,
conjunctions can be divided into two types according to Chao's analysis.

One group

occurs only before the subject and the other can occur before or after the subject.
Concerning the distribution, these two types of conjunction are common in one of the
positions of occurrence, that is, before the subject. We can come to a conclusion that
the word which occurs before the subject must be a conjunction whereas the one
which occurs only after the subject must be an adverb.

Though the above means to differentiate between adverbs and conjunctions
seems reasonable, it can be proven wrong rather easily as some adverbs, for example,
EJfjs ho2nang4 "perhaps" can take a sentence-initial position, i.e. before the subject.

In view of this problem, Zhang (1996:399) concludes that both the position and
grammatical meaning of a word should be taken into account in determining whether
it is an adverb or a conjunction.
(a) If a word serves to link two clauses and occurs only before the subject, it must be
a conjunction.
(b) If a word serves to link two clauses and occurs either before the subject or after
the subject, it must be a conjunction.
(c) If a word serves to link two clauses and occurs only after the subject, it must be
an adverb.

(d) If a word does not link two clauses, it might be an adverb or of any word class
other than adverb and conjunction.

My own position is no different from these previous accounts. I believe that
conjunctive adverbs i.e. adverbs that serve a linking function can only come after the
subject in Cantonese. Conjunctions, however, can come before or after the subject.
Hence in Cantonese

--I%

jatlhaid "alteniatively" and

sidgwaanl "because"

are conj~~nctions,
not adverbs at all, as they can come before the subject.
(4)

f@rn21Gt+h7 -B%@@%u*&
nei5 ji4gaal m4 daakIhaan4 jatlhai6 ngo5 zyun3tau4 zoi3 lai4-gwo3
you now not available alternatively I later again come-ASP
"You are not available now. Maybe I come again later."

(5)

IEW%t++ %BWfi.=-EJ%9GA
O

keoi.5 m4 laid-dakl si6gwaanl keoi5 gamljat6 joek3-zo3 jan4
slhe not come-COMP because s h e today has-ASP-an-appointment people
"She couldn't come because she has an appointment wlth someone."

Words which can only function as adverbial but not any other sentence
coiistituents such as subject, object, complement, etc. are classified as adverbs.
This criterion helps distinguish adverbs from other word classes, particularly
adjectives and nouns. It is difficult to distinguish adverbs from conjunctions as
both perform a linking function between two clauses.

In such a case, the

positioning of occurrence plays a determinant role in that adverbs can occur only
after the subject in linking up two clauses.

&\

Forms of Adverbs

This chapter will mainly focus on five aspects concerning the form of Cantonese
adverbs. These five aspects are: (1) simple and complex adverbs, (2) patternings
shared by various adverbs, (3) reduplicated constructions, (4) pairs of adverbs in
coordination and (5) pairs of adverbs in antonyrny.

3.1 SIMPLE
AND COMPLEX
ADVERBS
Adverbs fall into two major classes on morphological grounds. In this study,
most of the monosyllabic and disyllabic adverbs are morphologically simple in the
sense that they do not have any internal structure. By contrast, trisyllabic and
polysyllabic adverbs are morphologically complex in that their internal structure
encompasses, for example, different forms of reduplication patterns or coordination.

More than half of the Cantonese adverbs are disyllabic, constituting 63%
(3431545) of the total number of adverbs found in the present study. In particular,
nearly most of the Cantonese adverbs which are equivalent to their Mandarin
Chinese counterparts are disyllabic. Of the 5 1 monosyllabic adverbs, about half are
specific to Cantonese and about half have equivalents in Mandarin Chinese. In
contrast, trisyllabic adverbs (totalling 99 instances) and polysyllabic adverbs
(totalling 52 instances) seem to be more prominent in Cantonese-specific adverbs
than in adverbs equivalent to those in Mandarin Chinese. This preponderance of
trisyllabic and polysyllabic adverbs suggests that polysyllabicity is one of the
characteristics of Cantonese-specific adverbs, as opposed to the fact that Cantonese

adverbs equivalent to their Maiidarin Chinese counterparts are typically disyllabic.

3.1.1

Simple Adverbs

3.1.1.1

Monosyllabic Adverbs

€3

*

+lJ

baak6

bun3

col

"in vain; for nothing"

"half'

"at first"

313

$2

doul

gon I

jatI

jau6

"all; emphasis"

"in a dry manner"

"as soon as"

"repeatedly; also"

sg

mei6

-2

"again; once more"

32

*

lik6

m6

?!
maan 6

"make every effort"

"mistakenly"

"casually"

"not yet"

?%

@

(6

$5

mou5

mui.5

pin I

san I

"have not"

"whenever"

"contrary to speaker's "newly"
will"

33

B

f&

E

sei2

syun3

tau 1

wu6

"desperately;

"fairly"

ll~e~retly't

"each other"

gj

B

*

B!

3

zau6

zeoi3

zeon6

zi3

"very soon; then"

"the most"

'te~hau~ti~ely"

"then; until"

E

Fr5

3

zik6

zoi3

zyun I

"directly"

"again; more"

"specially; always"

determinedly"

(The above are those Cantonese adverbs having more or the less the same
counterparts in Mandarin chinese.'

Adverbs which are specific to Cantonese are

given as follows.)
These Cantonese adverbs are checked against the Chinese dictionaries. If they happen to have the
same meaning and form as the Mandarin ones, they are considered in t h s study to have counterparts
in Mandarin. See Chapter one, section 1.4.1.

a

a

E

baaul

ciul

coeng4

gau3

"certainly"

"supert'

"for a long time"

"as well; too"

5%

$35

3%

JfL

gei2

gik6

ging6

gwai2

"rather; very"

"extremely"

"extremely"

"not; emphasis"

G

%

@K

jau.5

mai5

maid

"certainly"

"don't"

"exactly; really"

@

UE

%

5%

ngaang6

ngang3

ngok3

sai3

"certainly"

"even very"

"with

difficulty; "absolutely"

painstakenly"

I3

E

sat6

seng4

"actually; certainly"

"full; as much as"

3

.;4r
zaan2
zing6
"in vain; for nothing" "only"

+P
zung6
"still; nevertheless"

3.1.1.2

Disyllabic Adverbs
''by every means"
"continuously"
"there is no harm in; might as well"
"it would be better to"
"

be worthy of "

"originally"
"in person"
''as early as possible"
"ever"
"everywhere"
''anywhere''
"(speak) thoughtlessly"

ceoi4sau2

"conveniently"

ceoi4si4

"at all times"

ci2zungl

"after all"

ci5fu4

"seemingly"

cing4jyun2

"would rather"

cung4loi4

"always; at all times"

cung4san l

"again; anew"

cung4tau4

"anew; once again"

cung4zungl

"from among"

daai6joek3

"approximately"

daai6lik6

"vigorously"

daai6loek2

"roughly"

daanl duk6

"alone"

dak6bit6

"particularly"

ding2dol

"at the most"

dongl col

"originally"

dongljin4

"of course"

dongl min2

"in somebody's presence"

donglzung3

"in the presence of all"

dou3cyu3

"everywhere"

dou3dai2

"actually; exactly"

faan2fukI

"repeatedly"

faan2ji4

"on the contrary"

faan2wai4

"on the contrary; instead"

faan2zing3

"anyway"

fanl ming4

"clearly; plainly; evidently"

fanl tau4

"separately"

fan6ngoi6

"particularly"

gaan2zik6

"simply"

gaau3wai4

"relatively"

ganlsau2

"next; then; after that"

gan 6fu4

"close to"

gang3gaa 1

"even more"

gau3ging2

"actually; exactly"

geilfu4

"almost"

geoiljin4

"unexpectedly"

gik6lik6

"do one's utmost"

ging2jin4

"unexpectedly"

gul ce2

"for the time being"

gungljin4

"openly"

gwo2jin4

"accordingly"

gwo3fan6

"excessively"

gwo3hau6

"afterwards; later"

haklji3

"painstalungly"

hang2dingb

"surely1'

hei2col

"originally"

hei2maa.5

"at least"

hingljid

"rashly"

ho2nang4

"probably"

ho4bitl

"there is no need"

ho4fu2

"why bother"

hoeng3loi4

"always"

hou2ci.5

"presumably"

hou2zoi6

"fortunately"

jatl cai4

"together"
"along with all the others"
"at a time"

jatl daan6

"once; in case"

jatl ding6

"certainly; surely"

jatldou6

"for a time"

jatlgungd

"altogether"

jatl hau2

''with certainty"

jatl hoeng3

"consistently; all along"

jatlkoi3

"without exception; totally"

jatl leot6

"without exception"

jatl lin4

''in succession"

jatllou6

"continuously; always; all along; all the way"
"at the same time; simultaneously"

jatlmei2

"blindly; endlessly"

jatl ngaan.5

"in a glimpse"

jatlsaml

"wholeheartedly"
"intentionally"
"single-handed"
"continuouslyl'
"time and again"
"sometimes"

jilheil

"vaguely1'

jiIjin4

"still"

ji5ging I

"already"

ji6soeng4

"extremelyl1

jik6(dou I)

"as well"

jng4jin4

"still; yet"

joek3mok2

"approximately"

jyu6sin I

"in advance; beforehand"

jyun4cyun4

"completely"

jyun4loi4

"originally"

jyun4sin I

"onginally"

kap6zou2

"as soon as poss~ble"

kei4sat6

"actually; in fact"

kok3sat6

"really; indeed"

laap6zikI

"immediately"

lin4zuk6

t'~~~~e~~i~elyl'

ling6ngoi6

"in addition"

loek6wai4

"slightly"

luk6zuk6

"in succession"

lyund(gam3)

"thoughtlessly"

maubjin4

"rashly; hastily"

mei6bitl

"not necessarily"

mei6cang4

"nevertt

mei6min.5

"a bit too"

mei6soeng4

"not (negative sentence)"

mou4cung4

"have no way of doing something"

mou4feil

"nothing but; simply; no more than; only"

mou5jat6

"all the time (negative sentence)"

naan4gwaai3

"no wonder"

ngaibjin4

"determinedly"

ning4jyun2

"would rather1'

pang4hungl

"without foundation"

saau2wai4

"slightly"

sai6sei2

"firmly"

san I gan 6

"recently"

sat6zakI

"actually"

sat6zoi6

"actually"

sau2sin I

"first of all"

seon4seoi5

"simply"

seon 6bin2

"conveniently"

seon6daai3

"in passing"

seon6sai3

"by taking advantage of an opportunity"

seon6sau2

"conveniently"

silzi6

"secretly"

sinl(zi3)

''first; thent'

sin6zi6

"without authorisation"

sok3sing3

"simply"

sou31oi4

"always; usually"

taai3(gwo3)

ttto~tl

tunglsoeng4

"usually"

tung4si4

"at the same time"

waak6ze2

"perhaps; maybe"

wai4jau5

"only; anyway"

wing5jyun.5

''forevert'

wu6soengl

"mutually; each other"

zeoi3dol /zi3do l

"at the worst"
"at the most"

zeoi31zou2

"it is good to"

zeoi3siu2/zi3siu2

"at least"

zeon 6cing4

"as much as one likes"

zeon6faai3

"as fast as one could"

zeon 6lik6

"try one's best''

zeon 6loeng6

"to the full"

zeon 6zou2

"as early as possible"

zikl haakl

"immediately"

ziu3lai6

"as a rule"

ziu3lei5

"generally"

ziu3soeng4

"as usual"

zoengl gan6

"nearly; almost"
"very soontt

zoi3saam I

"over and over again"

zou2jat6

"soon"

zuklji5

''enought'

zuk6go3

"one by one"

zuk6jatl

"one by one"

zungljyu 1

"finally"

$,@%

zung2gung6

"altogether"

8% g

zung2syun3

"at long last; finally"
"all things considered"
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zyunl cing4

"specially"

zyunl mun2

"specially; always"

$@a

zyut6deoi3

"absolutely"

(The above are those Cantonese adverbs having more or the less the same
counterparts in Mandarin Chinese.

Adverbs which are specific to Cantonese are

given as follows.)

baai2ming4

"clearly"

bai6zoi6

"unfortunately"

bat1 laul

"consistently; all along"

batlzil

" to speaker1s/hearer'ssurprise"

caa4sat6

"ill fact; actually"

cinl kei4

"for heaven's sake"

coltau4

"at the beginning"

daa2dim6

"vertically"

daa2dung6

"vertically"

daa2inaal

"in pair"

daa2waang4

"horizontally"

daai6zou2

"some time ago"

daanl hai6

"only"

daklzai6

"too"

dak6dangl

"for a special purpose; specially"

dim2zi2

"not only"

ding2lung2

"at the most"

dolsou3

"probably; most likely"

dong1tong4

"immediately"

doul hai6

"had better"

dou3si4

"at that time"

faan4canl

"whenever"

fung4(canl)

"whenever"

fung6zi2

"as a rule"

gaam3coul

"unyieldingly"

gaam3saangl

"while still alive"

gaap3ngaang2

"unyieldingly"

gai3zeng3

"under normal circumstances; as a rule"

garn3 (gwa i2)

"very"

gam3ngaam I

"by chance"

gam3zai6

"almost (positive sentence)"

ganIzyu6

"afterwards; then"

gang2(hai6)

"undoubtedly; certainly"

gaplzy u 6
gauZsing4

"in a hurry; in a haste"
"very likely"

gau6dai2

"in the past"

gei2daai2

"no matter (what; how; etc.)"

geiZgam3/gei2gwai2

"very1'

gik6zi I

"extremely"

ginglji5

"already"

gonl ceoi3

"simply"

gwai2gam3

"very"

gwo3tau4

"very; too"

hai2dou6/hai2syu3

"in progress of'

haiddou I

"with insistence"

haidgum2

"continuously"

hau6mei I

"afterwards; later"

hei2sai3

"desperately"

hei2sinl

"at the beginning"

ho4zi2

"not only"

hoeng2dou6/hoeng2syu3 "in progress of'
hou2(gwai2)

"extremely"

hou2jat6

"rarely; seldom (negative sentence)"

hou2siu2

"rarely; seldom"

jatIjat6

"in the final analysis; at bottom"

jatljyul

"regardless of the consequences"
"simply; just; altogether"
"expressing decision"
"in advance"
"from the beginning"
"it is possible to"
"it is worthwhile to"
"intentionally; deliberately"
"again"

jinglfan 6

"necessarilyR

jing2zan 1

"absolutely"

jyu6zou2

"in advance; beforehand"

kok3hai6

"really; indeed"

laa2maai4

"easily; fi-equently; at every turn"
"generally speaking"
"on average"
"every two days"
"carelessly; casually; at random"
"in turn"
"immediately"
"in succession"
"particularly"
"together1'
"by oneself; in person"
"not very"
"absolutely not"
"not"
"don'ttr
"not necessarily"
"expressing rhetorical question"
"can it be that; is it possible that"
"unknowingly"
"really"
"not only"
"desperately"
"not quite (negative sentence)"
"it is not possible to"
''almost not"
"never"
"in contrary to speaker's will"
"perhaps"
"well in advance"
"early in the morning"
"certainly"
"certainly"
"certainly"
"always''

si3gwo3

"before; formerly; in the past"

si6bitl

"certainly"

si6daan6

"randomly; as one pleases"

sing4saml

"intentionally"

taid(paa3)

"apparently; seemingly"

tung4maai4

"together"

waadmeng2

"nominally"

waa6saai3

"after all"

zam2coeng4

"for a long time"

zam2zyu6

"contmuously"

zan l hai6

"really"

zau6faai3

"very soon''

zau61ai4

"very soon"

zeng3 waa 6

"just"

zeotlzil

"finally"

zi2hai6

"merely; only; just"

ziklgun2

"feel free to; not hesitate to"

zik6cing4

"straight; directly"
"simply; at all"
"surely"
"straight; directly"
"simply; at all"
"surely"
"indeed; really"
"indeed; really"
"only"
"constantly"
"immediately afterwards; in a minute"
"according to reason; in the ordinary course
of events; normally"

zo6dai2

"at least"

zoi3si3

"again"

zong6ngaaml

"by chance"

zou2zil

"having known this beforehand"

zuk6dil

"one by one"

zunglseoil

"anyhow; eventually; after all"

zung2hai6

"always; invariably"

zung6Pai6)

"still; nevertheless"

!wJL!

zung6gaa I

"even more"

@g

zyun I dangl

"for a special purpose; specially"

3.1.1.3

Trisyllabic Adverbs

%E3
l B!7

saap3si4gaanl

"in a twinkling"

~s(%)/&s(y)

sam6zi3(mou4)/sam6zi3Cfu4)

"even"

TtXf?(n$p)
@?@g

sei2meng6(gam2)

"desperately"

wai4duk6si6

BS*(@)
,,,,=

ziu3gau6(gam2)

"only"
"as usual"

.R?%(@>

ziu3joelzg2(gam2)

"m the same old way"

(The above are those Cantoiiese adverbs having more or the less the same
counterparts in Mandarin Chinese.

Adverbs which are specific to Cantonese are

given as follows.)

bat1dak6zi2

"not only"

dai6Oi6)jatd

"later"

dai6C;i6)si4

"next time"

dim2(bat I)zil

"unexpectedly"

gik6kei4loeng6

"at the most"

ham6baang6laang6

"all"

hou2do lsi4

"very often"

hou2ji3sil

"have the nerve"

jatl hau2gaa3

"at a fixed price"

jatl hau2hei3

"in one breath; without a break"

jatl leon2zeoi2

"without a break"

jatIzaam2ngaan5

"in an instant"

jau5gei2ho2

"rarely; seldom"

jau5zan6si2

"sometimes"

m4gin3dakI

"not likely"

m4zing6zi2/rn4daanIzi2

"not only"

maan6ji6fenl

"very much; extremely"

meidjau5noil

"not (in time or degree)"

mou5gei2ho2

"rarely; seldom"

noi6m4zungl

"once in a while"

sei2C;an4)douI

"in any case; anyway"

3.1.1.4

sildai2haa6

"in secret; in private"

siu2batl min5

"to a certain extent"

tengl gong2(waa 6)

"be told; heard o f '

waan2haa5sau2

"most likely"

zaul(batl)si4

"often; constantly"

zi2batlgwo3

"merely; only; just"

zi3dol (mai6)

"at the worst"

zi6batljin4

"naturally"

(lou5)zou2zau6

"in advance"

Polysyllabic Adverbs

BS(mH)@

dikl (j'i4ce2jkok3

rnou4leon6jyu4ho4
sz$$Q@ij

"indeed; really"
"in any case; whatever happens"

(The above are those Cantonese adverbs having more or the less the same
counterparts in Mandarin Chinese. Adverbs which are specific to Cantonese are
given as follows.)
"immediately"
"suddenly"
"wholeheartedly"
"suddenly"
"in a hurry"
"all day long"
"for the time being"

"unwillingly"
"that's why"
"without reason"
"repeatedly"

"very quickly"
"suddenly"
"have no way out"
"by talung advantage
of a situation"
"at the worst"

3.1.2

Complex Adverbs

3.1.2.1

Monosyllabic Adverbs

jk& ... jk& ...
H3 ... H?j ...

jyut6 ...jyut 6 ...

"the more ..., the more

. .. "

si4 ... si4 ...

"sometimes .. ., sometimes . .."

(The above are those Cantonese adverbs having more or the less the same
counterparts in Mandarin Chinese. Only one instance among Cantonese-specific
adverbs is a complex monosyllabic adverb.

U
g ...
3.1.2.2

...

m4 ...jau6 ...

"not ... but

..."

Disyllabic Adverbs
baak6baak6

"in vain; to no purpose"

canl hau2

"(speak) personally"

can lji5

"(hear) personally"

canlngaan5

"(see) personally"

canlsau2

"with one's own hands"

ci4zou2

"some time in the future; some day"

cin4hau6

"altogether"

daai6daai6

"greatly; enormously"

jatlbinl ...jatlbinl ...

"at .the same time"

jatljatl

"one by one"

jatlmin6 ...j atlmin6 ... "at .the same time"
jatdjat6

"daily; regularly"

jat6je6

"day and night"

jyun5jyun5

"largely"

loek6loek2

"a little; a bit; slightly"

loi4wui4

"back and forth"

mei4mei2

"slightly"

ming4ming4

"certainly"

pan4pan4

"again and again"

fR!i%

pin lpinI

"contrary to speaker's will"
"only"

S%S$

si4si4

"often; constantly"

%f&

sinlhau6

"one after another"

3%

tungltungl

"all; entirely"

#ri%

zim6zim2

"gradually"

-T-q

zou2zou2

"well in advance"

,a2

zuklzukl

"full; as much as"

(The above are those Cantonese adverbs having more or the less the same
counterparts in Mandarin Chinese. Adverbs which are specific to Cantonese are
given as follows.)
caal di I

"almost"

cai4cai4

"together"

ci3ci3

"every time"

colcol

"at first"

cukl cukl

"very quickly; at once"

dyun 6(dyun6)

"absolutely"

faai3dil

"quickly"

gap
heng6hengl

"nearly at once"
"slightly"

jatlbin6 ...jatlbin6.. "at the same time"
jatlsi4 ..jatlsi4 ...

' l ~ ~ m e t i m.e. .sometimes..
~;
."

jau5dil

"a little bit"

jukldil

"easily; frequently"

jukl haa5

"easily; frequently"

kan4dil

"frequently"

maan6maan2

"slowly"

ngaamI ngaaml

"exactly"
"just"

DEB...m@.. .

nil tau4.. .go2tau4...

"as soon as"

I

sinlsinI/sinl cin4

"before; previously"

k-F

soeng6haa2

"almost"

@%

taulgail

"secretly"

J
.

FEE

tau4mei5

"from beginning to end; altogether"

BB

tau4tau2

"at the beginning"

?,%#g

waang4dim6

"anyway"

#J%!f

zaangl dil

"almost"

3.1.2.3

Trisyllabic Adverbs
bei2gaau3(soengd)

"fairly; rather"

daai6tai2(soeng6)

"on the whole"

daai6zi3(soeng6)

"roughly; more or less"

dung6batl dung6

"fiequently"

feilsoeng4(zil)

"very"

ganl bun2(soeng6)

"at all; simply"

geil bun2soeng6

"basically"

mau6mau6jin4

"rashly; hastily"

sap6fenl (zil)

"very"

si4batIsi4

"sometimes"

si6sat6soeng6

"in fact; actually"

soengl dong1(zil)

"quite; fairly; considerably"

(The above are those Cantonese adverbs having more or the less the sanie
counterparts in Mandarin Chinese. Adverbs which are specific to Cantonese are
given as follows.)
baang4baang2sengl

"very quickly; at once"

bat1kei4jin4

"unexpectedlyt'

ceoi3ceoi2dei2

"reluctantly; grudgingly"

ci4dil (zoi3)

"later"

daaiddaai6bou6

"with wide steps"

daai6daai6daam6

"at a big mouthful"

daaiddaai6likd

"with a strong force"

daai6daai6sengl

"very loudly"

daai6laallaa4

"as much as"

dam4dam4kwaakl

"in a circle"

dou3tau41ai4

"in the end; finally"

fenlfen Jzungl

"at any time"

gaa2gaa2dei2

"in any case; anyhow"

gaan3(m4)zungl

"occasionally"

gailgamZgoek3

"very quickly"

33Ril
3VJw.
;$$6

gap Igap l goek3

"in a fast pace"

gau2m4gau2

"once in a while"

gok3zi 6gok3

"respectively"

E!%z

gu3jin4zil

"no doubt"

I"a"JI"a'Ibf!j'

haan4haan2dei2

"very easily"

f%@%

hai6gam2ji2

"perfunctorily"

$7%%ff!j'>

-88

hou2hou2(dei2)
jatlbou2bou6

"well"
"step by step; progressively"

-S%S%

jatlsi2si4

"occasionally"

3%J%59

jin6douI doul

"in cash"

&@!$7%

jyut6lai4jyut6

"more and more"

%#&%

kam4kam2cengI

"quickly"

@<@>I%

laa4(laa4)lam4

"very quickly; at once"

@3@%

laa4laa2sengI

"very quickly; at once"

?a

m4sai2man6

"undoubtedly"

w2%

m4sai2sam2

"undoubtedly"

n?%%

m4zaanglzoi6

"never mind"

-$i%m
@[@I%

min6deoi3min6

"face-to-face"

jfeiiicgtg

mou4cing4cing4
mou4dyunI dyunl

"without reason"
"without reason"

%a+

mou4ji3zungI

"not intentionally; b y chance"

mou4laal laa I

"without reason"

Dm?

jfeiiE!@E
Go%)%

ngaaml (ngaam1)sinI
"just"
~ f t ~ A J & @ $ $ $ ngaam I ngaamI hou2/ngaamI ngaamIsin3

@Em

ngaan5baak6baak6
m7f;jjJ/MU%m noi6batlnoi2/noi6m4noi2

"just right"

"helplessly"
"once in a while"

f-Fiw

sap6sing4sap6

~3?@ib

seoilsoeil dei2

"nevertheless"

?%3&%

silsiIjin4

"leisurely; unhurriedly"

!&#@I!!

tau I tau1dei2

"secretly"

~$fl-FB.R

zaam2haa5ngaan5

"in an instant"

!f$@J%

ze3diIji2

"by making an excuse"

zing2zing2haa2

"gradually"

w%!DF

surelyf'

%?$@%
!%Dl?@

zing6gai Igail

"quietly"

zyun2haa5ngaan5

"in an instant"

@(&I)@

zyun2(go3)tau4

"later"

3.2.2.4

Polysyllabic Adverbs

U @

hau2hau2sengl sengl

"(say) again and again"

lE#%g&@

luk61uk6zuk6zuk6
mou4jyun4mou4gu3

"in succession"
''without reason"

%B$%R!J

mou4si4mou4hakl

"all the time"

(The above are those Cantonese adverbs having more or the less the same
counterparts in Mandarin Chinese.

Adverbs which are specific to Cantonese are

given as follows.)

daaiddaaidwaa6waa6

"approximately"

daai6daam6daai6daam6

"at a b ~ mouthful"
g

do1dolsiu2siu2

"to a certain extent"

faai3faai3ceoi3ceoi3

"quickly"

faai3sau2faai3goek3

"quickly"

gaalgaa I maai4maai4

"altogether"

gaap3sau2gaap3goek3

"jointly"

gaplgap I mong4mong4

"in a hurry; in a haste"

gei2si4dakI lai4

"not (within a period of time)"

hau2faai3faai3(gam2)

"without hesitation"

hoil hou2maai4hou2

"(keep) talking over the same thing"

hou2hou2cau2cau2

"in any case; whatever happens"

hou2m4hou2doul

"in any case; whatever happens"

jatl ci3jau6jatl ci3

"time and again; repeatedly"

jut1 sau2jatl goek3

"by oneself'

jau5lei5mou5lei5

"regardless of the consequences"

jilsi40il hou6)

"punctually"

kaa3laa I (kaa3laaI)

"alternatively"

lam4gapl lam4mong4

"at the last moment"

lam4si4lam4gapI

''at the last moment"

li41iI laa41aa4

"very quickly"

lok6sau2lok6goek3

"by oneself; in person"

m4dol m4siu2

"to a certain extent"

m4gingI m4gok3

"without knowing consciously"

m4sengIm4sengl

"quietly"

sat6ngaa4sat6ci2

"certainly"

&
S?fE!?fBU2!J

sat6satdzoi6zoid

fEgBfgf'&
Q @ a#$

ze3tau4ze31ou6

si4si4hakl hakl
zzi6zi6jin4jin4

"in fact"
"all the time"
"by making an excuse"
"naturally"

Some internal struct~~res
are found to recurrently accompany disyllabic,
trisyllabic and polysyllabic adverbs. Among these adverbs, trisyllabic adverbs
display a greater variety of common structures than the others.

Among these

common structures, reduplication is given greater prominelice than others, which is
to be discussed in greater detail in the next section.

3.2.1

With Directional Complement @ lai4

F!H%!
E

3.2.2

dou3tau41ai4

!

gei2si4dakl lai4

With Directional Complement

Hm(k)

bei2gaau3(soeng6)

Mk%k>

daaidtai2(soeng6)

7k%(k)

daai6zi3(soeng6)

@$(k>
2i&$k

gun1 bun2(soeng6)
geil bunZsoeng6
si6sat6soeng6

3.2.3

"in the end; finally"
"not (within a period of time)"

soeng6

"relatively"
"on the whole"
"roughly; more or less"
"at all; simply"
"basically"
"in fact; actually"

With Negation Adverb
"never mind"
"undoubtedly"
"undoubtedly"

3.2.4

With

E7(us)9

9zungl
gaan3(m4)zungl

ll~cca~ionallylt

%m'

mou4ji3zungl

"not intentionally; by chance"

iO'r4Erp

noidm4zungl

"once in a while"

3.2.5

With

J@ goek3

Two trisyllabic adverbs denoting quickness of an action are associated with the
word

Bflgoek3.

%@Rip
%$3RiP
3.2.6

With

gailgam2goek3

"very quickly"

gap lgap I goek3

"at a fast pace"

ji2

~%@mhai6gam2ji2

"perfunctorily"

fBtm

"by making an excuse"

3.2.7

With

~B~FJ&%
3.2.8

With

ze3dilji2

jin4
bat1kei4jin4

"unexpectedly"

maudmau(ijin4

"rashly; hastily"

silsiljin4

"leisurely; unhurriedly"

2 zil

%7%(afeil soeng4(zil)

f-.fs-(asap 6fenI {ziI)
$
E
m
2
3
EM%?

"veryf1
"veryt1

soengl dong1(zil)

"quite; fairly"

gu3jin4zil

Itno doubt"

Two trisyllabic adverbs end in a word literally denoting "sound". It is
associated with reduplicated adverbs meaning "very quickly" and a change of tone to
the high-rising tone on the second syllable.

@3%@

baang4baang2sengl

"very quickly; at once"

laa4laa2sengl

"very quickly; at once"

''once in a while"
"once in a while"

"frequently"
"sometimes"
"once in a while"

3.2.12 V / ADJ +

di1

This word ll& dil occurs mainly with disyllabic adverbs. It carries a
diminutive meaning of "a little bit".

%m

caul dil

"almost"

@@J(m

ci4dil (zoi3)

"later"

%
li b!J

faai3dil

"quickly"

jau5dil

"a little bit"

RwJ

jukl dil

"easily; frequently"

%@I

kan4dil

"frequently"

#$9-

zaangl dil

"almost"

ml

The suffix

DT haa5 is attached to the end of the verb or inserted between the

verb and its object.

H n
!!@@?-F

jukl haa5

"easily; frequently"

~in~2zin~2haa2~

"gradually"

w!!T@

zaarn2haa5ngaan5

"in an instant"

-@!Y-F&

zyun2haa5ngaan5

Itin an instant"

3.2.14 Verb + Object
!&%
@(!H)gB
@f&!%$B
(

5

taulgail

"secretly"

zyun2(go3)tau4

"later"

lin2zyu6tiu4geng2

"unwillingly"

) sik6zyu6go3sai3(zau6)

"by talung advantage of a favourable
situation"

3.2.15 ADJi + ADJi +

a dei2

This suffix -rrf& dei2 is used productively with trisyllabic adverbs. The
suffixation of this affix results in a change of tone to the high-rising tone on the
second adjective, unless the tone on which is already a high level tone or a
high-rising tone.

9

!fififirrtfJ

ceoi3ceoi2dei2

"reluctantly; grudgingly"

,lE!%!d&

gaa2gaa2dei2

"in any case; anyhow"

by b'J

haan4haan2dei2

"very easily"

tF?!F(afL>

hou2hou2(dei2)

I' well"

sew!?

seoi lseoil dei2

"nevertheless"

fi%!$nffJ

taultauldei2

"secretly"

The tone of the suffix -PFis changed to a high-rising one.
43

3.2.16 % can1 + Noun (denoting body part responsible for
speech or actions)
%$I
i~!
%RS
%J@R
$!%

can1hau2

"(speak) personally"

canlji5

"(hear) personally"

can1ngaan5

"(see) personally"

canlsaud

"with one's own hands"

3.2.17 Antonymous Combinations
"some time in the future; some day"
"altogether"
"day and night"
"back and forth"
"one after another"
"almost"
"fi-om beginning to end; altogether"
"anyway"

As previously mentioned, adverbs have shown some recurrent patterns. Some
reduplicated adverbs are recurrently used with
m4.

afe dei2, @ sengl, + bat1 and

U
g

In fact, the manifestations of reduplication in Cantonese adverbs fall into a

wide range of systematic patterns. These patterns are to be discussed in the
following.

3.3.1

AA Form

Some disyllabic adverbs, typically formed from adjectives, are accompanied by
reduplication. As Matthews and Yip (1994: 184) point out, "the reduplication may
result in a changed tone on the second adjective." The tone being changed to is
usually the high-rising tone (Tone 2); only one adverb is found with the high level

tone (Tone 1) on its secoiid adjective. Examples are shown below. The shaded
syllables of the adverbs are found to undergo the change in tone.

Q$

baak6baak6

"in vain; to no purpose"

ASh:

daai6daai6

"greatly; enormously"

jatljatl

"one by one"

jat6jat6

"daily; regularly"

jyun5jyun5

"not at all"

loekdloek2

"a little; a bit; sl~ghtly"

mei4mei2

"slightly"

8

ming4ming4

"certainly"

%

"agam and again"

@@

pan4pan4
pinlpinl

B%B%

si4si4

"often; constantly"

3%

tungltungl

"all; entirely"

zimdzim2

"gradually"

zou2zou2

"well in advance"

zuklzukl

"full; as much as"

cai4cai4

"together"

2

ci3ci3

"every time"

;Fj+n

COICOI

"at first"

cuklcukl

"very quickly; at once"

El El

@I

$-q

Bri(K> dyunb(dyun6)
3% gaplgapl
$ 3 hengdhengl
#T$'T.(afb)hou2hou2(dei2)

s;f;

3.3.2

"contrary to speaker's will; just"

"absolutely"
"nearly at once"
"slightly"
"well"

rnaan6rnaan2

"slowly"

ngaamlngaam l

"exactly; just"

sinlsinl

"before; previously"

tau4tau2

"at the beginning"

AAB Form

The reduplicated adverbs with d@dei2 and @ sengl fall into this category.
Other examples of this class are shown as follows. The syllable with change of
tone to the high-rising tone is shaded.

mau6mau6jin4

"rashly; hastily"

daai6daai6bou6

"with wide steps"

daai6daai6daam6

"at a big mouthful"

daai6daai6lik6

"with a strong force"

daai6daai6sengl

"very loudly"

dam4dam4kwaakl

"in a circle"

fen Ifen Izungl

"at any time"

gap I gap Igoek3

''in a fast pace"

kam4kamZcengl

"quickly"

laa4(laa4)lam4

"very quickly; at once"

ngaaml (ngaam])sin l

I'just"

ngaamlngaaml hou2/ngaamI ngaamlsin3

3.3.3

"just right"

silsiljin4

"leisurely; unhurriedly"

zing2zing2haa2

"gradually"

zing6gai I gail

"quietly"

ABA Form

The reduplicated adverbs with

bat1 and

Us m 4 fall into this category.

Other examples are shown as follows.
"respectively"
''more and more"
"face-to-face"
"surely"
"again and again"

3.3.4

ABB Form

This form might occasionally result in the change of tone on the first element of
the reduplicated part. The changed tone is typically the high-rising tone.

A m
DiEE(@)

daai61aa41aa4
hau2faai3faai3(gam2)

"as much as"
"without hesitation"

-@$

jatl bou2bou6

"step by step; progressively"

- t@B%
3%59!fE

jatl si2si4

"occasionally"

jin6dauldau I

Ifincash"

mou4cing4cing4
mou4dyunl dyunl

"without reason"

rnou4laal laal

"without reason"

ngaan5baak6baak6

"helplessly"

%?I8174
&$%@#

&EE
@El€a
3.3.5

3.3.6

''without reason1'

AABB Form
hau2hau2senglsengl

"(say) again and again"

luk6luk6zuk6zuk6

I1 '

daai6daai6waadwaa6

"approximately"

do1dolsiu2siu2

"to a certain extent"

faai3faai3ceoi3ceoi3

"quickly"

gaalgaal maailmaail

"altogether"

gaplgapl mong4mong4

"in a hurry; in a haste"

hou2hou2cau2cau2

"in any case; whatever happens"

li41il laa41aa4

"very quickly"

sat6sat6zoi6zoi6

"in fact"

si4si4haklhakl

"all the time"

zidzi6jin4jin4

"naturally"

in succession"

ABAB Form
"at a big mouthful"
"alternatively"
"quietly"

3.3.7

ABAC Form
"without reason"
"all the time"
"quickly"
"jointly"
"in any case; whatever happens"

"by oneself'
"punctually"
"at the last moment"
"at the last moment"
"by oneself; in person"
"to a certain extent"
"without knowing consciously"
"definitely; undoubtedly"
"by making an excuse"

3.3.8

ABCB Form

MKlBU

hoil hau2maai4hau2

3

jau5lei5mou5lei5

"(keep) talking over the same thing"
"regardless of the consequences"

Some adverbs must occur in co-ordination with another adverb of the same
form.

(1)

B...a..jyut6 ...jyut6 ... "the more.. . the more.. ."
*.=*

*."

%BE,z\&@
ngo5jyut6 nam2jyut6 hing3

I more think more angry
"The more I think, the more I get angry."

(2)

El$.

..@.. .si4.. .si4... "sometimes.. . sometimes. .."

~&@s%.-x

o

keoi5 si4 haam3 si4 siu3
s h e sometimes cry sometimes laugh
"She cried partly and laughed partly. "

(5)

~:l;&-&f~~guy
?
nei5 jau5gei2ho2 lai4 aal
you rarely come FP
"You rarely come here."

(6) f@&$$f6J@j!
nei5 mou5gei2ho2 lai4
you rarely come
"You rarely come here."

Over half of the Cantonese adverbs are disyllabic. Trisyllabic adverbs are
characteristic of various common structures. Polysyllabic adverbs are characteristic
of different patterns of reduplication.
with themselves.

Some adverbs must occur in co-ordination

Some adverbs are formed by antonymous adjectives and verbs

that make them opposite in meaning. The following table gives a summary of the
distribution of Cantonese adverbs with respect to their structural complexity and
syllabicity.

Table 1: Simple and complex adverbs in Cantonese
Note a: Refer to Chapter 1, section 1.4.1 for the description of the abbreviations CM and CS.
Note b: The single entry in Appendix 1 E+(w/ag{%)
zi3dol(mai6/m4hai6) is divided into separate
zi3do I (m4hai6), thus increasing the total number of
entries E%(w)zi3dol (maid) and E@(Ug$$)
adverbs (cf. Appendix 1) by one.

Semantic classif

:ion of Adverbs

4.1 INTRODUCTION:PROPOSALS
FOR CLASSIFICATION IN
THE LITERATURE
Several studies are devoted to adverbs in English as well as Mandarin Chinese,
and in each study the adverbs are somehow classified using different criteria. The
number of categories varies, and even more importantly, the names chosen for a
category may also differ, so, to avoid confusion for those acquainted with the
literature, some important previous classifications will be considered before
presenting the one used here. The different proposals for both English and
Mandarin Chinese will be discussed separately below.

4.1.1

English classification of adverbs

Previous studies of semantic classification of English adverbs include
Greenbaum (1969), Jackendoff (1972), Thomason and Stalnaker (1973), Lehrer
(1975a), Bellert (1977), McConnell-Ginet (1982), Erust (1984), Vendler (1984),
Swan (1988), Nakamura (1997), Rarnat and Ricca (1998), and Wyner (1998). In
their semantic theory of adverbs, Thomason and Stalnaker (1973) have divided
adverbs into two classes, namely sentence adverbs and predicate adverbs. However,
as Bellert (1977) notes, not all the sentence adverbs can uniformly be described in
such a way.

Jackendoff s method (semantic-paraphrase analyses) has much influence on

subsequent workslo (Nakamura, 1997:249). It is therefore worthwhile to give a
sketchy account of Jackendoff s classification. Jackendoff divides English adverbs
into four classes, taking into consideration both the semantic and distributional
properties of adverbs. The four classes are (1) manner adverbs, (2) subject-oriented
adverbs, (3) speaker-oriented adverbs, and (4) the merely class."

He defines

manner adverbs as occurring in auxiliary and final position, both subject-oriented
adverbs and speaker-oriented adverbs as occurring in initial and auxiliary position,
and the merely class as occurring only in auxiliary position. Each of these
sub-classes has its own semantic paraphrase. Jackendoff paraphrases (1) - (4) as
(5) - (8), respectively.
John dropped his cup of coffee clumsily.
Cleverly, John spilled the beans.
Happily, John won the game.12
Frankly, John lied to Bill.
The manner in which John dropped his cup of coffee is clumsy.
It was clever of John to spill the beans.
It is happy (to me) that John won the game.
*It is frank (to me) that Jolm lied to Bill.

Owing to the fact that sometimes the semantic-paraphrase is not compatible
with the speaker-oriented adverb, likefrankly, as illustrated in ( 9 , Bellert justifies
her attempt to refine Jackendoff s classification of adverbs and provides more
accurate paraphrases of them. In particular, she fbrther divides the speaker-oriented
adverbs into the following five sub-classes (see Nakaruma, 1997:250-252; for
description of Bellert's analyses).

'O Not only do Jackendoffs paraphrases of adverb subcategories have direct impact on later accounts
of sub-classification of adverbs, but also indirectly form .the basis to elucidate other linguistic
phenomena, such as to show that the line between semantics and pragmatics is not at all clear-cut
(Lehrer, 1975b) and to explain how sentences are related to the events they describe, possibly in two
ways which arise fiom two distinct paraphrases for manner adverbials and speaker-oriented adverbials
(Moore, 1993).
Jackendoff does not give any semantic property of this merely class (e.g. merely, utterly, virtually,
etc.).
l2 The example (3) is ambiguous, meaning either "it was happy of John to win the game" or (7) as
given.

''

A.

Evaluative adverbs (luckily,fortunately, happily, surprisingly, etc.)

B.

Modal adverbs (probably, possibly, certainly, surely, evidently, etc.)

C.

Domain adverbs (logically, mathematically, morally, aesthetically, etc.)

D.

Conjunctive adverbs (however, nevertheless, hence, therefore,fivstly,
finally, etc.)

E.

Pragmatic adverbs Cfvankly,sincerely, honestly, briefly, precisely, roughly,
etc.)

In short, in dealing with English adverbs, linguists tend to subdivide adverb
classes on semantic grounds by providing paraphrases of them.

4.1.2

Chinese classification of adverbs

In Chinese, different grammarians classify adverbs into smaller groups in
accordance with different criteria. Generally speaking, previous literature classifies
Chinese adverbs mainly in two ways, one of which is on the basis of grammatical
meanings expressed by adverbs, and the other of which is based on position of
adverb in a clause or sentence. Grammarians like Wang Li (1959:267-268), Chao
Yuen Ren (1968:780-795) aid Zhu Dexi (1982:195-201) adopt the former approach
in dealing with classification of adverbs whereas Charles Li and San.dra Thompson
(1989:3 19-339) adopt the latter.

Let me begin with the classification of adverbs by position.

Li and

Thompson (1989:320) divide adverbs into the following three sub-classes:

1.

Movable Adverbs

2.

Nonrnovable Adverbs

3.

Postverbal Adverbials

This classification is established on the basis of adverb placement.

Movable adverbs occur either before the subject or after it but before the verb.
Semantically, they are further divided into time adverbs and attitude adverbs.

Nonrnovable adverbs occur only after the subject but before tlie verb.

They

comprise manner adverbs and nonrnanner adverbs according to semantic
characteristics.

Functionally, movable adverbs modify the entire clause so they are also called
sentential adverbs, whereas nonrnovable adverbs modify the verb, adjective or
adverb phrases in which they occur.

Postverbal adverbials occur after the verb and specify the duration or extent of
the action expressed by the predicate.

In fact, examples of this type do not involve

adverbs at all; instead they are made up of noun phrases consisting of a number, a
classifier (if one is required) and a noun. Hence, absolutely speaking, this type of
"adverbs" must not be treated as a subdivision of adverbs. Here are some examples

of each adverb subcategory given by Li and Thompson.
(9) Movable adverb of time

a.

IdUdU%~f;@~f;i
3Ba&F%3
gziizggang wd bu shqu xidnzii hhb dudle

just-now I not comfortable now good much FP
"Just now I didn't feel well but I feel better now."
b.

%~~Ju~u+B~

$!zE&F%T
O

wo'g&ggang bu shqu xihzai hi& dudle

I just-now not comfortable now good much FP

"Just now I didn't feel well but I feel better now."
(10) Movable adverb of attitude

a.

&&t~=+m,~,
,,,, -

0

xiziizrrin zh&gsciiz bu gaxing

obviously Zhangsan not happy
"Obviously, Zhangsan is not happy.''
b.

E~.&&+~II'J
Zhciizgsa xi&r& bu gaxing

Zhangsan obviously not happy
"Obviously, Zhangsan is not happy.''

(1 1) Nonmovable manner adverb

!tb1k~kkb7E
O

he quickly walk
"He walked quickly."
(12) Nonmovable nonmanner adverb

~IL~~$&ET
tZy#ing z6u le

he already leave FP
"He has already left."

1

Chinese Adverb Sub-classes
Adverb of Affirmation

Wang (1959)

Chao (1968)

Zlzu (1982)

1

J
J

2
3Adverb of Degree
-

J

1

p
p

J

J

J
P

J

4 Adverb of Evaluation
5Lnterrogative Adverb
6 Modal Adverb

J
J
P

I

8 Adverb of Manner
9 l ~ d v e r bof Negation

1 1 Adverb of Possibilitv
12 Adverb of Quantity
13
Adverb of Scope
14 Adverb of Time

J

J

1

J

J

I

J

1

J

I

1
J
J

J

J

p
p

J
1
7

J

Table 2: The classzfication of adverbs in the Chinese literature

Table (2) illustrates different labels used by different granmarians in classifying
adverbs according to their grammatical meanings.

This table demonstrates two

major problems in such kind of classification. Firstly, names of sub-classes have
not been standardized. There has not been any consensus in naming sub-classes of
adverbs; linguists use their own terminology in doing so. In fact, despite different
names used, they tend to denote more or less the same grammatical meaning.
Secondly, the total number of sub-classes is different.

Chao gives as many as

eleven sub-classes of adverbs whereas Zhu gives as few as four. To make matters
worse, as Zhang Yisheng (2000: 17) notes, the same adverb is subsumed under one
class by one grammarian but under another class by another grammarian!

There can be infinite number of names coined by linguists. However, it should
be borne in mind that a word can be classified as an adverb even without knowing its
sub-class so long as it exhibits all the syntactic properties an adverb proper should
have.

Subsuming it under a particular class is merely a means to highlight the

common properties shared by members of this sub-class. The name or label of this
sub-class is therefore vital in the discussion of shared semantic and syntactic
properties.

In dealing with Cantonese adverbs, I assume the following taxonomy in

which Cantonese adverbs are divided into seven sub-classes according to
grammatical meaning.

4.2 CONJUNCTIVE
ADVERB
(C)
Conjunctive adverbs serve a linking fbnction amongst verb/adjective phrases
and amongst clauses. They are distinguished from conjunctions as they have to be
put only after the subject (conjunctions can be put either before the subject or afier it).
A conjunctive adverb can function alone like

mai6 "then",

R(3)sinl(zi3)

3 zau6 "then", etc., or function in concert with the same adverb or another
adverb, for example,
. .,jau6.. .jau6.. . "at the same time", BSz...flF
B..
. gu3jin4zil.. .zi2batlgwo3... "no doubt .. .only.. .", -. . -3..
.jatl ...zau6... "as
soon as.. .then. . .", -8.. . .%...jatl daan6...zau6... "once ... then. . .",etc.
"then",

x..
.x.

(13) %%Um$3 #~T!&U?%?%%$
o

Z0ek.3 do1 dil saaml nei5 mai6 m4 dung3 lol
wear many PL clothes you then not cold FP
"Wear more clothes and you don't feel cold."

(14)

@@8&@

o

apl-dakl-ceotl zau6 apl

say-COMP-out as-soon-as say
"You just say what you can say."

( 15 )

! E ! @ % ~ J R ~ ~ F

o

keoi5 zou6je5 jau6 faai3 jau6 hou2

slhe work also fast also good
"He works efficiently and effectively."

(16)

@!&@&2&~
R$&~%'~'Q~ED%@E@
o

gam2 zou6 gu3jinkil hou2 zi2batlgwo3 haibpaa3 keoi.5 m4 zunglji3 zel

in-such-way do no-doubt good only be fear she not like FP
"No doubt, it is good to do it this way. However, we are only afi-aidof making him
unhappy."

Degree adverbs can form a scale of degree. As Klein (1998) persuasively puts

it when discussing adverbs of degree in general,
[tlhe specification of an adverb of degree . . . indicates a range on the scale of
the appropriate dimension in which the quality concerned can be placed. We
may try to order the adverbs along the scale, but it is evident that groups of
adverbs point to roughly the same range of the scale. Terribly, highly,
fantastically and awfully all indicate a very high degree, and although
differences with other adverbs, such as rather or very, can be stated, the internal
ordering of the former group cannot easily be decided upon.
(Klein, 1998 :14)

Klein's viewpoints will be used as a reference throughout this section.
Cantonese degree adverbs can be graded in the scale according to, roughly, the
highest degree such as

3zi3 "most", an absolutely high degree such as UQ(%)

gam3(gwai2) "very", a relatively high degree such as

ngang3 "even more", an

absolutely intermediate degree such as $$ syun3 "fairly", a relatively intermediate

degree such as
as

k,@(k)
bei2gaau3(soeng6) "rather", an absolutely low degree such

jau5dil "a little bit", or a relatively low degree such as $g$2heng6hengl

"slightly". Diagrammatically, the scale of degree and degree adverbs ascribed to the
scale is illustrated in Figure (2).

In fact, the notions of absolute and relative adverbs of degree exist in both

Mandarin Chinese and English. Wang Li (1959:268-276) has divided Mandarin
Chinese adverbs of degree into these two groups. Lu Jianming and Ma Zhen (1999),
and Han Rongzhu (2000) further rationalise such division by pointing out the
distribution of absolute and relative degree adverbs in different sentence types, and
their pragmatic differences with respect to modality and presupposition respectively;
that is, semantic categorisation is justified both syntactically and pragmatically.
Though the Longman Grammar ofspoken and Written English (1999) does not
clearly state the terns "absolute" and "relative", it gives the definition of degree
adverbs in absolute and relative senses:
They [adverbs of degree] can be used to mark that the extent or degree is either
greater or less than usual [absolute sense] or than that of something else in the
neighbouring discourse [relative sense]. (1999:554)
Scale of Degree

HIGHEST -------------..----HIGH -----------gam3(gwai2)

-

Relative
3zi3 "most"

LE
I

ngang3
"even more"

"sol1
(
)
f---soengl dong1 (zil)
"considerably"
$$syun3 "fairly" f--

HIGH-INTERMEDIATE

_I_+

%& ling4se3
"particularly"

---- INTERMEDIATE --"rather"

@&jau5dil

+

------------ LOW

---------me

"slightly"

"a little bit"
Figure 2: Degree adverbs and degree scale
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Some Chinese linguists tend to emphasise the role of degree adverbs as a whole
in modifying other elements (Chao Yuen Ren, 1968; Zhu Dexi, 1982; He Yang, 1994;
Yang Yun, 1999; among others). On the other hand, some linguists tend to focus on
a particular adverb of degree and its use (Luo Qingsong, 1995; Zhao Lijiang, 1998;
Liu Yuanman, 1999; aniong others). This sort of discussion on the use of particular
adverbs is important as it reveals that Mandarin Chinese degree adverbs differ from
Cantonese ones with respect to the same individual one.

It is generally agreed that the adverb of degree

tai "too" in Mandarin Chinese

expresses two grammatical meanings: (1) high degree, used in admiration; (2)
excessive degree, used in indicating unfortunate or undesirable events.13 Cantonese
adopts the same adverb fkom Mandarin Chinese but uses it differently in two respects:
(1) the degree adverb

taai3 is optionally accompanied by $
Jgwo3 to form

A

(B)taai3(gwo3); (2) the degree adverb k(B)taai3(gwo3) is mainly used for
excessive degree. In other words, the same adverb in Cantonese differs from that in
Mandarin Chinese in both form and meaning. In indicating a high degree,
Cantonese tends to use

$3hou2, j$$UH/BB
gei2gam3/gei2gvvai2, etc. rather .than

k(B)taai3(gwo3).

High Degree
(17) I I @ ~ & u B ~ ~!~ F / ? u ~ ~

dil tong1 gei2gam3 hou2rnei6 aa3
PL soup very delicious FP

"The soup is so delicious."

Lu Shuxiang ~$~~~(1999) (( %I%@%IIEiZl> "k[B!I]1.%Z;Fq@@B
@RK7f;PUB&
@~~~'7'02.~$@@@
+ % i~ foi g $ & o
" p.526; Zhonggwo Shewui Kexue Yuyan Yanjiusuo
Cidian Bianjishi (1999) (3%(<?%%8$&> "k[%U]a.%%$Z@?.@#
; b.%%f9g@&(J/?JfiBB)
a
" p.1219.
l3

(18) le~~k(&)~fo*V!l ! (Note: The sentence is still acceptable but rare.)
dil tong1 taai3(gwo3) hou2mei6 aa3
PL soup very delicious FP
"The soup is so delicious."

Cf. (I 9)

o

zh& ge t B g de w&d& ttY m a le
this M soup POSS taste very beautiful FP
"This soup is so delicious."

Excessive Degree

a k%rn!

(20)

nil tiu4 tai4muk6 taai3 naan4 laa3
this M question too difficult FP
"This question is too difficult."

Cf. (21) ~ g & k $ @ T
zhC dao tit& n& le
this M question too difficult FP
"This question is too difficult."

Similarly, though the degree adverb $fjJ g h in Mandarin Chinese is used to
indicate that an element it modifies sufficiently satisfies speaker's demand on its
level or indicate a high degree14, Cantonese

gau3 is not a degree adverb at all;

rather, it is a modal adverb carrying strong emotional colouring.

? E$@%{E~$$
!

(22)

keoi.5jyun3 ngo5 ngo5 gau3 jyun3 keoi5 lok3
s h e blame me I also blame himiher FP
"She blames me? But I blame her too!"

-

-

-

l4 Lu Shuxiang g$$Z$#fl
(I 999) (?%(%%%)lE@d)
"$@[FZU] 1.@gfi$$@:q * ~ ~ ~ ~ U - - ~ j ~ i ! $ E
,eR6J,RRES@@BSm
T#EE$€!EO9E%Zq
2.!@@$8$%7 * %?i?f3!EfJ$g
R$@ZqqJx
fi5-EB@S%O9QE~BD'k'9'?$?3" '' p.235.

4.4 MANNER
ADVERB
(M)
Manner adverbs characterise the action indicated by the verb.

It is worth

noting that about 10 manner adverbs are subsumed under a smaller category named
"repetition". These manner adverbs are typically used to indicate a repetitive action
or event.

They do not form a separate class of their own, being distinct from

manner adverbs because they are like manner adverbs in that they specify how an
action is done: an action is done once again.

-f~2&&%&

(23)

keoi5 jau6si3 sik6 ling4sik6
s h e again eat snacks
"She eats snacks again."

1~2&fik~gi$2~

(24)

keoi5 saamlfaanlsei3ci3 m4 tengl jan4 hyun3
slhe again-and-again not listen-to people persuade
"She did not listen to us again and again."

The majority of manner adverbs suggests a variety of ways of undergoing an
action. For instance, an action can occur at a fast pace as described by the adverb
$f&-j$$%

kam4kam2cengl "quickly". An interesting observation is that for those

manner adverbs specifying how fast an action is taken place, they might consist of
the morphemes

8 sengl

"sound" and ,$$goek3 "leg" as in @@If@@

baang4baangZsengl "very quickly", E$@$@ laa4laa2sengl "very quickly",
gaplgaplgoek3 "at a fast pace",
(25)

$$@hP

gailgam2goek3 "very quickly", etc.

j$ng@$j&&~fgiE?
zung6 m4 baang4baa1zg2sengI ceotl heoi3 wan2 keoi5
still not very-quickly go-out look-for hindher

"Why don't you go out and look for him at once?"

(26) %nf@&$i&f@f~~@@n$lJ

o

ngojdeid laa4laa2sengl zoud-maa4 dil je5 laal
we very-quickly do-COMP PL thing FP
"Let's finish the work quickly."

(27)

@&&@pjF@J~g
keoi.5 gaplgaplgoek3 zau2 gwo3 lai4
sh.e in-a-fast-pace walk across come
"He came here quickly."

(28)

f%f@~$f&@l%@Jn%

?

nei5 zoudmatl gailgam2goek3 zau2 gwo3 lai4
you why very-quickly walk across come
"Why did you come here so quickly?"

There are also adverbial characterizations having to do with the volition and
intent of the agent in respect of the execution of the action, as depicted by the
adverbs

3%zyunldangl

and %@ gaap3ngaang2.

occur in succession as shown by

$&Blin4hei3,
s or in a random manner by e$I

lapdlyun2, or in secret by {&#f@Q
(29)

taultauldei2.

$!~$&U~%I%UE
ngo5 zyunldangl lai4 taam3 nei5 gaa3
I deliberately come visit you FP
"I come to see you deliberately."

(30)

&&ZAZ

o

gaap3ngaang2 bikl jan4 heoi3
unyieldingly force people go
"People are forced to come not willingly."

(31)

Furthermore, an action may

@&$&Y&3k@@
o

keoi5 lin4hei3 sikd-zo2 saaml daai6 wun2 mind
s h e in-succession eat-ASP three big M noodles
"He ate three big bowls of noodles successively."

(32) @tlr((l~~@'~fi~&j$,6$$

nil dil syut3waa6 m4hou2 lap61yun2 gong2

that PL words do-not casually say
"Don't say something thoughtlessly."

(33)

f~fh&ifi&@@~
O

keoi5 taultaul dei2 ceotl -zo2 gaail

she secretly go-out-ASP street
"She went out secretly."

There are a few manner adverbs in Cantonese that have the structure "- jatl
'one' (+ measure word) + noun", for example, - $&jatl hau2hei3 "without a
break", --$$$$$ jatlleon2zeoi2 "without a break", --&$ jatlngaan5 "in a glimpse",

--&\ jatlsaml "wholeheartedly", --% jatlsau2 "single-handed,

--+--j$P

jatlsau2jatlgoek3 "by oneself', etc. Apparently, they look like noun phrases

functioning as adverbials. However, it is argued that they are genuine adverbs.

If

they were noun phrases, they would mean what their components literally mean.

Zn

fact, they mean quite differently from their literal meanings as in the following
examples.
(34)

Note that their literal meanings are given in the gloss.

{@$?l@gLfl
$&~gU&j-@$sZiZ
o

keoi5 hing3-hei2lai4 jatlhau2hei3 coeng3zo2 sap6-gei2 zek3 go1

she excited-COMP without-a-break sing-ASP ten-something M songs
"He was so excited that he sang about ten songs without a break."

(35) {~lfhu&%ma@@tt:~g
keoi5 jatlleon2zeoi2 gong2-saai3 dil je5 ceotl laid

s/he by-one-mouth say-COMP PL thing go-out
"She spoke all the things without a break."
(36)

fiL@$z&%
o

keoi5jatlngaan5 jingdceotl ngo5

she by-one-eye recognise me
"She recognized me in a glimpse."

(37)

% L I L \ T ~ $ A ~

ngo5jatlsaml soeng2 gaau3syul
I by-one-heart want-to teach
"I want to be a teacher wholeheartedly."
(38) (@:*%#%E@@

o

keoi.5jatlsau2 zau6 linglhei2 zoengl dang3
slhe in-one-hand EMPH pick-up M chair
"He picked up the chair single-handedly."

(39)

! M E K ? % ~ ~ ~ ~ I ~ ~ U ~ ' £
o

go3 daan6goul ngo5jatlsau2jatlgoek3 zou6 ge3
M cake I in-one-hand-one-leg do FP
"I made .the cake by myself."

It does not make sense to sing ten songs in one breath as in (34), to recognise a
person in one eye as in (36), and to make a cake in one hand and one leg as in (39).
Further, though it is true that a person has one mouth, i.e.
and one heart, i.e.

--ii\

-$&Ug jatlleon2zeoi2,

jatlsaml, these literal meanings of their components differ

dramatically from the actual meanings as in (35) and (37), respectively. Even if the
literal meaning seems close to the actual meaning as in (38), --$jatlsau2 is not a
grammatical noun phrase.

The structure of a noun phrase in both Mandarin Chinese

and Cantonese requires a measure word to be inserted between tlie numeral and the
head noun (whereas English does not).
(40)

-B%
jut1 zek3 sau2
one M hand
"one hand"

Hence, as shown in the above,
noun phrase whereas

--s$
jatl zek.? sau2 "one hand" is a grammatical

--qjatlsau2 is not; -%

jatlsau2 is an adverb instead.

4.5 MODALADVERB
(MI,, MA, MV)
Modal adverbs refer to those adverbs that project speaker's judgement,
evaluation and strong emotions on a situation described by the predicate. Not every
linguist uses exactly the term "modal adverb" in referring to the same group of
adverbs. Chao Yuen Ren (1968:781-786), for instance, uses the terms "adverb of
evaluation" and "adverb of contingency". In fact, what he means by "adverb of
evaluation" is the second kind of modal adverbs to be described in the following, and
what he means by "adverb of contingency" is the first kind.

Modal adverbs can be further divided into three categories. Firstly, a group of
modal adverbs (ML) might express "evidentiality" (Chafe, 1986), that is, possibility,
likelihood or certainty on the situation. The level of doubt or certainty is signified
by the use of different adverbs; to put another way, these epistemic adverbs form a
scale of probability (Hofher, Cantor, and Badzinski, 1990:220), where adverbs of
high certainty have the probability of one and adverbs of lower certainty have the
probability less than one.

Some modal adverbs tend to indicate a very high level of certainty such as
zyutddeoi3,

f-Ej-sapdsing4sap6, @f?f sat6hang4 etc.

highly certain) situation is expressed by adverbs like

UGH#

A less certain (but still

hE gau2sing4, 9%dolsou3,

m4gin3daklyetc. A situation which is partly certain and partly doubtful is

expressed by adverbs like

Ug%DZ/jl/'m4dolm4siu2,

/-J,'7f;s
siu2batlmin.5,

meidbitl etc. A more doubtful situation is expressed by adverbs such as
paa3(ce2),
(4 1)

$BF$

zDT;Fwaan2haa5sau2,

waak6ze2, etc.

i~moatz+ k t ~ @ a
keoi5 gum2 ge3 joeng2 sap6sing4sap6 syu 1-202 laal
s h e such-way GE look surely lose-ASP FP
"He looks so frustrated. Surely, he lost the game."

I~Q(H)

(42) { ~ ~ B $ ~ ' ~ Q ( ~ ) ~ E ~ ~ ~ ~ @

keoi5 garn I maanl paa3(ce2) m4 lai4-dakl laa3

she tonight perhaps not come-COMP FP
"Perhaps, she couldn't come tonight."

It is interesting to note that the modal adverb @ baaul "certainly" seems to be
derived from its verbal counterpart of the same homonymous form meaning
"guarantee". In other words, as Traugott and and Konig (1991. Cited in
Kryk-Kastovsky, 1997:320) puts in one of the semantic-pragmatic tendencies
proposed by them, "meanings tend to become increasingly situated in the speaker's
subjective belieflstatelattitude toward the situation". In their study of sentence
adverbs in the languages of Europe, Ramat and Ricca (1998:243-244) also
impressively points out that "[tlhe semantic development usually goes fiom the
world being talked about to the views on that world uttered by the speaker in herlhis
act of speaking", and called this process of "a change towards more abstract
meanings" subjectification (see also Powell, 1992; Peters, 1994).

For some evidence to this claim, Comadie (1993:93-95) has reported that the
modal adverb glo "allegedly" in Afkkaans is derived from the verb glo "believe", and
thus convincingly demonstrated that subjectification refers to "any process causing a
lexical item to develop a subjective meaning or extending the membership of modals
in the lexicon".

I can observe this shift of meaning from a more concrete one as

expressed by a verb to a more abstract one as expressed by an adverb in sentences
like (43) and (44), respectively:
(43) Verb

baaul "guarantee"

&{@?%E
baaul nei.5 bun5ji3

guarantee you satisfjr
"(I) guarantee that you must be satisfied (with it)."

(44) Adverb

haaul "certainly"

-+~ & : g m
0

gamljatb baaul lok6jyu.5
today certainly rain
"It certainly rains today."

Secondly, a group of modal adverbs (MA) on the other hand reflects speaker's
attitude towards the content independent of its epistemological status.

Some

attitudinal adverbs appear to show speaker's surprise on the content, for instance,

(+)$XI dirn2(batl)zi17 g
j
$ging2jin4,

EE geoiljin4, etc.

Other adverbs express

speaker's determination in taking on an action, for example, -fj$

jatljyul, ;k@@

5 9 jau5lei5mou5lei5, $$$A
gei2daai2, etc.

u ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 7 3(surprise)
IIf
(45) 1 ~ ~ ~ ( ~ ) $
keoi.5 dimZ(bat1)zil m4 laid-dakl wo4
slhe unexpectedly not come-COMP FP
"Unexpectedly,she couldn't come."
(46)

(determination)
gei2daai2 doul jiu3 heoi3

no-matter-what EMPH want-to go
"No matter what happens, I need to go."

Cantonese has some modal adverbs which signal expectations of some kind.
They range from

doulhaid,

expectation a speaker holds to

r'gBBcing4jyun2, etc., which show a particular
ngaarzg2hai6, @Rpinlpinl, etc., which

indicates a conflict, suggesting that a fact goes beyond what one might have
expected.
(47) 8ZS-F % ~ % ~ s % # F u ~ D R
(expectation)
nam2-nam2-haa2 doulhaid m4 heoi3 hou2diI wo3
think-think-ASP had-better not go better FP
"On second thought, I had better not to go there."

(48) &S&(%B~~SF~

(contrary to expectation)

bun2 syul ngaang2hai6 maai5m4dou2

M book contrary-to-expectations buy-not-COMP

"Unfortunately, the book is difficult to find."

Furthermore, some of these modal adverbs express a concession like

z&E@

waadsaai3, $?$?@@ hou2hou2cau2cau2, etc. whereas others express speaker's
strong emotions or emphasis like

zikdcing4,

%(g)
sin1@3),

modal adverbs express speaker's suggestion~persuasionsuch as
ho4fu2,

E$F zeoi3hou2, etc.

k%faan2wai4,

jaud,

etc.

Some

Tffficinlkei4, fqg

Some modal adverbs express a contrary fact such as

BJUsatdzakl, etc.

Some modal adverbs express

speaker's instantaneous understanding of the situation such as L ' ~ ' ~ ~ ( ~ ) f ~
rn4gwaai3(zil)dakl7
(49)

ET/Cjyun41oi4, $$PI!naan4gwaai3, etc.

f@WTiEn$! ~Z$#@$~';(%{@$I(Z

o

(concession)

nei5 bong2-haa5 keoi5 laal keoi5 waa6saai3 doul hai6 nei5 sai31ou2

you help-ASP himher FP s h e after-all rather be your brother
"After all, he is your brother so you should help him."
(50) (@%(&)(% %%f% !

(emphasis)

nei5 sinI(zi3) hai6 ngo5 m4 hai6

you EMPH be I not be
"It is you. Not me!"
(5 1) ~ $ ~ ~ ! J S # ~ Z % @ A % I

(suggestion)

cinlkei4 m4hou2 gong2 bei2jan4 zil

for-heaven's-sake do-not say to people know
"For heaven's sake, don't tell others."
(52)

~E*~U~~RUPBJ~~

(contrary fact)

keoi5 sat6zakl m4 hai6 gum3 laan5 ge2

s h e actually not be so lazy FP
"Actually, she is not as lazy as you thought."

.K
( 5 3 ) o,%,li($)i%!~og2~$!l
Rd!El;iS

(understanding)

m4gwaai3(zil)dakl keoi.5 m4 heoi3 laal jyun4loi4 keoi5jauSsi6

that-is-why s h e not come FP originally she have-something-to-do
"That's why he doesn't come. He has got something to do."

Both epistemic and attitudinal adverbs are generally loosely attached to the
sentences.

They are used to orient the hearer towards the statement in which they

occur and explain to the hearer how the statement is to be taken.

One of the

characteristics of these adverbs is that they can be positioned quite fi-eely in a
sentence without changing their meaning (Huang, 1975:26).

Thirdly, a few modal adverbs (MV) appear to present the point of view of the
laa2maai4 "generally speaking", Zf-Zgai3zeng3 "as a

speaker, for instance,
rule",

@zg(g&)
tenglgong2(waa6) "by hearsay", etc., expressing a vague viewpoint

or hearsay.

Other members of this sub-class might also suggest that the source of

knowledge does not lie in the speaker alone but all the external, objective facts being
taken together, as in

ABL daai6tai2soeng6 "on the whole" and $,zung2syun3
@$$I

"all things considered".

@P~E~%P@RRR!B!N&~$%G~%L~L

(54)

nil deoi6 laam4kau4deoi2 ge3 kau4jyun4 go3go3 laa2maai4 doul jau5 loeng5mail
ji5soeng6

this M basketball-team GE player everyone generally-speaking all have two-metre
above
"Generally speaking, each player of this basketball team is over two-metre tall."

4.6 NEGATION
ADVERB
(N)
Though negation adverbs, as their name suggests, are used to negate the
existence of an action or state named by the predicate, each of them negates in a
slightly different way. For example,
only.

?/?gmeidsoeng4 is used in negative sentence

(55)

!E&&@~%--!H$TA
keoi5 mei6soeng4 m4 hai6 jatl go3 hou2 jan4

slhe not not be one M good person
"He is a good person after all."
(56)

@%fEm$i% &&~S~%-!%?@SU'J'
gum2 deoi3 keoi5 Zai4 gong2 mei6soeng4 m4 hai6 jatl gin 6 hou2 si6 aal

in-such-way to himlher come say not not be one M good matter FP
"To her, it's not a bad thing."

It is worth noting that I consider Ug3 m4do1, Ug@m4sai2,

m4fongl and

Dg4F m4hou2 as one single unit, though others might argue that they should be two
separate words i.e. negation adverb + verbladjective rather than one word.
that

I suspect

3 do1 "very much" and {Esai2 "need" as in Dg3 m4dol and Ug@ m4sai2,

respectively, have been obsolete. They are replaced by another words $?hou2
"very" and

jiu3 "need" nowadays.

(57) fE$7-ER
keoi5 hou2 leng3
O

slhe very beautiful
"She is very beautiful."
(58)

*,~E%ER

(59)

1ES5
keoi5 jiu3 heoi3

slhe need-to go
"She needs to go."
(60)

*!E/JEZ

Hence, I do not consider

9 do1 and {Esai2 words at all but bound morphemes
1' %

$3hou2 "very" are undoubtedly
words in Cantonese, their meanings are changed in combination with U
g m4.15
only. Furthennore, though

15

fongl "worry" and

See Chao and Mui (1999) for a somewhat different approach in arguing that UsfiFm4hou2 is a
single form.

(6 1

{Ea@1%m3~
keoi5 m4fongl hai6 hou2 jan4
s h e absolutely-not be good person.
"He is absolutely not a good person."

Cf. (62)

%U$~~fEU~~~
ngo5 m4 fongl keoi5 ng4 lai4

I not worry s h e not come
"I don't worry that he doesn't come."

(63) {@u@~@u$I~
o

nei5 m4hou2 haam3 laal
you don't cry FP
"Please don't cry."

Cf. (64)

P&@~&@$@iji
o

zunglsi2 doul m4 hou2 duk6 ge2
Chinese-history EMPH not good study FP
"Chinese History is not easy to study."

4.7 SCOPE
ADVERB
(S)
Scope adverbs specify the scope in which an action named by the predicate
takes effect. The scope can be further classified into nine kinds in Cantonese. The
first sort of scope involves all the things or people affected by the action, as

-

expressed by, for example, &f%h7b A ham6baang6laang6, -@ jatlleot6,
F4

3%

tungltungl, etc. The second kind of scope expresses the fact that part, but not all,
of the things or people are affected by the action, as in

'm%zing6hai6,

pinlpinl, etc.
(65) I I ~ @ @ ~ ~ & u ~ $ $ @ ~ ~ ~ &

dil je5 ngo.5 ham 6baang6laang6 lingl-saai3 faanl ukl kei2
PL thing I all bring-COMP return home

"I take all the things and bring -themhome."

(66)

E&&%@R--{HA

o

uklkeil zing6hai6 dakl ngo5jatl go3jan4
home only have I one M person
"Only I am at home, no one else."

Apart from giving the "whole-or-part" distinction, some scope adverbs signal
the limit or extent that things or people are affected by the action. Hence, the third
kind of scope refers to the upper limit or the largest extent as in

JB@ ding4do1,

@

gB gik6kei4loeng6, etc. whereas the fourth kind of scope refers to the lower limit
or the least extent as in

86,&hei2maa5,

dim2zi2,

j@Ezo6dai2, etc.

The

fifth kind of scope refers to an addition on things or people involved in the action, as
expressed by &($rS)jik6(doul),
(67)

f~~&&+?i%

7;Cjau6, etc.

O

keoi5 ding2dol sap6m5 seoi3

she at-most fifteen years-old
"He is at most fifteen."
(68)

%E&&ZRA

o

niIdou6 zo6dai2 saamIbaak3jan4
here at-least three-hundred people
"There are at least three hundred people."
(69)

fE2E$@*$B
@~+&(Z$~)%UMR

o

keoi5 zyu2jiu3 duk6 ginglzai3 wui6gai3jik6(doul) sikl dil gaa3
she mainly study economics accounting also know PL FP
"He majors in Economics but he also hows some accounting."

Other devices of expressing scope signal the quantity of entities affected in the
action or state. Thus, the sixth kind of scope indicates the total number of things or
people affected by the action as in J$?,seng4,

zk&zuklzukI, -hUfiUi!Jii%

gaalgaalmaai4maai4, etc. whereas the seventh kind of scope indicates an
approximation as in

$ q gjoek3mok2, AAz&Egdaai6daai6waadwaa6, etc.

(70)

@&%&ZGE~JE
o
n i l bun2 syul sen& saamlbaak3 man1 gaa3

this M book as-much-as three-hundred dollars FP
"This book is as much as three hundred dollars."
(71)

{E$~&z~-B
keoi5joek3mok2 saamlsapd seoi3
she approximately thirty years-old
"He is about thirty something."

The eighth kind of scope expresses the fact that things or people are almost
affected by the action as in

ElJf$J
caaldil, $$$F
geilfu4,

18-rngam3zai6, etc. The

ninth kind of scope indicates the spatial scope; there are altogether three scope
adverbs in this category, namely

m@

ceoi4cyu3, @$& ceoi4dei6 and

dou3cyu3.
(72) ~ & ~ & ~ ~ f l ~ ~ ! j ~

ngo5 caaldil jing6-mkdou2 keoi5
I almost recognise-not-COMP himher
"I almost cannot recognise him."
(73)

!W~WF~U@G&&~$~$!J
!
nei5 rn4hou2 zoengl dil je.5 ceoi4cyu3 deu6 laal
you do-not PREP PL thing everywhere put FP
"Don't put the things everywhere."

Previous studies on scope adverbs in Mandarin Chinese put much emphasis on

8d&.

This is because this adverb causes ambiguity when two or more elements

come before or after it and can be modified by it, and it will thus be difficult to
determine which element the scope adverb

d& is in fact modifying (Chao Yuen

Ren, 1968:780. See also Zhu Dexi, 1982:195-196).

Recent research reveals that besides being used as a scope adverb,

d& can

also be a modal adverb (see Shi Xiyao, 1990; Chen Zhijiao, 1996; Guo Chungui,

1997; Yang Mansheng, 1998; Jiang Yan, 1998; Wang Hong, 1999; among others for
discussion). Wang (1 999) demonstrates three common sentence structures in which
this modal adverb @! dl% occurs while Guo (1997) identifies that it expresses three
emotional colourings:

dissatisfaction, persuasion and regret.

Cantonese adopts the same adverb @ doul from Mandarin Chinese with some
changes in meaning; there is one particular meaning of this Cantonese adverb that is
missing in its Mandarin Chinese counterpart. As a scope adverb, it means the first
kind, "all", and the fifth kind of scope, "also".
(74) A%$K~D%
!@B~@,%UY!
jalz4 doul zau2-saai3 lok3 zou6gwai2zou6maa5 me1

people all gone-COMP FP no-point-in-working FP
"People have all left. There is no point in worlung any more."

(75) !&&EY ? %&%UW
nei5 keoi3 mel ngo.5 dozil heoi3 wo3

you come FP I also come FP

"You will come there? Me too!"

As a modal adverb, som.etimes it expresses speaker's reservations in admitting
something. This particular use of the Cantonese adverb #! doul is missing in
Mandarin Chinese, where another adverb

doul is simply used to express emphasis.

cases, the modal adverb
(76)

@(!%@&n3@
nil tiu4 kwan4 doul m4co3

this M skirt after-all nice
"This skirt is nice after all."

Cf. (77)

~ # g @ f &;f;f$j

h& is used instead. In most of the

O

zh& ti& q h z i hB bricud

this M skirt after-all nice
"This slurt is nice after all."

(78)

%%~&~~?3~a'1fli~
!
ngo5 doul waa6 m4 daaklhaan4 lok3

I EMPH say not available FP
"I have told you that I was not available."

4.8 TIMEADVERB(T)
Time adverbs are .those adverbs referring to the time or frequency or period of
time which the sentence specifies. They can express different temporal meanings,
according to Wang Li (1959:274-280), who divides time adverbs into eight distinct
temporal senses. Lu Jianrning and Ma Zhen (1999), on the other hand, divide time
adverbs into two major groups of definite and non-definite temporal specification on
the grounds that very few time adverbs are fixed in referring to a definite time in the
past, present or future. They note that approximately 80% time adverbs are not
fixed in this way.

Cantonese time adverbs behave exactly like their Mandarin Chinese
counterparts in this regard. Time adverbs like

$'a% ganlsau2 "next" and ErJZlj

ziklhaakl "immediately" can be used to denote both future and past, and both

present and past, respectively.
(79)

i%7T%

~f~+ua,m

nei5 haang4 sin1 ngo5 ganlsau2 lai4 gaa3 laa3

you walk first I next come FP FP
"You set out first. I will follow in a minute."

(80)

rn@iE&%% &+~$~SZGE?PI
O

go2 maanl keoi.5 sik6-jyun4 faun6 ganlsau2 zau6 daap3 cel faanl-202 gwong2zaul

that night she eat-COMP rice next as-soon-as take-a-ride-on car return-ASP
Guangzhou
"That night, after he had the meal, he took a ride on a bus and returned Guangzhou."

(81) f@$$% %fi~.!!~$$g
nei5 dang2 ngo5 ngo5 ji4gaal ziklhaakl lai4

you wait-for I I now immediately come
"Just wait for me for a while. I come at once."
(82) f ~ @ E .!!D$Y$EGB
! ~ ~ oh ~ ~ ~
keoi5 cam4jat6 bei2jan4 daa2gip3 ziklhaakl bou3-zo2 ging2

s/he yesterday by peopIe rob immediately reported-ASP police
"As soon as he was robbed, he called the police."

However, time adverbs such as $?&?J si3gwo3 "once" and %,El$

daidji6si4

''latertfare used to denote, respectively, past and f ~ ~ t uonly.
re
(83)

$J&&E$!/u~~&@
o

ngo5 si3gwo3 gengl-dou3 m4 sikl ceotlsengl
I before frightened-COMP not know speak

"Once I was so frightened that I did not h o w how to respond."
(84)

%ntfi%k
o

ngo5dei6 daidjidsi4 zoi3 kingl laal

we later again talk FP
"We can talk to each other later."

In the present study, Cantonese adverbs are therefore fbrth.er divided into three
types: past/present/future time adverbs, frequency time adverbs and duration time
adverbs. Pastlpresentlfuture time adverbs are not distinguished separately but
grouped as a whole so as to avoid implying that an adverb should refer to a definite
time. Frequency time adverbs refer to the frequency at which an action occurs, for
example, $jaO@ jukldil "frequently",

$@!&{q

(85) ~E~BU&%MA
O

keoi5 jukldil zau6 naau6 jan4
s h e fi-equently as-early-as scold people

"She scolded others frequently."

mou5gei2ho2 "rarely", etc.

(86) {&&&!$@@%

nei5 mouSgei2ho2 lai4 taam3 ngo5

you rarely come visit I
"You seldom come to see me."

Duration time adverbs refer to the duration for which an action lasts, for
instance,

$AEzam2coeng4 "for a long time", $$jD7;BEzyun2haa5ngaan5

"in an

instant", etc.

(87)

&~F$&~Z%@R
ngo5 zam2coeng.C zyu6 hai2 jiIjyun2

I for-a-long-time live at hospital
"I have been living in hospital for a long time."

(88)

~E$-'B~B~%RGA
o

keoi.5 zyun2haa5ngaan5 m4-gin3-zo2 jan4

slhe in-an-instant not-see-ASP people
"He just disappeared in an instant."

The above classification of adverbs into sub-categories is largely based on
meanings.

This way of classifying adverbs has been adopted by previous studies as

mentioned in the introductory section of this chapter. It is not without its own
shortcoming though. Nakaruma (1997:252) has pointed out that it is difficult to
explain why semantic paraphrases hold. Moreover, the fact that an adverb
expresses more than one grammatical meaning16 makes the borderline among
different sub-types of adverbs blurred; hence, subcategorisation based on meanings is
not at all robust and has to be critically reconsidered (Ramat and Ricca 1998:247).

l6 For some evidence on the polysemous nature of adverbs, see, for example, Tao Hongyin (2000)
who states that a class of adverbs (conglai ?$%,shizhong kkfi%,xianglai t$R,yixiang
quanran
PR, genben ;FR$, benlai $%, andyizhi --E)in Chinese have two kinds of grammatical meanings,
time and assertiveness where the latter, subjective meaning is evoked by the former, objective
meaning.

--m,

As Yang Rongxiang (2000:53) notes, "it is suggested that the further
classification of adverbs into sub-categories should observe not only the standard of
semantic features but also that of combining functions. The two standards should
permeate each other and prove each other." In other words, Yang emphasises that
any meaning-based classification of adverbs into smaller groups has to be
syntactically substantiated."

One of the "combining functions" Yang mentions refers to the fact that different
adverb sub-classes tend to modify different elements, for instance, verb phrase,
adjective phrase, even the whole clause. This will be discussed in the next chapter.
It will be shown that the sub-classes of adverbs do have different choices in
modifying other elements; thus this fbrther classification of adverbs is justified

syntactically (see Chapter 5 , section 4).
Adverb Subclasses

GrammaficalMeanings (ifany)

Examples

Conjunctive Adverb

Linking

%,%

Degree Adverb

Highest

35

High

w(%), OF

-

Low

23 , bt@(k)
G~tn, @@

Repetitive action

52% Z$?$lE!;A

Pace of action
Action in deliberation

B%E,-@
st2 , %%

Action in succession

@ % , m'&

Action in randomness

%%l
, %l(UH)

Intermediate

Manner Adverb

Involuntary action
Action in secret
Modal Adverb

Level of Certainty/Doubt

-+

-+

Highly Certain

??@$,

Less Certain

h&

Partly certain andpartly doubflul %@DZi$

-fa+

7

, 9Ts

_
4

Doubtful

%n-f%

Speaker's Attitude

$z%

,

-+

Surprise

4

Determination

-+

Speaker's expectations

4

Opposed speaker's expectations

4

Concession

@{% ,

4

Strong emotions or emphasis

4

Suggestion or persuasion

4

Contray fact

4

Understanding

28FA , !iFfi?@E%
&I% ,
?$fi , iFJ%
EL% , E?WrS

%lf(T)%U
%%
-f& , %%A
I

, 'I%@

RE4

%(a

mT , @kE(z)fs

Speaker's Viewpoint

ZtiE , ES(28)
@,%

-

Negation Adverb

"not"

Scope Adverb

"All"are affected

iij@Ui$

"Part" are affected

:$?a%
, @f%

-

, SB

Upper limit
Lower limit
Addition
Total number
Approximate number

,iqg , kks&s&
u u

"Almost"

%1bl!

Spatial scope

Time Adverb

-

Past/present/futue time reference

, %?F

EfZfi4 PrS@
Biii!,%Z%
9

Frequency
Duration

Table 3: Subclasszfication of adverbs in Cantonese and their grammatical

meanings

All the examples of these seven types of adverbs are given in Appendix 2.
Note that distinct senses of an adverb are represented by subscripted small letters, a,

byc, etc. Manner adverbs, among all, take up the largest proportion. This fact
perhaps reflects that adverbs are mainly used for describing the manner in which an
action is taken place.

Syntactic Fun

s of Adverbs

When a word class is defined, the main emphasis is given to its members:
which word should be included and which should not. Even if it might be possible
to list out all the members of a word class, it is not of great importance in the study
of grammar, which aims at establishing rules for descriptively or prescriptively
correct use of language. As Chao Yuen Ren (1968:497) points out, "while it is
logically sufficient to define classes by enumeration, it may not seem satisfactory
from the point of grammar, and we shall try to state whatever common property the
class may have".

Another means of classifying words is by morphological characteristics; in
English, it is not difficult to find that nearly most of the adverbs are morphologically
marked by the derivational suffix -1y as in obviously (Kjellmer, 1984:1;
Burton-Roberts, 1991:165). Other adverbs with no such common property should
be marked as exceptional. Nevertheless, Cantonese adverbs, like Mandarin Chinese
counterparts, are not overtly marked by any morphological characteristics. Therefore,
we should, again, find another means to determine the common property of adverbs.
Chao suggests, "most words, however, belong to one part of speech or another by
virtue of their positions in functional frames" (p.501), in addition to what he notes
earlier that "the majority of Chinese words should have limited functions" (p.498).

In other words, the common property of a class of words should be determined by
their positions in a functional frame, or simply, by their functions.

According to Chao Yuen Ren (1968:767), "adverbs are attributes or modifiers,
of verbs, including adjectives, and of other adverbs, as in
zui m& 'most beautiful',

7f;-2bujidmg 'not necessarily"'.

xi& zzciu 'go first', 3
English adverbs

more or less function in the same way. Quirk and Greenbaum (1973:125) states that
"there are two types of syntactic function that characterise adverbs, but an adverb
need have only one of these:
(1) Adverbial
(2) Modifier of adjective and adverb".

They do not exactly point out as Chao does that adverbs are modifiers of verbs.
However, they further classify adverbial as mentioned in (1) above into three types,
semantically. They are called adjuncts, disjuncts and conjuncts, which are named
differently as circumstance adverbials, stance adverbials and linking adverbials,
respectively, in the Longman Grammar of the Spoken and Written English (1999).

As Hoye (1997:24) points out, this classification of adverbs suggests that
adverbs may function intrasententially (where they are relatively integrated within
clause structure), sententially (where they are relatively peripheral to clause structure)
or intersententially (where they have a linking function and conjoin clauses).
Similarly, Jin Conggao (2000) divides adverbs into two major groups,
word-modifying adverbs and sentence-modifjrlng adverbs solely on the basis of their

syntactic functions. These two studies both serve as a good testimony of the
contention given by Greenbaum (1969: 15) that "there is a gradient of integration of
adverbs in the clause and not a sharp break between the integrated and the
unintegrated".

More specifically, adjuncts or circumstance adverbials provide information
about the action or state described in the clause by specifying time, place or manner.

In other words, they modify the verb with respect to three domains, namely time,
place and manner. Hence, although Quirk and Greenbaum do not clearly state that

adverbs are modifiers of verbs, they do mention that adverbs syntactically function as
adjuncts which "are integrated within the structure of the clause to at least some
extent".

On the other hand, Chao's explanation on functions of adverbs is not without its
own shortcoming. Some adverbs are not necessarily modifiers of verbs (Tao
Hongyin, 2000), adjectives, and other adverbs. Chao divides adverbs into several
sub-classes, among which, he proposes adverbs of evaluation and adverbs of
contingency. He does not explain explicitly what these two sub-classes of adverbs
mean semantically. However, as ,theirnames suggest and as inferred from the
examples given, these adverbs provide information about speaker's judgment or
evaluation on the situation described in the clause as in the fonner, and epistemic
condition on the clause as in the latter. These two sub-classes of adverbs are not
restricted to modify verbs or verb phrases but modifjr the clause as adverbial. It is
therefore not sufficient to claim that adverbs function primarily as modifiers of verbs
only (Schank, 1974:66; cf. Yang Defeng,1999).

To my knowledge, the Longman Grammar of the Spoken and Written English
(1999) gives the simplest but insightful remarks on functions of adverbs that adverbs
function as an element of the clause [as adverbial] or they are integrated into an
element of the clause [as modifier]. By the same token, adverbs in Cantonese serve
two major functions: firstly, by functioning in a phrase, an adverb may be a
modifier of verb phrase, adjective phrase and noun phrase; secondly, by functioning
in a clause, an adverb serves as an adverbial.

5.2.1

Modifier of Verb Phrase

After carehl examination of the corpus, it was found that manner, degree, scope
and negation adverbs modify verb phrases.

Manner adverbs modify verb phrases by being put as close to tlie verb phrases
as possible.

This fact is reflected by the observation that when the verb phrase

consists of both an auxiliary verb and a main verb, the manner adverb tends to be
placed after tlie auxiliary verb rather than before it, so as to be nearer to the verb
phrase it modifies (Wong, 2001a; 2001b). As shown in the following examples,
manner adverbs follow auxiliary verbs such as @ wui5 "could", EJLx ho2ji5 "can"
and ?$ soeng2 "wish to" and immediately precede main verbs.
(1)

~;%{~fl%@&&+~%@b

O

ngo5 narn2 keoi5 rn4 wui5 dak6dangl zong6 ngo5 gwaa3

I think he not could intentionally hit me FP
"I didn't think he intentionally hit me."

(2)

ED~~~$$~ZSE~~%
@ ~~~ P
~ D~ ~AUUE E ~ F J . L ~ , ~ & U & J ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
ziklhai6 nam2-zyu6 zeon6loeng6 m4hou2 man6 nel gum2 bin3-zo2 dil jan4 nel zau6
ho2ji.5faai3dil jyun4git3 go2 go3

that-is think-ASP as-much-as-possible do-not ask MP such-that turn-out-ASP PL
people MP then can quickly finish that M
"That is I've tried not to ask, then people can finish (the discussion) earlier."
(3)

%x~g~g&&#~~g(znfi
ngo5 jau6 m4 soeng2 dak6dangl bun1 jap6lai4 zyu6 wo3

I but not want intentionally move come-in live FP
"But I don't want to move in for this purpose."

Without auxiliary verbs, manner adverbs come immediately before the whole
verb phrase.
(4)

~I~~~SUE&L~~~B#EIE
O

go2 dil eel nel lyun2gam3 zaal gaa3 zik6cing4

that PL car MP disorderly drive FP simply
"Those cars simply drove disorderly."

(5)

-

@

jau6 jatljoeng6 nil gin6 si6 ziu3joeng2 faat3sangl

also same this M thing as-usual happen
"The same thing happened."

(6)

#&~~$!E&&@DE
?
dirn2gaai2 keoi5 maang5gam3 zong6 nel

why slhe desperately hit FP
"Why did he hit you desperately?"

Degree adverbs and scope adverbs, like manner adverbs, are placed before the
verb phrase. It is interesting to point out that in example (7) the degree adverb
hou2 "very" is modifying the verb phrase made up of a psychological verb
"fear"."

$3

'10paa3

English degree adverbs, on the contrary, do not modify psychological

verbs as in * v e v likelg as well as *very detestz0. This is one of the major
differences between English and Chinese adverbs on modifying verb phrases.
(7)

%~F'I$M~@v
ngo5 hou2paa3 go2 dil je5

I very fear that PL thing
"I am scared of that thing."

(8)

%&%~B%@II~
%%% -fiAE
jyun4cyun4 mou5-saai3 kwail leot6 aa3 ngo5 gok3dakl jatl fong3gaa3

totally have-not-COMP order MP I think once have-holiday
"Totally without any order, I think, once it's holiday."

Is See Yuan Mingjun (1999) for the types of verbs (other than psychological verbs) being modified by
degree adverbs in Mandarin Chinese.
C.f. Cantonese $?@@ hou2 zunglji3 "like (it) very much"; Mandarin @%%h& xl%u& l11llke(it)
very much"
20 C.f. Cantonese $PI$$
hou2zangl "hate (it) very much"; Mandarin @$XE
heiz y&wd "hate (it) very
much"

(9)

~&i%zzn~ ~ U R E E ~ E @ ~ W P J
keoi5 zing6hai6 waa6 nel jyu4gwo2 m4 daap6 noi6luk6keil zung6 hou2 laal
s h e only say MP if not ride inland-plane even good FP
"He only said that it was even better not to take the inland-plane."

(10)

~H~%&&E@~~~EE~$-GAE
daan6hai6jik6doul jau5 gum2 ge3 ho2nang4 keoi5fan3zoek6-zo2 nel
but also have like-that GE possibility s h e fall-asleep-ASP FP
"But there was a possibility that he had fallen asleep."

When negation adverbs modiEy verb phrases, their positioning is largely
dependent on the scope of negation. If they come before the auxiliary verb
(shadowed), they negate both the auxiliary verb and the main verb. As in the
examples below, negation adverbs negate the possibility of doing an action.
(1 1)

B R ~ ~ ~ ~ S Z ~ ~ ~ ~ Ixcx~?+m~ga@
~ E ~ ~ ~ B R ~ E
SrnRrnTM
O

ganlzyu6 go3 doudjau4 zau6 waa6 keoi5dei6 Baallei5dou2-zing3fu2 nel zau6
kwail ding6-202 go2 dil lau2 nel m4 ho2ji.5 hei2-dakl gouIgwo3 Baal leiSdou2 zeoi3
goul g02pol je4zilsyu6 lo1
then M tour-guide then say their Bali-government MP EMPH stipulate-ASP that PL
building MP not can build-COW higher Bali most high that M coconut-tree FP
"Then, the tour guide said it was stipulated by the Bali government that no buildings
were built higher than the highest coconut tree in Bali."

(12) %%~!J%@%BE%@~
ngo5 nam2 keoi5 m4 wui5 dak6dangl zong6 ngo5 gwaa3
I think s h e not could intentionally hit me FP
"I didn't think he intentionally hit me."
O

On the other hand, when they come after the auxiliary verb, they negate only the
main verb. If we move the negation adverbs fiom their original position to a new
one i.e. after the auxiliary verb, the sentences would mean differently: they express
the possibility of not doing an action, like the following fabricated examples with the
negation adverb being transposed fiom its original location:

(13)

#R~~~H%BSZ&{E~~~%BB,RUEBBZWU&@UE
EJJ~D~E@EBSB@~
BM@jF%FBOB
ganlzyu6 go3 dou6jau4 zau6 waa6 keoi5dei6 Baallei5dou2-zing3fu2 nel zau6
hwailding6-z02 go2 dil lau2 nel ho2jiS m4 hei2-dakl goulgwo3 Baallei5dou2 zeoi3
goul go2 pol je4zilsyu6 lo1
then M tour-guide then say their Bali-government MP EMPH stipulate-ASP that PL
building MP can not build-COMP higher Bali most high that M coconut-tree FP
"Then, the tour guide said it was stipulated by the Bali government that buildings could
be built not higher than the highest coconut tree in Bali."

(14)

B%~E@~%%BB%@~
O

ngo5 nam2 keoi5 wui5 m4 dak6dangl zong6 ngo5 gwaa3

I think s h e could not intentionally hit me FP
"I thought he could not intentionally hit me."

Without auxiliary verbs, negation adverbs are normally put before verb phrases

in modifying them.
(15)

H%iE@@@B$U! %~h$E%R%H??{Z i~k%f9%b&@~%
janlwai6 keoi5 go2zan6si4 nel ngo5dei6 bou3meng2 ge3 si4hau6 keoi5 mou5 gong2
bei2 ngo5dei6 tengl gaa3
because it by-that-time MP we enroll GE time s h e have-not tell to us listen FP
"By the time we enrolled in the tour, he didn't tell us about it."

(16)

TB~FB~&&HUBOI%
batlgwo3 ngo5ping4si4 mou5matl jung6 gaa3 wo3
but I nomnally almost-not use FP FP
"But I don't use (it) very often."

5.2.2 Modifier of Adjective Phrase
In English, adverbs can either premodify or postmodify adjectives, as illustrated
in the following examples.

(1 7) He is a very interesting person.

(18) It is a really beautiful place.

( 1 9 ) The box is not large enough.

(20) This seems long ago.

Similarly, in Cantonese, degree adverbs and negation adverbs are premodifiers
of adjective phrases and some scope adverbs, for example,
and

matlzaid "almost" postmodifiers.

(2 1)

@@g@&23a@%zf+

UEfR gam3zai6 "almost"

gam2 go2 caanl zau6gei2 hou2 lo1 ngo5 gok3dakl
IP that M EMPH quite good FP I think
"I thought that meal was quite good."

(22)

~%wm~%g~at+k%zmi
?
hai6-maidjanl wai6 gaa3 cel jukl -dakl taai3 gan2jiu3 aa3
be-then because M car shake-COMP too serious FP
"Is it the case that the bus had been shaken too seriously?"

(23)

~~EIW~D%@SUR
o

m4 leng3 go2 dil m4 wui5jiu3 gaa3
not pretty that PL not will need FP
"I won't buy those which are not good."

(24)

~E%$&~~$@IRUB
O

keoi5 mou5waa6 gum3 zyutdcing4 ge3
slhe never so cruel FP
"He is never so cruel."

(25)

@EE$$@u~?&@&%sE
o

gum2 ngo5 ji5gingl wan4 gam3zai6 laa3 co.5 hai2 leoiSbin6

IP I already faint almost FP sit at inside
"I almost fainted inside the bus."

(26)

@!J$@F?X~E~%E

o

dil caang2 hou2 daai6 go3 jau6 tim4

PL orange very big M also sweet

"The oranges are very big and they taste good."

5.2.3 Apparent Modifier of Prepositional Phrase
English adverbs premodify prepositions or prepositional phrases as in "The nail
went right through the wall." given by Quirk and Greenbaum (1973: 127). Chao
Yuen Ren does not comment on the capability of Chinese adverbs as modifiers of
prepositions or prepositional phrases. Ding Shengshu et al. (1979:7), however,
point out that adverbs can be modifiers of prepositions in Mandarin Chinese.
(27) fi)~fis@/?~71@@~%

zhiba'zh&e w&ntitichElai

only PREP this-M question put-forward come-out
"Only -thisquestion is put forward (for discussion)."

However, this example should not be regarded as an illustration of an adverb
modifyrng a preposition or prepositional phrase.
zhimodifies the object of preposition,

Semantically speaking, the adverb
zh&e w&til'this question".

In

other words, the adverb is semantically modifyrng the object of preposition, which is
a noun phrase, but not the preposition or prepositional phrase.

On the other hand,

syntactically speaking, the adverb is modifying both the prepositional phrase and the
following verb. To put it another way, the adverb is not modifying the prepositional
phrase alone. Hence, from both the semantic and syntactic perspectives, an adverb
in Mandarin does not serve as a modifier of prepositional phrase.

Following on from this, the fact that an adverb comes immediately before a
preposition or prepositional phrase does not necessarily imply that the fonner
modifies the latter, as illustrated in the examples (28) and (29). In example (28), the
degree adverb 'f?hou2 "very" is put before the prepositional phrase, highlighted with
shadowing here, but it is actually modifying the adjective phrase

UgGq m 4

gunglping4.

Similarly, in example (29), the same degree adverb Slj- is modifying

the adjective ,% gengl "frightened" that follows the prepositional phrase B{iZdang6
keoi.5 . The prepositional phrases in both sentences give us information about the

target that the speakers want to comment on.
(28)

i % n g ~ f 3 f ~ 8 m ( ~ @ 8?~ ~ a q ~ 1 ?
nei5 m4 gok3dakl hou2 deoi3 go2 go3 cong2soengl m4 gunglping4 ge3 mel
you not .think very to that M company not fair FP FP
"Do you think it's really very unfair to the company?"

(29)

B~%~~@{ERP%
zan I hai6 hou2 dung6 keoi.5 gengl gaa3
really very for himher fear FP

"I feel really very worried for him."

Other examples include adverbs modifying verb phrases that, again, follow
prepositional phrases expressing the target, place and agent of action.
(30)

&@R$ Z~EBRP~!%~&E
gaap3ngaang2 zoengl zi6gei2 nel zek3 goek3 nel zaak3-zyu6 keoi5
grudgingly PREP oneself MP M feet MP tie-COMP it
"She just grudgingly tied up her feet."

(31)

ll!&$~@a$$$
ngaaml ngaaml tung4 ngo5 diu6zyun3
exactly to me opposite
"(Yours) is exactly opposite to mine."

(32)

rni~@k%
Body Shop R%EU@@U
O

04 keoi5 sat6 mou5 hai2 body shop bongl ngo5 maai5 je5 laal
IP s h e certainly have-not at body shop help me buy thing FP
"He certainly hadn't helped me buy something from Body Shop."

(33) B ~ H E ~ ~ + A D ~? W ~ T
daan6hai6 keoi5 rnou.5 bei2jan4dei6 caai4toi4 me1
but s h e have-not by people boo-off FP
"But had he been booed off by others?"

5.2.4 Modifier of Noun Phrase
It has often been stated in the literature that English adverbs do not modify noun
phrases; however, some of the adverbs that are prernodifiers of an adjective display
an orientation to a co-occurring noun subject (Valera, 1998). As in the following
examples taken from Valera's study (1998:264), adverbs that are capable to acquire
an implicit intensive relationship with the subject of a sentence are said to be
subject-oriented.
(34) In the old days, she had been harsh and stiff; afraid of her husband and yet arrogantly
proud that she had a husband strong and fierce enough to make her afraid.
(35) His women are excitingly depraved, but they aren't sick, they are anything but sick;
they convey a terrific sense of well-being.

This subject-orientation of adverbials transfers the primary reference or
characterisation of the adverbial from the adjective to the accompanying subject.
Syntactically, the adverbs are still modifylng the adjectives.

In Mandarin Chinese, Chao Yuen Ren (1968:767) is arguably the first to point
out that adverbs can modify nouns to a certain extent:

"[a]n adverb does not

normally modify nouns. When it does, it really modifies the noun or the nominal
expression as a predicate or, more questionably, as a subject". Until recently, Zhang
Yisheng's (2000:153-179) study on this issue offers the most perceptive insights into
the semantic properties of nouns that enable them to be modified by adverbs. His
study, to the best of my knowledge, is the most comprehensive description of adverbs
modifylng nouns.

At first sight, Cantonese adverbs are like Mandarin Chinese ones in that they
can be used to rnodi@ noun phrases as predicate and subject.
o (predicate)
(36) ~@%(&)--l&?&

ji4gaal sinl(zi3) jatl dim2zungl

now just one o'clock
"It's just one o'clock now."
(37)

!@&'&~B~u$J
! (predicate)
nei5 zikdcingl so4gwaal laal

you simply a-fool FP
"You are simply a fool!"

(3 8)

~H!%~H~HA&@G~&B~E&E~T~HB~~E~E
@@JBi&~%l
(subject)
daan6hai6 go3go3 jan4 doul wui.5jau5 dil gwaanljyul heoi3 leoi5hang4 ge3 si4hau6
nel go2 dil gwai2gu2 gaa3

but every people all could have PL about go travelling GE time MP .that PL ghost-story
FP
"But everyone could have got some ghost stories about their own travelling."

(3 9)

~%%F~~~~~~~~ERB!%~EEP~%~~%~E!#~&%%@~@@~E
(subject)
o

hai6gam2 rnan6-rnaai4-saai3 dil nel laan2 hai6 nel ziklhai6 zing6hai6 keoi5 zou6
go2 dil sin1 sikl go2 dil je5 nel

continuously ask-COMP-COMP PL MP pretended be MP that-is only s h e do that PL
then h o w that PL stuff FP
"Theyjust kept asking stuff that seemed to be understood only by people in the
industry."

Nevertheless, what is striking about Cantonese adverbs and makes it different
from Mandarin Chinese adverbs is that they are not restricted to modifL noun phrases
fimctioning as predicate and subject only.

They are relatively free in modifying

noun phrases as object, as illustrated using scope adverbs in the following.

(40)

IHAW!HRB~&~%%E~P~%~E~R&~%$-~!~~B
(object)
o

daan6hai6 nil go3 jim4zung6 ge3 cing4fong3 zikl hai6 m4 hai6 zing6hai6 gamlnin2
go3 wo3
but this M serious GE situation that-is not be only tliis-year FP FP
"But this situation happens not only this year."

(4 1) %Ek!Ii?llobby @ ? f ~ ~ ~ % ~ , f l ~ ~ & f - % f i $ & ~ ~(object)
jb
ngo5 jau4 go3 lobby nel haang4-dou3 heoi3 ngo5 gaanl fong2 jiu3 seng4 sap6gei2
fanlzungl ge2

I from M lobby MP walk-COMP to my M room have approximately ten-something
minutes FP
"It took almost more than ten minutes to walk back to my room from the lobby."

(42)

~R~~Z~BL~~~%BZ+%
(object)
U~&U#[ZU~+
ganlzyu6 gai3-hei2soeng5lai4 nin4sanl gwo3 saamlsap6 maan6gam3zai6 laal
caul m4dol
then calculate-COMP yearly-salary over thirty ten-thousand almost FP almost
"The annual salary is almost over three hundred thousands."

In particular, degree adverbs are remarkably fiee in modifflng noun phrases in
both Cantonese and Mandarin Chinese. Many Chinese linguists have noticed that
"Adverb of Degree + Noun" structure is growing more and more popular in both
spoken and written language, and studied the syntactic, semantic aid pragmatic
aspects of this construction (Chu Zexiang and Liu Jiesheng, 1997; Xing Fuyi, 1997;
Wang Xiaoxin and Zhang Ge, 1998; Lei Jiezhen, 1999; Xia Huimin, 1999; Ren,
Zhijing, 2001). However, the use of degree adverbs in modifying noun phrases in
Cantonese does not exhibit originality nor novelty as that in Mandarin Chinese.
This is a commonplace in Cantonese conversational data. Some exaniples are given
as follows.
(43)

f;r~f%-uRd~*ifjakum%$+@B
doul hai6jatldil hou2 sanglwutdge3 jatldil siu31iu2 lai4 gaa3
all be one PL very daily-life GE one PL gag come FP
"They are all gags which are closely related to our daily life."

(44)

TRE~~,E%@~%%-u~~L$~B@D&~E
ho2nang4 nel doul wui5 hai6 gong2 jatl dil bei2gaau3 geilcang4 ge3 cijman4
perhaps MP after-all could be say one M relatively grass-roots GE citizens
"Perhaps, much has been said about people of relatively lower social class, the grass
roots."

(45)

&B?~,~EIHIF%~~*B/"L~R
ngo5 gok3dakl keoi5 go3 joeng2 kou2 saanglji3jan4 aa3

I feel his M appearance very businessman FP
"I think his appearance exactly looks like a businessman."

(46)

I%Y!J , IBf%%-S-EIRBf5%l&%
B&Z%F[IBXuW % d f ~ ~ l @ h @?? J j "
hai6 aa3 daan6hai6 ngo5 gamljat6 ngo5 gok3dakl nam2-qu6 zoek3 baak6sikl jau6
mei6 dou3 han6tinl wo3 zoek3 gum3 haadtinl zou6 matlje5 aal
be F P but I today I feel think-ASP wear white-colour but not-yet come summer FP
wear so summer do what FP
"Yes, actually today I am thinking about wearing white clothes but the summer has not
come so why should I wear white colour, so summer-like?"

On modifying clauses or sentences, time adverbs, modal adverbs and
conjunctive adverbs are concerned. As Hoye (1997:145) points out, most grammars
distinguish between adverbs which modifl the sentences in which they occur,
referred to as sentence-modifying adverbs, and those adverbs which modify a word
or word-group within the sentence, traditionally known as word or word-group
modifiers. It is clearer that modal adverbs and conjunctive adverbs modify on the
sentence level than that time adverbs do as the former tend to be less closely related
to the verb than the latter. Hence, it is not clear how the distinction between
sentence modifiers and word-group modifiers should be made, as far as time a.dverbs
are concerned.

Generally speaking, time adverbs specify the time, fiequency and duration of,
not only an action, but also the entire event. In particular, frequency time adverbs

specify how often the whole event recurs. We thus tentatively conclude that time
adverbs are sentence adverbs and function in a sentence.
(47)

E~R.B+UE
%&A%-~'~~BUE
, ~~tnmag
ngo5 go2zan6si4 nel si3gwo3jap6heoi3 jatl gaanl pou3tau2 nel maai6 dil mou2
gaa3
I at-that-time MP once enter one M shop MP sell PL hat FP
"I once went to a shop selling hats."

(48)

~E+%%W%~B~@~R
O

keoi5 batlnaul doul m4 hai6 hai2 cong2-doudzou6 man4jyun4

she all-along EMPH not be at factory-LOC do clerk
"She wasn't working as a clerk at the factory at all."

Modal adverbs are mainly used to express speaker's attitude, certaintyldoubt
and point of view of the situation described in the clause. As they modify the whole
sentence, they are not restricted to be placed as close to any sentence constituent as
manner and degree adverbs are. They are mobile in their positioning in the sense
that they can occur before the subject, after the subject, before the sentence boundary
or after the sentence boundary (as marked by the final particles).
(49)

u%&!@%BzB~E~~E@
?
m4tungl nei5 dak6dangl heoi3 man6 keoi5 me1

rhetorical-question you deliberately go ask himher FP
"You can't just ask her directly!"
(50)

~gf%jE!& IE!~&%z?#w o
m4 hai5 Fei4leon4 Fei4leon4 ngo5 sat6 jing6-dakl laal
not be Fat-Lun Fat-Lun I definitely recognise-COMP FP
"IT'Snot Fat Lun,Fat Lun I could definitely recognise."

(51)

@-&!???fl~~&~&!&
o

mou5matl heoi3-gwo3 matlje5 dei6fongl kei4sat6

almost-not go-ASP what place actually
"Actually, not many places had we visited."

(52)

@!J@JB~E%L~~BB%&I*
go2 dil cel nel lyun2gam3 zaal gaa3 zik6cing4

that PL car MP disorderly drive FP simply
"Those cars simply drove disorderly."

Conjunctive adverbs modify on the clause level as they typically connect two
clauses.

(53)

~EUEIEMG#%&P-T~U~B
janlwai6 nel keoi5 hoil-202 laangShei3 zau6 saanl-saai3 dil coengl

because MP it open-ASP air-conditioningthen close-COMP PL window
"Because all the windows were closed when air-conditioningwas on."

(54)

@sEguE IE&%$

O

gum2 heoi3dou3 nel keoi.5 zau6 lok6cel

IP arrived MP she then get-off
"He got off when he arrived."
(55)

BA~W%R-%%EBUB
bun1 jap6lai4 gaa3 eel mai6 baai2 baai2 hai2 nil bin1 lol

move come-in M car then put put at this place FP
"If I move in, the car can be parked there."

As noted earlier, it is not objective enough to rely on meanings in
sub-classification. It would be better if we can corroborate the sub-classification
syntactically. In the present chapter, it was found that different sub-classes modify
different elements, as illustrated in Table (4).

In this table, adverbs fall into two major divisions, one division in which its
members h c t i o n in a clause and the other division function in a phrase.

The

former category differentiates between three adverb sub-classes, namely conjunctive
adverbs, modal adverbs and time adverbs, according to their grammatical meanings.
The latter category is taken up by the other adverb sub-classes, including scope
adverbs, degree adverbs, manner adverbs and negation adverbs. They are
distinguished from one another in modifying different elements syntactically.
Adverb sub-classes

Modzjler of

ModiJier of

ModiJier of

Verb Phrase Adjective Phrase Noun Phrase

Modifier of a
Clause

Conjunctive Adverb

J

Modal Adverb

J

Time Adverb

J

Scope Adverb

J

J

J

Degree Adverb

J

J

J

Manner Adverb

J

Negation Adverb

J

J

Table 4: An illustration of dzferent adverb sub-classes modzJfjling dzferent elements

Schematically, adverbs are subcatgorised on both syntactic and semantic
grounds as follows:

Function in a clause:
O

5
k

9

Classified by SYNTACTIC

Classified by (XAMMATICAL

FLrNCTIONS:

MEANINGS

-----------------

Adverbial

Function in a phrase:
O

Modzjler of verb phrase

O

Modifier of adjective
phrase

O

Conjunctive Adverb
Modal Adverb
Time Adverb

f Scope Adverb
Negation Adverb

Modifier ofnoun phrase

Figure 3: Syntactic and semantic subclassfication of adverbs in Cantonese

Cantonese adverbs can be modifiers of verb phrase, adjective phrase and noun
phrase. Not every adverb is used in modifylng these phrases. Manner, degree,
scope and negation adverbs modify verb phrases. They are put as close to the verb
phrases as possible, except negation adverbs whose positioning is governed by the
scope of negation. Only degree, negation and scope adverbs are found to modify
adjective phrases. Furthermore, degree adverbs and scope adverbs are used in
modifying noun phrases. Adverbs do not modify prepositional phrases; rather, they
modify the verbladjective phrases that follow the prepositional phrases. Apart from
hnctioning in a phrase as modifier, some adverbs can modify a clause or sentence as
adverbial, namely time adverbs, modal adverbs and conjunctive adverbs.

A Contrastive Analysis of Cantonese, English and Mandarin Chinese on the

Syntactic Functions of Adverbs:

In the present study, Cantonese can be distinguished fiom English and Mandarin

Chinese in the following ways (Woiig, 2002).
Cantonese as distinguished fiom English:
(1) English degree adverbs cannot modifL psychological verbs but both Cantonese
and Mandarin Chinese ones can do so.
(2) English degree adverbs cannot function as modifier of noun phrase, in contrast

to Cantonese and Mandarin Chinese ones.

(3) English adverbs can premodify prepositions and prepositional phrases but both
Cantonese and Mandarin Chinese ones cannot.
Cantonese as distin~uishedfrom Mandarin Chinese:
(4) As modifiers of noun phrases, Cantonese adverbs exhibit their own peculiarities

in that (i) scope adverbs can modify noun phrases as object, unlike their
Mandarin counterparts; (ii) degree adverbs modifylng nominal expressions is a
commonplace in Cantonese whereas this is regarded as novelty in both spoken
and written texts in Mandarin Chinese.

Conclusion and ~u'rtherResearch

This chapter concludes with the major findings of the present study. It also
presents some suggestions on possible further research that could be conducted on
Cantonese adverbs.

The present study gives a fairly comprehensive list of 544 Cantonese adverbs,
as exemplified in Appendix 1. More than half of the adverbs are disyllabic, which
are overwhelmingly cognates of Mandarin. By contrast, Cantonese-specific
adverbs are predominantly trisyllabic and polysyllabic, suggesting that
polysyllabicity is one of the characteristics of Cantonese-specific adverbs.
Furthermore, at least 17 recurrent patternings are found to be typically associated
with disyllabic, trisyllabic and polysyllabic adverbs, and reduplication, among these
systematic patterns, is another characteristics of Cantonese-specific adverbs.

All the adverbs collected in this study are further classified into seven types in
Appendix 2 to reflect their shared grammatical meanings such as manner, time, scope,
etc. Not only are these adverb sub-classes distinct from one another semantically,
they differ syntactically in modifying different elements in the clause. These
syntactic properties evidently give support to the semantic classification of adverbs
proposed in the present study.

Apart from offering some observations on the morphology and semantics of
Cantonese adverbs, this study also examines their syntactic characteristics.
Traditionally, an adverb is treated as a modifier of the verbladjective. Chao Yuen
Ren (1968:767) insightfully adds that an adverb can modify a noun phrase which
functions as a predicate or subject of the sentence. Cantonese adverbs, as
previously mentioned, do exhibit all these syntactic properties.

More importantly, adverbs in Cantonese are distinguished from their
counterparts in English and Mandarin Chinese in modifying noun phrases.

In

contrast to English degree adverbs which do not normally modify a noun phrase,
Cantonese degree adverbs do. Furthermore, Cantonese adverbs of scope modify
noun phrases functioning as object in a clause, as opposed to those in Mandarin
Chinese.

One thing is clear from the review of the observations that the current study
made - Cantonese adverbs exhibit peculiar properties in different aspects of grammar.

In this section, we would like to suggest research area where other interesting
characteristics of adverbs are possibly found.

6.2.1

Productivity of Adverbs

There are about 50 monosyllabic adverbs found in the present study. These
adverbs differ from one another in their productivity in that some of them are used
with more verbs/adjectives, that is to say, more productive, than the others. These
productive adverbs are

a baakd "in vain", 3 cung4 "again",

"thoughtlessly", @ zeoi3 "the most",
difficulty",

3 zyunl

"specially",

sat6 "certainly",% zeon6 "exhaustively", etc.

productive, for example,

qfl col "at first", qfisanl

lyun2
ngok3 "with

Other adverbs are less

"newly", etc. Even less

productive ones are mostly adverbs adopted from the Mandarin Chinese such as

$2gonl "in a dry manner", lik6 "make every effort", j$$ maan6
2% m6 "mistakenly", E wu6 "each other", zik6 "straight; directly", etc.

bun3 "half',

''casually",

We can look more closely at the productivity of these monosyllabic adverbs in
further research. We can also consider the productivity of disyllabic and
polysyllabic adverbs likewise.

6.2.2 Distribution of Adverbs (with respect to sentence types)
Modal adverbs tend to differ with respect to their occurrence in different
sentence types (see, for example, Duan Yehui, 1999). Some modal adverbs, for
instance, UgB rn4tungl "can it be that",

R g gau3ging2 "actually" and EflE

dou3dai2 "actually" are usually used in interrogative sentences. Other adverbs such

as $@gau3 "too" and

j$&B
gaan2zik6 "simply" are predominantly used in

exclamatory sentences and adverbs like

{q&\ ho4bitl "why bother", i
E
J
s
ho4fu2

"why bother", ggfqjau5gei2ho2 "seldom" and

m4tungl "expressing

rhetorical question" in rhetorical questions. Furthermore, some adverbs must be
used in negation sentences, namely
"not quite",

838 hou2jat6 "rarely; seldom",

3% mei6soeng4 "not" and

matlzai6

@ E[ mou5jat6 "all the time". The

distribution of adverbs in different types of sentences could be subject to further
research in order to gain better insight into the pragmatic functions of these adverbs.

The present study has shed new light on the morphological, semantic and
syntactic characteristics of Cantonese adverbs. Most importantly, the identification
of adverbs in Cantonese will perhaps make the classification system of words more
comprehensive and ultimately, make the process of the part-of-speech tagging easier.

Appendix 1:
A List of Cantonese Adverbs
No.

Cantonese
Adverbs

Romanisation

Wpea Meanings

1
2

#EM

m!?

3

0

CS
CM
CM
CM

4

Ela

baai2ming4
baak3bun1
baakd
baakdbaakd

5

@%:%

baang4baang2sengl

CS

-6

,a

7

BE

8

9

F%?k
?I;B

10

7f;@

baaul
baidzoid
batldakdzi2
bat1dyund
batlfong4

CS
CS
CS
CM
CM

11

FPU

batljyu4

CM

12
13

?a%

14

Fj$l
F%f

bat1kei4jin4
bat1kwai5
batllaul

CS
CM
CS

15

?%I

batlzil

CS

16
17
18
19
20
21

bt@(k)
$3R

CM
CM
CM
CS
CS
CS
CM
CM
CM
CM

CM

24
25

%@

$5!%

26

$iRQ

canlzid

22
23

+!

73%
$EU

+JIB

llclearly"
!%@WZ%@
?
"by every means"
!Ef%Ef%E&7J%%@!
a
"in vain; for nothmg" UE?J%@
%
! ?!
"in vain, to no
E2%m@@
purpose"
"very quickly; at
{pL@J$$@&s@&
?
once"
"certainly"
+-E&@gm
"unfortunately"
@%%m%#nE
"not only"
@%%?I;%k
"continuously"
"there is no harm in; E~J~\F@$%$@~ME&I~~$R
might as well"
"it would be better IB@@l&%@ij
to"
wao
"unexpectedly"
&Fm%%B-fq%
" be worthy of "
I%TlR1%fE~@~~
"consistently; all
%T@%~@%F~
along"
" to speaker'skearer's E$$@@UB@FgE!l%@$?J
surprise"
"fairly; rather"
Q?iz@ibhE%&W
"originally"
@$?lCR@HA
o
"half'
*&$XI ; ?$fig
"almost"
%sm%UgPd@
"in fact; actually"
&B @@f@@$&UE?
"together"
%dEgwE
"(speak) personally" fE%URE!%@&
"(hear) personally" %?%%%%EflIlR
"(see) personally"
%%RE1;R%!JIlm
"with one's own
?
hands"
"in person"
i7%Ba&
$%
U%M=H~~

%e%sI%E3

0

f~?&ga

u

bei2gaau3(soengd)
bun21oi4
bun3
caul dil
caa4sat6
cai4cai4
can1hau2
canlji5
canlngaan5
canlsau2

SIm
32ZS

Example Sentences

fpmm

+frUqmz
0

{@$E!%m
ny

27

@F

.28
29

$949
%%3h

can3zou2
cang4gingl
ceoi3ceoi2dei2

CM
CM
CS

"as early as possible"
"ever"
"reluctantly;
grudgingly"

l&&$.$E%%E%%13%

{Ef$$g&g&$
I@%EWrir42@15r)@%E

40

130

Iceoi4cyu3

1 CM

"everywhere"
"(speak)
thoughtlessly"
"conveniently"
"at all timesu
"after all"
"every time"

1 I@G~FRHB@EB~$@J
!

32

@U

ceoi4hau2

CM

33
34
35
36

!%*

;A;A

ceoi4sau2
ceoi4si4
ci2zungl
ci3ci3

CM
CM
CM
CS

37

j?gUm(g)

ci4dil (zoi3)

39
40

iL29
T$fi

ci5fu4
cinl kei4

CS "later"
% ~ ~ m ( ~ ) % ~ ~ m- @
,CM i"some time in the
P$!j/i.EJo$t#~~ gqg$fiz
future: some dav"
"seemingly"
{!ZlJl~UgBUfi
CS "for heaven's sake" ~jTi,~Ug&3gj@,J,$?n

44

+9l

C O ~

CM

"at first"

a9 : +nag

45
46
47
48

,+J+J

49
50

s

EE!~
fib$%

I@WBU@~R
!

@E%#@SfiBSZG
%ASEB3@%%
,Eb$$G?T5%ag
p
~fi%Z%@@
BA%E
-f7

@I

$13~
E

g$&
f2%

51
S$fi
52
f,$@
-53
54

f%cP
M%

55
56
57
58

flh'i
ME

59
60
61
62
63
64

COICOI

cs

"at first"

E+I+IU~%U
$Z%SG

coltau4
coeng4
cuklcukl

CS
CS

''for a long time"
"very quickly; at

B$fij&gJXB!k$

cung4
cung4loi4

CM
CM

"again; once more"
"always; at all times"

(&f$)~hszgf@U3f
Ug@jA@+mE! %
fW
?,?E

cung4sanl
cung4tau4
cung4zungl

CM

kkg
kkU&
AA%
AAEgz&
a
&i h
D

-

B$$$fiSBB$E-W
7

"again; anew"
U-F ? XSS%fi!@Bo%
?
/"anew;
once
again"
{&f$%g-~~U~
!
CM "from among"
i%Ei%f%Dfig@
P$&%
?

cs "vertically"
-

MfB
Ak

f~i%

daa2dung6
daa2maal
daa2waang4
daai6daai6

CS
CS
CS
CM

daaiddaaidboud
daaiddaai6daam6
daai6daai6Iik6
daai6daai6sengl
daai6daai6waa6waa6
daai6daamddaaiddaam6

CS
CS
CS
CS
CS
CS

'EX~M~~E@
M@%B
%,
!3##4@s?TNi3.

"vertically"
"in pair"
Dftfl%@R%$T%,%!JY
"horizontally"
%&fl?B&
"greatly;
%~l%%ylE%~%~
enormously"
"with wide steps"
fEkk$5zJ=s
"at a big mouthful" {EkkU&+gE
"with a strong force" ~ $ @ $ $ ( ~ A k ~
"very loudly"
f~kft%D8&m%
"approximately"
@@Ak$&$%%@E?A
"at a big mouthhl"
jigji
&D
"approximately"
nI?BA$9Xj-A
"as much as"
km%%&y&%%B%

@o

~ ~ @ ~ y

mfl.$U@@@%+@
9

0

65
66

A$q
ka$r$

daaitijoek3
daai6laa4laa4

CM
CS

a

67
168
169

IAB
Ik%(k)

daaidlik6
daai61oek2
daai6tai2(soeng6)

I

I

I

CM "vigorously"
CM "roughly"
CM /"onthe whole"

102

/

~w%l~k~%%~~%%$~

I~@A@BUT!@~S,E#J

I%AE~BE~&~%&

70

kB(k)

71
72

k.$duaidzou2
-WE
daanldukd
31%
daanlhai6

73

daaidzi3(soeng6)

CM

"roughly;
approximately; more

fllT&@A~Ak%~~~2%

CS ''some time ago"

{

CM "alone"
CS "only"
-

%@~%-8?$%gaE?%

CS

"later; next time"

U,E;Ahtg@Li& $%(I)@F$s

~ ?

$

~

~

u

~

fE%%@DfiB&@

76

-

daidjatlsi4gaan3

CS

"immediately"

(E-MY

78
79

%X!J

CM
CS

80
81

z&Z&$
(

dam4dam4kwaakl
datdjin4(zil)gaanl

CS
CS

"particularly"
"for a special
purpose; specially''
"in a circle"
"suddenly"

&+ 19%%!l!!T !3

%g

dakdbitd
dakddangl

F5t%-@P~qm

ma%

7

82 bq(fiH)@
- diklOi4ce2)kok3
83
84
.85
86
87

!&(?)$a

gt$k
33%

1 % ~
&f&f&L\7k

90
91

CM
CS

cs
CM

ICS
CS

"unexpectedly"
"not onlyu
"at the most"
/"atthe most"
"wholeheartedly;
attentively"
"to a certain extentt'

doldolsiu2siu2

CS

3%

dolsou3

CS

~~

dong1coI

CM

"probably; most
Ilkely"
"originally"

I dongljin4

I CM

"of course"

dong1 min2

CM

88
89

dim2(batl)zil
dirn2zi2
ding2do 1
Iding21ung2
dip6maai4samlseoi2

138%

~@%g@!mi
!
~rn%%wm1238%B
&~@~#fl~%%(~)Fs"1%
E%~(F)$U%ngf%$n
&%%%%AlkkI-%A@
,jmw+Ti%
~~EBBR&Z-~-A
@&@,L\7kZR%
( E 3 3 p p @ $ a B 3%

milgA I3@~!J~$!j@l
S:

~@i;W%&Rj@%U8
?

-

$$m

97

3~~

dou3cyu3

"in somebody's
presence
CS "immediately"
CM "in the presence of
all"
CM "after all; rather"
"also; as well"
"expressing
emphasis; already"
"all"
CS "had better"
CM "everywhere"

98
99

3dE
EUR3

dou3dai2
dou3si4

CM
CS

92
93
94

dong1 tong4
gg
3%

donglzung3

95

r$13

doul

chpp
doulhai6
.

mSaE8k&@
!EgER1E@'&

{+@@U$$$E

%%s

%@5Z%?ShY@

A%%m@ !@Wl&,%U%! .
~f%%%$%g%@!!?
1EErJBZZ$~%afi%g
24

I%Rm!
"actually; exactly"
"atthattime"

~

I$F!j,Ei%U?%,Fjj, ?
13B7B%&l& 'E!lB3EG@@

100
101
102

P!l@u@

@ a h

m!&)

dou3tau41ai4
dung6batl dung6
dyun6(dyun6)

CS
CM
CS

''in the end; finally" @
F q B
"frequently"
@BF%%%@%
"absolutely"
~EI+S%4E%% @I&(!&)

103
104

JIB@
f
i

faai3dil
faai3faai3ceoi3ceoi3

CS
CS

"quickly"
"quicklyn

105
106

JE?l*R$l
EE

faai3sau2faai3goek3
faan2fitkl

CS
CM

"quickly"
"repeatedly"

Eg

faan2ji4
faan2waz4

CM
CM

faanZzing3
faandcan 1
fanlfanlzungl
fan1 ming4

CM
CS
CM

fan1 tau4
fan6ngoi6
fatljinl(zi1)gaanl
fezIsoeng4(zi1)
fung4(can I)

CM
CM
CS
CM
CS

"on the contrary"
"on the contrary;
instead"
"anyway"
"whenever"
"at any time"
"clearly; plainly;
evidently"
"separatelyvt
"particularly"
"suddenly"
"very"
"whenever"

@@%THE
k q @ H m?
I%--ERWBEBfiH@E
O

55.0

@W?mwIm
o

4%EEEWMtZl8tR@fi

M?
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
,116
117

EX
hR
5353@
fiM

fi9$
( 2 )
%%(2)

g(%)

cs

EUU%$i!jA $ ElEfiG@#
%E%@&@+Bh
o

%%lfV!f * EiE%X%w&
@h%&fi
?43@ig%%
O~

G**@@gB4@
1E€3 EJEF!J* f+@$5$$$i@j
%dfi*%%@

1@4EI5M-8%
!zsm!%(~>f"m'J%L~~~
%$k%(2>&%lE !
&!Rs($E)&& ?fE%t~@

,m
,fwTim !mV8@BEB
0

?@B
fiflaai@@

fing6zz2
gaalgaalmaai4maai4

CS
CS

"as a rule"
"altogether"

120

lF%'Enffi

gaa2gaa2dei2

CS

121
122
123
124
125
126

E$H

gaam3coul
gaam3saangl
gaanZzik6
gaan3(m4)zungl
gaap3ngaang2
gaap3sau2gaap3goek3

CS
CS
CM
CS
CS
CS

"in any case;
anyhow"
"unyieldingly"
"while still alive"
"simply"
"occasionally"
"unyieldingly"
"jointly"

118
119

%EBWF!@B;~~U~JU@@H

WBB
4FdE%Mk%%~~!&~
i@fo
O

ME
Fa7(g)
%@

RFRm

gaau3wai4
@%
gailgam2goek3
%@B@

CM
CS

"relatively"
"very quickly"

129

#E

gai3zeng3

CS

130

W(B)

gam3(gwai2)

CS

"under nonnal
circumstances; as a
rule"
"very"

gam3ngaaml
gam3zai6

CS
CS

-

{EE+@@EB$
%~m7%E@Bm
%FEl'l<~%)~f@~~f

%@Bh3
7tz%%%mmf=iP%k

so

127
128

131
132 $#j@L

E$B%WU~A@$RE

R3!J*@h M@%@
E-~%!Jdg@uw%m%
o

m

"by chance"
"almost (positive
sentence)"

%iE%%@%kBEB
I&WBW@)E* 3%Ze%!i
4%
%@B?7fiFJ9~%@@0
l&@!jmF@@!%o

133
134

(

135
136
137

EE14:

138
139
140
141

E ~ u
33
%%RP
3
1

gaplgapl
gap lgap lgoek3
gaplgaplmong4mong4

CM
CS
CS
CS

142

%ilk

gaplz~u6

CS

143
144
145
146
147

AUgA

gau2m4gau2
gau2sing4
gau3
gau3ging2
gau6dai2

CS
CS
CS
CM
CS

geil bun2soeng6
geilfu4
gei2

CM
CM
CS

gei2daai2

CS

gei2gam3/gei2gwai2
gei2si4dakllai4

CS
CS

El?%
EF

@
%
l(!)

gun1 bun2(soeng6)
ganlsau2

"at all; simply"
B%
%3%
%' mcE
"next; then; after
-&L&33~@~3#305~
that"
55 >
CS "afterwards; then"
i@?T% %@{Zu@,W
CM
"close
to"
IE@ii3l&M-?FW4B
CS "undoubtedly"
~@i@@~ $E(~%)lkB%?%
!
"certainly"
E@E%El$E(i%)u@%E@

CM
CM

%%w@%

gun lzyu6
gan6fu4
gang2(hai6)

BEh

148
149
150

$@

%g
323-k

BF
$$$

151
152
153

,154
15.5

/

+&B?jf@g

E%

@

156 @gf
157 @?I
1%
159 $$iZ!
160 %%
161 3
162
163 EjZ

f&z

164

$2Jfi

gang3gaal

geoiljin4
gik6

gik6kei4loeng6
gik6lik6
gik6zil
ginglji5
ging2jin4
gingd
gok3zi6gok3
gonl
g o d ceoi3

CM
CS

CS
CM
CS
CS
CM
CS
CS
CM

cs

"even more"
"nearly at once"
"at a fast pace"
"in a huny; in a
haste"
''in a huny; in a
haste"
''once in a while"
"very likely"
"as well; too"
"actually; exactly"
"in the past"
"basically"
"almost"
"rather"
"veryt1
"no matter (what;
how; etc.)
"very"
"not within a period
of time"
"not (comparatively
speaking)
"unexpectedly"
"extremely (before
adjective)"
"extremely (after
adjective)"
"repeatedly (after
action verb)
"at the most"
"do one's utmost"
"extremelyTt
"already"
"unexpectedly"
"extremely"
"respectively"
"in a dry manner"
"simply"
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?
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a
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{E%AaEs

1%fl%!E%bffMlL\@J !
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a

F!lB%$iskt
~~~~~~~
EE%@WMGflB
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!
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@U!YJ~JZ%@%~E@~~JR~~%
@I
&@%f$U@@
~~1'2S&8Bf%IBA
@@f7@~%@$?@

@@IG

E@$aJ@z#@
~ * g c % G zam&i.f t?
f~%%3%!i3@
Pfflfi !

4R%@$!J%m

!

%dl!&i3&%@z&

R8 ; $$39
EB$S3B f5lfiBGP~7E

165
166

$&H

gu 1ce2
gu3jin4zil

CM
CS

"for the time being"
"no doubtw

%&H@{@--;A
@I&HE2P3 * %TBl%'l'B

B
BUG

gwai2

CS

"not"

gwai2gam3

$&"$$$Bp(@)

gwan2seoi2luk6goek3(gam2)

CS
CS

171
172
173

%%
sh\

Bq&

gwo2jin4
gwo3fan6
gwo3hau6

CM
CM
CM

"very"
"in a huny as if one
were burnt by hot
water on the leg"
"accordingly"
"excessively"
"afterwards; later"

%@?!i{E
~l3!?L~cf'z%

174
175

BSB
h?ll"aSdfi

gwo3tau4
haan4haan2dei2

cs

176
177
178
179
180

hui2dou6/hai2syu3
@,/@/
I$$&
haiddoul
hai6gam2
I%@
hai6gam2ji2
%@RE
1prJ3;
Ihaklji3

181

iij@D;$

167
168
169
170

B%Z

a$$

{%a3

ham6baang6laang6

CS

"very; too"
"very easily"

CS
CS
CS
CS
ICM

"in progress of'
"with insistence"
"continuously"
"perfunctorily"
I "painstalungly"

CS

"all"

182
183
184

%a

185
1x6

CM
CS
CM

f%E
E%J

hau6meil
hei2coI

CS
CM

"surely"
"without hesitation"
"(say) again and
againt'
"afterwards; later"
"originally"

187
188
189

,?@%
,@%

hei2maa.5
hei2sai3
hei2sin 1

CM
CS
CS

"at least"
"desperately"
"at the beginning"

190

$g$$

heng6hengl

"slightly"
CS
CM "rashly"
CM "probably"
CM
CM "why bother"

192 q $ E
ho2nang4
193
{
q
&
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\
- ho4bitl
194 {qE
ho4fu2
1195 IjRJk

lho4zi2

iE$@7k.&m(@)%@
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!
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9

-
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~!B%3B
fE@Ff3@ kPA"JhyQfPlf%%sg
L&%WJ
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{E:#%{%@%
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a

3
%

I
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hang2ding6
hau2faai3faai3(gam2)
hau2hau2sengl sengl
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,

ICS

196

Dfi@&fiJ&

hoeng2dou6hoeng2syu3 CS

197
198

@3fC
UEU

hoeng3loi4
hoil hau2maai4hau2

CM
CS

199

k3(&)

hou2(gwaiZ)

CS

{/Z$%iEl ~

~

~

%~%u{E
U'W'k(@)sU&tt:mg
l.E
@-@Z&[E%f&B
E~%E$~lJ&$$
%Q=Y@?Z?Jfrf$!d %&%l%fi
BA
~@t%%%dC&%%%1@
~EE%fg@%%f&F
(E&9i5z&z F*BqEl%
n& E279W
%?Ek$~$&%@@l!~%frf@$
fE@$$%%AD&!
El3~ ~ ~ & % r n

("notonly"
"in progress of"

{&~@iilll;3@~~cf'~~ $$
~3$j&krn@
%@5l%%&@
9

"always"
"always talking about lEm UigU:azAB@
the same thing"
"extremely"
2%mR)&@

0

~

202
203

$TE(rtfE)
4
4

hou2dolsi4
hou2hou2(dei2)
hou2hou2cau2cau2

206

$

hou2rn4hou2doul

207
208
209
210
211
212

$39

hou2siu2
hou2zoi6
Hz
jut1
. jatlbinl j atlbinl..
A@...-E...jatlbind ...jatlbind ...
jatl bou2boud
-88

213

-%

jatlcail

2 14

-

jatlci3jaudjatlci3

CS

215
216

-a

jatldaand
jatl ding6

CM
CM

"time and again;
repeatedly"
"once; in case"
"certainly; surely"

jatldou6
jatlgungd
jatl hau2
jatl hau2gaa3

CM
CM
CM
CS

"for a time"
"altogether"
"with certainty"
Ifata fixed price"

4

CS

"very often"

!E#@B$D72ZZf+%@%
I%%##(rtf&)%hm
f%$T4Fma%!%%m$%
o

"well"
"in any case;
whatever happens" Q'
CS "rarely; seldom
%?#8%@iB@
(negative sentence)"
CS "have the nerve"
i&#8,E@!@%fE%
?
CS "in any case;
i%@@g%!&l&~E1%31%
whatever happens" @I
CS "rarely; seldom"
@E@E$y~*&wfi
CM "fortunately"
i'a?EB%~~~aQ[1
CM "as soon as"
@-%@%HA
CM "at the same time"
@-S&E-%m8
CS "at the same time"
IE-@B--E%
CS "step by step;
W8-%8E!%mRB%
progressively"
if ell%
CM "together"
I~F$T~--W%~J
"along with all the
EGl@--Bf.MugUj' !
others"
"at a time"
mf&-E@ %%TEj@A
CS
CS

@EZYI%
@-xZ--RUJj%
O
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~ l ! ~ % - ~ ~ $ $%7%$7

@-@AB-Z@Ff'ME
E

217
218
219
220
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-a
-ad

221

-Us

jatl hau2hei3

CS

222

-la

jut1 hoeng3

CM

--E3

jatljatl
jatljat6

CM
CS

225

-ET $4$4

jatljatddou3hakl

CS

226

-R

jatljyul

CS

227

-@$,

jatl koi3
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224
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CM

-

o

@-B#@m%
%B-#mlf@
E- • @Z{%%f@H
{ & E J L ~ ~ I I E~ % UfEf+
9

@Ew?I%
E$%L$?$?-U
% ~

"in one breath;
~ ~ +
without a break"
"consistently; all
!%--@@%&%
along"
"one by one"
%rtfl!!---El%fi@
"in the final analysis; a!#%- EI%i%!&W o
at bottom"
"from morning till
- '
7
night; all day long"
"always"
E- ElFrJ%%A~!fEo
"regardless of the
$i'tdg-R%% I$@$&
consequences1'
"simply;just;
N'@~ira
--R@EW@P
altogether"
"expressing decision" --B@B
"without exception; i @ I ~ @ - ~ @ $
-

-

%

~

228

jatl leon2zeoi2

-@#jU;$

CS

totally"
"without a break"

@Rl~S~-$j$!J~~@jfi
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jatl leot6

-@

CM

"without exception"
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230
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232
233
234
235
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237
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jatl Iin4
jatllou6
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jatlmei2

--@

jatlngaan5
jatlsaml

-a..
.--afj..
. jatlmind ...jatlmin6...
-I(J

--F

-

-@@

-

7

)

jatlsau2
jatlsau2jatlgoek3
jatlsi2si4
jatlsil(zi1gaan I)

-@...-R...jatlsi4 ..jatlsi4 ...

CS

241
242

--~flE

jatlzaam2ngaan5
jatlzikd

CS
CM

7%*

jatlzoi3
jatlzou2
jat6jat6
jat6je6
jau4tau4
jau5
jau5dakl

CM
CS
CM
CM
CS
CS
CS

250
251

g%M

jau5dil
jau5gei2ho2

CS
CS

252

ag

jau5ji3

CS

253

@

jau5lei5mou5lei5

CS

254
255
256

8fl8

jau5si4
jau5zan6si2
jau6

CM
CS
CM

243
244
245
246
247
248
249

-&

-9
B El
BB

a

?%BE@
7;!

e

"in succession"
-sZHBAiq?j
"continuously;
%dfid@%%mmmJ
always; all along; all
the way"
"at the same time;
%dt-@B- o
simultaneously"
CM "blindly; endlessly" {&-%#&'4%
CM "at the same time"
fE--m%-ifj%
CM "in a glimpse"
@-flBEX&%
CM "wholeheartedly"
%-&\RE * $k%UEG$Bl%
ttintentionallyll
~EdL\R%i?%Y
CM "single-handed"
E-%%#%E%@
CS "by oneself'
E @ ??‘-~-Mf@&
CS "occasionally"
~-@mg%mg
o
CS "for the time being" %-@(~FE~)%U%~@E~%B
CM
CM

240

-E

0

0

O

"sometimes ...;
sometimes. ..I'
"in an instant"
"continuously"

w-w%%%~~%%%
* kg
RErJE -RX%%F!JE
e-M@%%Wokh
@kqGFf%@g--EfiJlE
o

?rl
@-S3%8@%1@3

"time and again"
"in advance"
% ~ ! Y ~ E 3a J l ? ~ ~
"daily; regularly"
E El EIBT!l * fiWmI:$%
"day and night"
6!l%% ElRW&!E
"from the beginning" %of!j--B&@S-R
"surely; already"
fZRREZ*%
'lit is possible to"
Eofp!~~S&&i~
a
"it is worthwhile to" UB@iFL!!ZEf4$~
"a little bit"
%Glma%8jE
"rarely; seldom
* %?W@@@J o
f@g%mug%!!Jy
(rhetorical sentence)"
"intentionally;
,f&asm%jF%!
deliberately"
"regardless of the
%@%@#@&ft;$
o
consequence^^^
"sometimes"
%@IA?~%@%Q
"sometimes"
%~lr$@-~k~
"repeatedly; again" l$!%X@
"at the same time"
Ef&lfiZkX$3
"also; expressing
&%& X % W F$U~
information of the
STfl o
same kind"
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257
258
259
260
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262
263

jau6si3
5
7
8
If@%
bil heil
jiljin4
IE%
(&@(B{Z)jilsi40il hau6)
jijgingl
Pi$$

&%%

ji6soeng4
87f;($[S) jikd(dou1)

CS
(CM
CM
CS
CM
CM
CM

%@&% ~~~~E
;EtiZSfFtil@B.%flF@P

"but"
"expressing
emphasis"
"again"
I"vaguelyM
"still"
"punctually"
"already"
"extremely"
"as well"

264

%!3I!!3I!

jinddaul daul

CS

"in cash"

265
266

@B

jinglfand
iing2zan 1

CS
CS

"necessarily"
"absolutely"

267
268
269
270
271

liR%
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Ijng4jin4
joek3mok2
jukl dil
jukl haa5
jyudsinl

272
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jyu6zou2
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274
275
276
277

E%
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jyun4cyun4
jyun4loi4
jyun4sinl
jyunSjyun.5
jyut6 ...jyutd ...

jyut6lai4jyut6
278
kaa3laal (kaa3laal)
279 +#$(+#$)
kam4kamZcengl
280 %%%
kan4dil
281 %I&
kap6zou2
,282 E q
kei4sat6
283 #g
kok3hai6
284 @{%
kok3sat6
285 @g
kwong4
286 $£
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I "still; yet"

%SrnIir
7 ? @ R % % ~ ~ ~ ~ & ~ % ~ %
Ei

flEg@%E%i@~fii
lEl&lfiZZgJk
I;EtiiR%%#&i3~1
@$983+$$!&
{E%BBR%U,@

"approximately"
"easily; frequently"
"easily; frequently" f i @ X l ~ ~ ~ A
"in advance;
%E%Bm&Hlq@
* ?Hz!
beforehand"
GJ~X!~@#
CS "in advance;
#I+%@%
, %3%%%l&
beforehand"
iEBBSZ&1#%5
CM "completely"
CM "originally"
EiERBG %ZI
CM "originally"
~EB%ESZfiEXnZ5
CM "largely"
~fs;z&btagklEBtif7
CM "themore ...the
%&%%BE
more.. ."
CS ''more and more"
,~&U~#&&%A$U%@{~@
CS "alternatively"
%d$+8[3(*m>m@
CS "quickly"
&%@g%%AB
CS "frequently"
CM "as soon as possible" l8r$[31%E-8-kBP&WJ
CM "actually; in fact"
@@#@%%I%k?$fk%
CS "really; indeed
,E@I%@@%
CM "really; indeed"
%@@@%Fz
CS "crazily"
@ $ £ @ ~ ~ @ ~ ~ # ~ % ~ ~
CM
CS
CS
CM

EwJ?~%~~~&
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287

@@

laaZmaai4

CS

"easily; frequently; at I$%fi@@%%
@2@%
every turn"
%%
"generally spealung" U I ~ ~ ~ ~ f i E j t ~ @ j @ J f $ Z @

288

@(@I%

laa4(laa4)lam4

CS

289

laa4laabengl
=!!@

1290

1~5

"very quickly; at
onceff
"very quickly; at
oncett
"on average"

@Ern%LXk

I laail wan4

CS

Ics I
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I@@(@)@%~ff;;@J
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@J"

~ F ~ T ~ B @ % E % $ [ s R1 F U ~ %
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291

%B

laam3jatd

@El %@3
CM "immediately"
-%%%% * E a J % @
CS "at the last moment" %&@%@[t%U&@@W@
%
CS "at the last moment" @@@&@%%%%@
CS "carelessly; casually; U!l~&E&UG#FE%
CS

"every two days"
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9
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292
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3?RD

294
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296
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laapdzikl
lam4gapllam4mong4

@
@

S@L

$&B

lam4si4lam4gapl
lapdlyun2
leon41au2

@UBaffi@ li41illaa41aa4

CS
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at random"
"intum"
"very quickly"

%dt!!*%R@M%
%f!!@%h @EW3hi%1@
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likd
@f$f!$iglin2zyudtzu4geng2
lin4ceoi4
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mi53

RE!
BF

loekdwai4
loengSfan2
loi4wui4
lokdsau2
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Bf-%##

lokdsau2lok6goek3

"in succession"
"successively"
"particularly"
"in addition"
"a little; a bit;
slightly"
CM "slightly"
CS "together"
CM "back and forth"
CS "by oneself; in
person"
CS "by oneself; in
person"
CM "in succession"
CM "in succession"
CM "thoughtlessly"
CS "not"
CS "not.. .but"
CS "not very"
CS "to a certain extent''
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lin4hei3
lin4zukd
ling4se3
lingdngoid
loekdloek2
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lukdzukd
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@L(aff)
m4(gwai2)
314 @(%)
m4 ..Jau6 ...
315
3 11
312
313

@...x...
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DE$
U

m4dol
m4dolm4siu2

"make every effort"
"unwillingly"
"immehately"
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m4fongl
m4gin3dakl
m4ginglm4gok3
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L@r%(Z)f+m4gwaai3(zil)dakl

322
323
324
325

gfi

EeK@iBA

CS

"absolutely not"
"not likely"
"without knowing
consciously"
"that is why"

CS
CS
CS
CS

"don't"
"not necessarily"
"undoubtedly"
"undoubtedly"

~%@fil@@!

CS
CS
CS
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@ @ @ j @ ~ j - - % @!$

@E(2)f%@@Z@!ER1E
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m4hou2
m4sai2
m4sai2mand
m4saiZsam2
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~
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CS

m4tungl

328

E$%%

m4zaanglzoi6

CS

"expressing
rhetorical question"
"can it be that; is it
possible that"
"never mind"

"really"

-Uk

ngBl$% %%ZP$rrk{$?
#p$@g@f$,k.~~
?

PA EPZ$%%IBI
%mug$Tt+i& ~%U%%
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330
UgR
331

U~$%,R\/

332
333
334
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:g$

$$Iff

m4zi2
m 4zing6zi2/

CS
CS

"not only"
"not only"

m6
maan6
maan6ji6fanl

CM
C
CS

"mistakenly"
"casually"
"very much;
extremely1'
"slowly"
"desperately"
"don't"
"exactly; really"

335 J / B J ~ ~
336 %(@/)
337%
338 P#

maan 6maan2
maang5(gam3)
mai5
mai6

339 fJ$@

matlzai6

340 B'E
_341. B'B%
342 %i%
343 %
344 %I&$
345 %@
346 %8M

mau6jin4
maudmautijin4
mei4mei2
mei6
meidbit1
mei6cang4
mei6jau5noil

347
348
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%%$

meidmin5
rnei6soeng4

349
350
351
352

@%m

rnin6deoi3min6
ming4ming4
mou4cing4cing4
mou4cung4
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$@$$s/mou4dyunlbaak6si6/

aaaa

&l@l3

as

ICS
CS
CS
CS
CS

''not quite (negative
sentence)"
CM "rashly; hastily"
CM "rashly; hastily"
CM "slightly"
CM "not yet"
CM "not necessarily"
CM "never"
CS "not (in time)"
''not (in degree)"
CM "a bit too"
CM "not (negative
sentence)"
CS "face-to-face"
CM "certamly"
CS "without reason"
CM "have no way of
doing something"
cs "without reason"
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1
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mou4cing4baakdsi6
"nothmg but; simply; E%Dff
3-$@@$F%i@@%E
no
more
than;
ordy"
af:
CS ''not intentionally; by %i%S9E$@B&%@@
o
chancel1

CM

mou4ji3zungl

%#%%&

357
358
359

@z$gU{ijS

mou4jyun4mou4gu3
mou4laaIlaal
mou41eon6jyu4ho4

360
361

%El$$%%!J
%

mou4si4mou4hakl
mou5

CM
CS
CM

"without reason"
"without reason"
"in any case; at any
rate ;whatever
happens"
CM
"all the time"
CM "have not"
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?
{@@$@3&9$@1&tJu/$J
?
f%@$z$8Um%$i$mT%um
!
%%B3%%l%gE1ZfE
%%Z

%%S ; %@PI2
-

-$&f+

362
363
364
365
366

%%{q
%E!

mou5dakl
mou5gei2ho2
mou5jat6

CS
CS
CM

@&
:

mou5matI
mou5waa6

CS
CS

'lit is not possible to" @k@~fl%j$,El%@$f~Pd
"rarely; seldom"
j2$$s{qZ@@
"all the time
%%El ug%!%ffz
(negative sentence)"
"almost not"
!E%G&!%
"never"
l'iBz!~&$E@!m%&f@@@

l~$,%l2rn~6
367
368

@

369
370

%(%I%

371

%@.!zEfl{E!-z3t#-x
!@FCC
El%%A% %lzEd&
IgE{$
EdL%(%)XS@1E
%RE~~BW$RE
WGAMEB8l$iQi

mui5
naan4gwaai3

CM
CM

"whenever"
"no wonder"

ngaam I (ngaam I)sin I
ngaamlngaam I

cs
CS

=$!?I
@@jB

ngaarnlngaaml hou2/

CS

"justH
"exactly"
llju.stfl
"just right"

@E2b

ngaan5baak6baak6

CS

"helplessly"

373

@%
!

ngaang2hai6

CS

Q'El$%@i%B~~?i%Il%

374
375

@

$223

ngaang6
ngai6jin4

CS
CM

"in contrary to
speaker's will"
"certainly"
"determinedly"

376
377

Ug
?g

ngang3
ngok3

CS
CS

~E@%im@@%t6?%%

378

U
l
s
.flgB..
.
.
. niltau4 ...g o2tau4 ...

CS

"even very"
"with difficultly"
"painstakingly"
"as soon as"

$$f&/?$

@@j

372

@@=$!?@78%@%@

ngaarnl ngaamIsin3

%H3El l3~%fz@g$f%@
& a

I

%@ ; %@
,Eg%&%%%mg%@l%@

{!@&$~~,~~

&@ZE?E%2
%%"@$~%~~&%@
qdi@

~~E%zq

383
384

$$j@

?%g

ning4jyun2
noi6batl noi2/
noi6m4noi2
noi6m4zungl
paa3 (ce2)
pan4pan4
pang4hungl

385

s

pin1

@q@,

379
380

rn7f;Ml

ihi4n??@
WUSq
382 'PB(H)
381

CM
CS

"would rather"
"once in a whlle"

CS
CS
CM
CM

"once in a while"
&M@@u@Jl
"pe~haps"
Ba'JBI8(BIf4?3~~~@h@~
o"again and again"
#Z@@~?$JJ@
"without foundation" u,EID@gJf%@?@g%If:ag

CM

"contrary to speaker's
will"

$!@m@UfijZ&&

%m?MB@&@

n6i
I

1386

IGR

I

[pinlpinl

UgfqfEZ {EsZs

387
388

3%iEl4?

CS
CS

lIj~~tlf
"repeatedly"
"very quickly"

saap3si4gaan 1
saau2wai4
sai3
sai6sei2
samdzi3(mou4)/
samdzi3lfu4)

CM
CM
CS
CM
CM

"in a twinkling"
"slightly"
"absolutely"
"firmly"
"even"

sad
sanlgand
san4zou2

CM
CM
CS

CM
CS
CS

''newly11
"recently"
"well in advance"
"early in the
morning1'
"very"
'lsurelyl'
"suddenly"

saamlfaanlsei3ci3

-Em#@(@) saamlpaa4loeng5but6(gam2)

I&l&ffB@%Ba'1lF:DBP ?
EZ%DX~~%%f@U~
f!w!5l@mf%(@)%BEm
o

VV
tS
389
390
391
392
393

SFJ~FET
%
%?%
(

I

&E(y)

O

%~@~sY~Z@EE@2&~
twsf%%$~@~
%~&E$!l
; w#%@E
%g%a%&@IffS
E~3SE9%99123 833
%g!% * ?$% %$ls@@%
MElB
Etdl!.?1%$fim
.
,fizf%%%mgnEBW?YUfii
%EF%#J&E@Pf
fmFi(uff)?w!i%%k
? i&a
a

a

394
395
396

3%

$FZ
E
l kq

397
398
399

f-fi(2)
Xg@$$!

sap6fenl (zil)
sapdsing4sap6
satlgenglmou4san4

400

B

sat6

CS

401
402
403

I%@

sat6gang2
sat6hai6
satdhang4

CS
CS
CS

satdngaa4sat6ci2

CS

f%f

Bf%
Tj$?T

404
405

RSf8;k

sat6sat6zoidzoi6

CS

406
407

f@!l
@?E

,408
409

E%
PE

sat6zakl
sat6zoi6
sau2sinl
sei2

CM
CM
CM
CM

410

z(A)$$

sei2(jan4)doul

CS

"def~tely;
undoubtedly"
"in fact"

o

20
lE!2m~@%
%AB;~;~%%EW%JL\

fib
ftiB;kHE%?+a!1%)1
Ebm%B5ZG%ilffifl% ZI!iZEf&; EESAtrft!.%EFU

CM
CS
CS
CS
CS

seon4seoi5
seon6bin2

CM
CM

"simply"
"conveniently"

ESBH~r$[sl%f%dIEI&B
@ElEV
fE%%%!%v
~ % J F ! @ ~ P % ~ ~ ~ ~

seon6daai3

CM

"in passing"

%~~%tiwvm@
ZE%~

%I%(@)

sei2mengdkam2)
EZ8-&$3, sei2sei2dei6hei3
seng4
E
seng4jat6
EEi
S@Ad@ seoilseoildei2

416
417

#%$$

o

~iE~~~~?%h%%~%
%$

ftib@E@(m
@
&
Zfi'@
j $&2$B&
U

%!%El@%%@FEY%@o
7

W!

418

o

7

"actually"
"actually"
"first of all"
"desperately;
determinedly"
"in any case;
anyway"
"desperately"
"have no way out"
"111; as much as"
"always"
"nevertheless"

4 11
4 12
413
414
415

~lE@Z

"actually"
"certainly"
"certainly"
"certainly"
'rcertainlyrl

e Ew/-fi(2)%%
,fmM!!i@ + E l + !
f&X,g%fiEfrkaq-% , %?%
EAW ?
Z8BZ&-kE, %gf%SiE
%BBZUlE
?
I@R@ngnmmj, $%WE
f%n%B ?IW@%f&~@~
rJ~@{%b@%S%%s?Tl&%

BE

419

llE%

seon6sai3

CM

420

WE?

seon6sau2

CM

421
422

%LET
@E%

sildai2haa6
silsiljin4

423
424

$LEi
%B

silzi6
si3gwo3

425

B$ ...Bq...

si4. ..si4...

426
427
428
429
430

H+T~$

si4batlsi4
si4si4
si4si4haklhakl
si6bitl
si6daan6

%llE%#TR&@--@

"by t a h g advantage
of an opporhnity"
"converuently"

!&&F'T UlJjl@PB3jlR%&M
PYiE

@B$

E[$B$Z@!j
&&\
s{B

431
432

Z&@k

433

%(El

434

sibsat6soeng6
&{&@J$?$($$) sik6zyu6go3sai3(zau6)

%?&

sin 1(zi3)

sin1hau6

"in secret; in private" %~~&E!,$E$LJ'&~F{@~~F!J&
"leisurely;
%mrn@9E%ZEB%
unhurriedly"
@@!I
CM "secretly"
#?EL laza!&3~%
CS "before; formerly; in L@
! 3@&{3%%8R@
f
the past"
CM "sometimes.. .; %s%
@
@
sometimes. . .I'
CM "sometimes"
%B3T@%@SU,%T%
CM "often; constantly" @~,9(~B$Ei$@F{&~13
CS "all the time"
%B3B3Z!fZd@BfliEd@
CS "certamly"
{@@zg@Ej2&\RG%E@
CS "randomly; as one
E{Bi@@%%$&%+%#J
pleasesT1
I@BlH!q1mS@%BfW
CM "in fact; actually"
S~kEB$~{~~{&W%l
a
CS "by talung advantage ~ B ~ ! & E J & { ~ ~ % ( ~ ) ~ ~ E E
of a favourable
@EEa"a
situation"
CM " f ~ s t "
%#wE,%%%@iq
llthen"
#@Wm%(3)t%%!IfrF&fiB

CS
CS

CM

"as late as"
"just"
"expressing
emphasis"
"one after another"

%% %(E)ng

fi%%(3)-9L$B
I@%(E)l%
, %ng% !
%nf&~f&~i?&j~~~@P&

E n
%%X&R&kZ5Tgii'ij
%?H%$EZEl@B
HB7kB
Imh

435

1

sinlsinI/sznlcin4

CS

"before; previously"

436

gg

sin6zi6

CM

437
438
439

:&&
$?%

sing4saml
siu2batl rnin.5
soengl dongl(zi1)

CS
CS
CM

"without
z!a&'E!stg!%
authorisation"
"intentionally"
{&$&~~~{p&
"to a certain extent" { @ $ T ~ @ j F ~ { & { ~
"quite; fairly;
@1@%3B @~(z)!Z!B

CS

CM
CM
CM
CM
CS
CM

$Bg(z)

1

fz@ a

-

kT

440
441
442
443
444
445

%?/E
$i$

b'.i9!Q

soengdhaa2
sok3sing3
sou31oi4
syun3
taai3(gwo3)
tai2paa3

446

#j

tau1

%'k
kCB)

"almost"
"simply"
"always; usually"
"fairly"
"too"
"apparently;
seemingly"
"secretly"

@%i%%k-FH@YJ
%*E @ ~ - - ~ A ~ ? ~ &
o

*

@@s$!/
a

EWfifi-8BngB
i%%kCB)% %@%
Xfl!it% W!$s%m
o

@%I

; &%

448
449

ffijlmk

450
45 1
452

@@R

453
454
455
456

@%

$RE
(

)

%%

tau1tauldei2
tau4rnei5

CS
CS

tau4tau2
tenglgong2(waa6j
tungIsoeng4

CS
CS
CM

"secretly"
''from beginning to
end; altogether"
''at the beginning"
"be told; hear of'
"usually"

tungl tungl
tung4maai4
tung4si4
waa6meng2

CM
CS
CM
CS

"all; entirely"
"together"
"at the same time"
"nominally"

%H~HVB%$$%
%dl!%@
w
f!iImmE
(@nffiMB$W3$%IL
Ed@%%!%%&* & 3 f i 3 9

CS
CM
CS
CS
CM
CM

"afterall"
"perhaps; maybe"
"probably"
"anyway"
"only"
"only; anyway"
"forever"
"each other"
"mutually; each

4z?6%%f%!@%S
!@%%{E lE%%&%
i@%UF%#f%k%@J
tf%JB%%H@~$@%zM
@%%8jrnAagB!@
fig%%?8 @ ~ ~

~~&!~fi&~&
%Dffi@E%!J&5B
%Dffi@B@f++&!$mA
@%(Z&)@I@%@@
EL%lmi3IEBR@BR

-

W

457
458
459

RiE
08%

ig%
g@!j

464
465

g$H

waa6saai3
waak6ze2
waan2haaSsau2
waang4dim 6
wai4duk6si6
wai4jau.5
wing5jyun5
wu6
wu6soengl

466
467

l@Tfli?!
3

zaam2haaSngaan5
zaan2

CS
CS

zaangl dil
zam2coeng4
zam2zyu6
zanl hai6
zaul (batIjsi4
zau6

CS
cS
CS
CS
CS
CM

460
,461
462

468
469
470
471
472
473

%ZJT%

@%
%%%
@@

83%
&!%
EJ(T)B$

I

ICM

CM
CM

I

y

I

5%; 222

@$f!jE$~~(~j&@l~@fE

"in an instant"
@flwT@@%~z@B
"in vain; for nothmg" MiftfR$&$$298@
"to an undesirable
Uv7S;m{$&%j 2$$fgl&&
!
result"
"almost"
ft;;@g@%@J
''for a long time"
@jF;t;EFm,BEE
"continuously"
!4mm!~~%@%
"really"
F$~%~L%%

?+@%m%f$S

"very soon"
"as early as"
Efff-Z%%X%
"as soon as"
D&f#~B@
"naturally (under
*i#!aB&%&@$@B
certain condition);
B
then"
"expressing contrast" @= EI3flg-X #K-- H B

@Jz&

"expressing
concession (in
comparing two
things)"
"originally"
"only; merely"
"expressing
determination"

~

&.O

BA%mD!JRGEB@J

o

MB%B%@%%
ZT3uf ~~~V
e$$&UgEsUggg
a

8

~

474
475
476

$&R
gag
{E#$J%

zau6faai3
zau61ai4
ze3dilji2

CS
CS
CS

477

{

ze3tau4ze31ou6

CS

478
479
480

iE$&

zeng3waa6
zeoi3
zeoi3dol/zi3dol

CS
CM
CM

zeoi3hou2
zeoi3siu2/zi3siu2
zeon6
zeon6cing4

CM
CM
CM
CM

zeonbfaai3
zeondlik6

CM
CM

l'expressing
emphasis; the fact is
that"
"expressing contrary
belief'
"verysoon"
"very soon"
"bymakingan
excuse"
"by making an
excuse"
"just"
"the most"
"at the worst"
"at the most"
"it is good to"
"at least"
"exhaustively"
"as much as one
likes"
"as fast as one could"
"try one's best"

zeon 6Ioeng6
zeon 620u2

CM
CM

"to the hll"
"as early as possible"

481
482
483
484

@
1

@$?
I

3

f&'Ie

485
486

@W

487
488

@B

393

%i%4E%
IETZl,%@$!!@1@IV
%@/BIB

%a
a

#$J&&k%$

a

4EBugBE

!ia@R%-* ,mwMJ%
$gA
El~8%!%%zg@f+m

~~~

ikE&@JkflEB
~ESff%%@@
~I@E
%%%%i&
%!w!!%%%%iEEfi@

.w?.%H@%&&
Ug!@@*$=fi,A,

3% ; 342%
K

f~ZZf5@E2%%@
%d@&f7%{2%m
%@@
47%

@F

!%@teny F38%%flfi
{@B~~@E~f$~wEJLX~
9

En%
zeotIziI
zi2batlgwo3

CS
CS

"finally"
"merely; only; just"

4Q%CiWWE
{~,RT~$!&$~U&P$l~
~32~EHa9

zi2hai6
zi3

CS
CM

"merely; only; just"
"themost"

-

CS

"at the worst"

%~%~SGFH?EE%

m%

zi6batljin4

CS

"naturally"

$ $%%

zidzidjin4jin4

CS

"naturally"

ziklgun2

CS

zikl haakl
zik6
zik6cing4

CM
CM
CS

"feel fiee to; not
hesitate to"
"immediately"
"straightly; directly"
"straight; directly"

489
490

92

491
492

R
, !%

.RT@

E

493 g%(@)/zi3dol(mai6)/
E+(@{&) zi3dol (m4hai6)
494

!flx.w@
@ @ $%a%@%

-

I&@#!!

495
496
497
498
499

EI'J2a
E

El3

"simply; at alln

~ & ~ %@I%$
m $%%@
RF~m
,

ff~i~flII~E!P~%,!+j~~
~

@ %EP%$%
~
~
7

EB ;
{&j&?l~$~{@{~E%@fEL!?#$
WP~B%f+~ff
%ABl3%

%

1

I

1 "surely"

CS

"straight; directly"

I

IEEI%~E@&@U!EP~*
!
E@qTS{EE& U%$rn,B
9

3%

.

- - - - -50 1

502

?$jj$j
%@Dl

503 E(-)
504 Ed
505 @
'
,506 ,%%%

CM
CS

"gradually"
"gradually"

ilmj?@$h.:&$$&@g
@?BTwE!~8%?55z!2?T

zing3fiatl)
zing3sikl
zing6
zing6gailgail

CS
CS
CS
CS
CS

"indeed; really"
"indeed; really"
"only"
"quietly"
"only"
"constantly"

!@iE(--)BA!
UESiESl%7TSB
@I%@
u%&@
il%%%%%%mf@mrn@

ziu3gai3

CS

I I
5 11

513
514

(
(

I
)

,
I

!GEE

,R%

EBu3z%E7TGS!

zim6zim2
zing2zing2haa2

ICS I
5 10

"simply; at allft

"immediately
afterwards; in a
minute"
"according to reason;
in the ordinary
course of events;
nonnallv"
"as usual"
"in the same old
wav"

,RZffiF@%@@L@f@&
a

%R%(m)%!EE&E
&,R$$$(@)R!EFJ%

ziu3gaud(gam2)/ziu3
ziu3joeng2(garn2)/ziu

CM
CM

ziu3lei5
ziu3soeng4

CM
CM

"generally"
"as usual"

ER@BSfqi@Em
?
H%%R%%Gqi@

zo 6dai2
zoenglgan 6

CS
CM

Q%@EEZEA
fiZRZj{$&
%@tGMi?iER@

zoi3

CM

"at least"
"nearly; almost"
"very soon1'
"again"
Itmore"
"continuously"
"afterwards"

a

a

ggg-;~

.

@!+?9Bgrn843@
~@B@Rn%i@&i@&
@d%%&%Bsfqa%%
j,g

518 1 7 % ~

521
522

Fa
(%)p%

Izoi3saaml

1 CM I "over and over

zoi3si3

CS

again"
"again"

zong6ngaamI
zo u2jat6
(lou5)zou2zau6

CS
CM
CS

"by chance"
"soon"
"in advance"

I!E&=$?&R{E

f@%fER?$%~&
%!a$q
El2!#&w&~1
#Im%z
%(%)FB%m#
Eiirrj

523

F%L!

zou2ziI

CS

117

"having known t h s
beforehand"

0

%FRUUE2@JJ

I

524
525

?5?.

%~~$-F,~~XIJ-!$EUUEE~~P~J
,f@@%%@zLx%m!g%@

zou2zou2
zuklji5

CM
CM

"well in advance"
"enough"

49f$

zuklzukl
zuk6dil
zuk6go3
zuk6jatl
zungljyul
zunglseoil

CM
CS
CM
CM
CM
CS

$,%#

zung2gung6

CM

"full; as much as"
%,E$E%$@{&+@ll
"one by one"
@k71L\% Bl@!&
"one by one"
,f%%'B&l~$~@%%?
"one by one"
@%--%A%
"fdlyl'
% $ 3 H @ !m
"anyhow; eventually; a2ift%%$?%Bg
El @$&
after all"
"altogether"
~%@%fz$z%%%E+

533
534

$%f%
$%%

zung2hai6
zung2syun3

CS
CM

535

f$

zung6

CS

536
.537
538
539
540

I$%

zung6hai6
zung6gaa 1
z~unl
zyunl cing4
zyunl dangl

CS
CS
CM
CM
CS

zyunImun2
zyun2haa5ngaan5
zy~n3(go3)tau4
zyut6deoi3

CM
CS
CS
CM

526
527
528
529
530
531
532

541
542
543
544

53.2

a2
Blm

B@d
SRE4

k$;bU

3
%B

SF
Y
'
@VBfi
@(@!)B
$E%

UE!

O

ElEo
i?~%%fE {E#$!@?&E%U
%,%B%
8?25i\t%
fi#%g%%%%

"always; invariably"
"at long last; finally"
"all things
o
consideredn
"more; even more" 9 El {$I@33
El
"still; yet"
E!$%%%
"additionally"
E El@!&I@ ~ s f X I ~ ~ ~ % @
"expressing
E;FnEE#~uE
* 3tikPLXf3
emphasis"
E@%m@
function %!iFB%o
"still; nevertheless" f-%%Jil, * f@fq%@jf&Lk
"even more"
% EllqfJLl$%%m
"specially; always" @%%A%
"specially"
%%fg"=i@@
"for a special
%8BflX%l@D%
purpose; specially"
"specially; always" @SJr?B&A
"in an instant"
EWTU213HA
"later"
%$8(m)@ng%!@
o
"absolutely"
@l?2,@,4B%q%g !

Number of Cantonese adverbs having cognates in Mandarin (CM):
Number of Cantonese-specific adverbs (CS):

Appendix 2:
Classification of Adverbs by
Grammatical Meanings
1

Conjunctive Adverb

T%b..
.($...
2 . 8
. . ..
-. . .%...

dB...@..
.
X a...Xa * . .
UZ...X..
.
Wa

USSB...@JB..
,

% a(%)
%b

%C
%d

1%

Degree Adverb

,@z

bei2gaau3(soeng6)
bun3
ciuI
daaidrlaai6
dakIzai6
dak6bit6
fandngoi6
feilsoeng4(zil)
gaau3wai4
gam3(gwai2)
gandfu4
gang3gaal
gei2
gei2
gei2gam3/gei2gwai2
gik6
gik6zil

%@

gingd
gwai2gam3

k$~(k)

*

-$B

kk
.f%&
,%%!I

!39$

$R%(2)
,@%

nQ(%)
Ep
33'U
%a

%b

%m-J%B
@a

$a

"not only.. .but also.. .I1
"no doubt.. . only.. ."
"as soon as. . . then.. ."
"once; in case.. . then.. ."
"at the same time"
"not.. .but.. ."
"then"
"as soon as"
"then"
Itas soon as"
"naturally (under certain condition); then"
"expressing contrast"
"expressing concession (in comparing two
thngs)"

1 "then"

lzi3

a

2.

bat1dak6zi2 ...zung6 ...
gu3jin4zil ...ziZbatIgwo3 ...
jatl ...zau6 ...
jatldaanb ...zau6 ...
jau6 ...jau6 ...
m4 ...jau6 ...
maid
niltau4 ...go2tau4 ..
sin I (zi3)
zau6
zau6
zau6
zau6

"fairly; rather"
"half'
"super"
"greatly; enormously"
'ltool'
"particularly"
"particularly"
"very1'
"relatively"
'I
very"
"close to"
"even more"
"rather"
"very"
"very"
"extremely"
"extremely"
"extremely"
''very"
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gwo3fan6
gwo3tau4
heng6hengl
hou2(gwaz2)
jau5dil
ji6soeng4
jing2zan 1
jyun4cyun4
jyun5jyun5
jyut6.. jyut6 ...
jyut6lai4jyut6
ling4se3
loek6loek2
loek6wai4
maantiji6fan 1
mei4mei2
n~anz3
saau2wai4
sap6fen 1(zil)
soengl dongl(zi1)
svun3
taai3(gwo3)
zeoi3
zeon 610eng6
zi3
zoi3
zung6
zung6gaa 1
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'lexcessively"
"very; too"
"slightly"
"extremely"
"a little bit"
"extremely"
"absolutely"
"completely"
"largely"
"the more. . .the more. .."
"more and more"
"particularly"
"a little; a bit; slightly"
"slightly"

1
"slightly"
"even very"
"slightly"
"very1'
"quite; fairly; considerably"
"fairlv"
"too"
"the most"
"to the hll"
"the most"
"more"
"more; even more"
"even more"

Manner Adverb

Manner

@a
b@
I3
E3'Q

@%;@
BB

baaiZming4
baak3bunl
baak6
baak6baak6
baang4baang2sengl
cai4cai4

"clearly"
"by every means"
"in vain; for nothing"
"in vain; to no purpose"
"very quickly; at once"
"to~ether"

canlji5
canlngaan5
canlsau2
canlzi6
can3zou2
ceoi3ceoi3dei2
ceoi4hauZ
ceoi4sau2

"(hear) personally"
"(see) persona.lly"
"with one's own hands"
"in person"
"as early as possible"
"reluctantly; grudgingly"
"(speak) thoughtlessly"
"conveniently"
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"in pair"
"horizontally"
"with wide steps"
"at a big mouthful"
"with a strong force"

daaiddaam6daai6daam6

"at a big mouthful"

daan lduk6
dakddangl
Iclattijin4(~il)~aanl
dam4dam4kwaakl
dipdmaai4samlseoi2
dong1min2
donglzung3
faai3dil
faai3faai3ceoi3ceoi3
faai3sau2faai3goek3
fan 1tau4
fatljin4(zil)gaanl
gaam3coul
gaam3saangl
gaap3ngaang2
gaap3sau2gaap3goek3
gailgam2goek3
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ga~lga~l
gaplgaplgoek3
gaplgaplmong4rnong4
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gik6lik6
gok3 (zi3)gok3
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cukl cukl
cung4zungl
daa2dim6
daa2dung6
daa2maal
daa2waang4
daai6daai6bou6
daai6daai6daam6
daai6daaidlik6
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lgonl
gungljin4

"very quickly; at once"
"from among"
"vertically"
"vertically"

"vigorously"
"alone"
"for a special purpose; specially"
"suddenly"
"in a circle"
"wholeheartedly; attentively"
"in somebody's presence"
"in the presence of all"
"quickly"
"quickly"
"quickly"
"separately"
"suddenly"
"unyieldingly"
"while still alive"
"unyieldingly"
"jointly"
"very quickly"
"nearly at once"
"at a fast pace"
"in a huny; in a haste"
"in a hurry; in a haste"
"do one's utmost"
"respectively"

1

1 "in a dry manner"

haan4haan2dei2
Izaiddoul
hai6gam2ji2
haklji3
hau2faai3faai3(gam2)
hau2hau2(dei2)
hau2hau2senglsengl

"openly"
"in a hurry"
"very easily"
"with insistence"
"perfmctorily"
"painstakingly"
"without hesitation"
"well"
"(say) again and again"

hingljid
hoil hau2maai4hau2

"rashly"
"(keep) talking over the same b g "

gwan2seoi2luk6goek3(gam2)
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hou2ji3sil
jatlbou2bou6
jatlcai4
jatl hau2gaa3
jatlhau2hei3
jatljatl
jatl leon2zeoi2
jatllin4
jatlngaan5
jatlsaml
jatlsaml
jatlsau2
jatlsau2jatlgoek3
jau4tau4
jau5ji3
jilheil
jilsi4(jilhaud)
jin6dauldaul
kaa3laal(kaa3laal)
kam4kam2cengl
kap6zou2
kwong4
laa4(7aa4)lam4
laa4laa2sengl
lam4gapl lam4mong4
lam4si4lam4gapl
lap6lyun2
Ieon41au2
li41illaa41aa4
lik6
lin2zyu6tiu4geng2
lin4hei3
lin4zuk6
loeng5fan2
loi4wui4
lok6sad
lok6sau21ok6goek3
Iuk61uk6zuk6zuk6
luk6zuk6
lyun2(gam3)
m4gingl m4gok3
m4senglm4sengl
m6
maan6
maan6maan2
maangj(gam3)
mau6jin4
mau6mau6jin4

"have the nerve"
"step by step; progressively"
"together"
"at a fixed price"
"in one breath; without a break"
"one by one"
"without a break"
"in succession"
"in a glimpse"
"wholeheartedly"
"intentionally"
"single-headed"
"by oneself'
"from the beginning"
"intentionally; deliberately"
"vaguely"
"punctually"
"in cash"
"alternatively"
"quickly"
"as soon as possible"
"crazily"
"very quickly; at once"
"very quickly; at once"
"at the last moment"
"at the last moment"
"carelessly; casually; at random"
Itinturn"
"very quickly"
"make every effort"
"unwillingly"
"in succession"
~~successively~'
"together"
"back and forth"
"by oneself; in person"
"by oneself; in person"
"in succession"
"in succession"
"thoughtlessly"
"without knowing consciously"
"quietly"
"mistakenly"
"casually"
"slowly"
"desperately"
"rashly; hastily"
"rashly; hastily"
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Imin6deoi3min6
mou4cing4cing4
mou4cung4
mou4dyunlbaak6si4/
mou4cing4baak6si6
mouldyunldyunl
mou4ji3zungI
mou4jyun4mou4gu3
mou4laal laal
ngaaml ngaaml
ngaaml ngaaml hou2/
ngaaml ngaamlsin3
ngaan5baakdbaak6
ngaidjin4
ngok3
ngok3
pang4hungl
saamIpaa4loeng5but6(gam2)
sai6sei2
san 1
satlgengl mou4san4
sei2
sei2mengd(gam2)
sei2sei2dei6hei3
seon 6bin2
seonddaai3
seondsai3
seon6sau2
sil dai2haa6
silsiljin4
silzi6
si6daan6
sik6zyu6go3sai3(zau6)
sin1 hau6
sin6zi6
sing4saml
tauI
taulgail
tau1tauldei2
tung4maai4
waa6meng2
wu6
wu6soengl
zaan2
ze3dilji2
ze3tau4ze31ou6
zeon6
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("face-to-face"
''without reason"
"have no way of doing something"
"without reason"
"without reason"
"not intentionally; by chance"
"without reason"
"without reason"
"exactly"
"just right"
"helplessly"
"determinedly"
"with difficultly"
"painstakingly"
"without foundation"
"very quickly"
"fdy"
"newlytl
"suddenly1'
"desperately; determinedly"
"desperately"
"have no way out"
"conveniently"
"in wassinrr"
"by takmg advantage of an opportunity"
"conveniently"
"in secret; in private"
"leisurely; unhurriedly"
"secretly"
"randomly; as one pleases"
"by taking advantage of a favourable
situation"
"one after another"
"without authorisation"
"intentionally"
"secretly"
"secretly"
"secretly"
"together"
"nominally"
"each other"
"mutually; each other"
"in vain; for nothing"
"by making an excuse"
"by making an excuse"
"exhaustively"
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zeon 6cing4
zeon 6faai3
zeon6lik6
Izeon6zou2
zik6
zik6cing4
zik6tau4
zim6zim2

"as much as one likes"
"as fast as one could"
"try one's best"
/"as early as possible"
"straight; directly"
"straight; directly"
"straight; directly"
"gradually"

zing6gailgai I
ziu3gau6(garnZ)/ziu3
ziu3joengZ(gam2)hiu3
ziu3soeng4
zukIji5
zuk6dil
ztlk6go3
zuktijatl
zyun 1
zyun I cing4
zyunl dangl
zyun 1mun2

"quietly"
"as usual"
"in the same old way"
"as usual"
"enough"
"one by one"
"one by one"
I' one by one"
"specially; always"
"specially"
"for a special purpose; specially"
"specially; alwaysw

cung4
cung4san 1
cung4tau4
faan2fukl
gik6
jut1 ci3jaudjatI ci3
jatlzoi3
jau6

"again; once more"
"again; anew"
"anew; once again"
"repeatedly"
"repeatedly"
"time and again; repeatedly"
"time and again"
"repeatedly; again"
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bau6si3
Isaarnlfaanlsei3ci3
zoi3
zoi3saaml
zoi3si3

I"again"
I "repeatedly"
"again"
"over and over again"
"again"

Modal Adverb

Level of DoubdCertainty i.e. Epistemic Condition on the Clause
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baaul
ci5fu4
dikl Qi4ce2)kok3
do1do lsiu2siu2
dolsou3
dyun 6(dyun6)

"certainly"
"seemingly"
"really; indeed"
"to a certain extent"
"probably; most likely"
t'ab~~lutely'l
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fan1 mzng4
gang2fiai6)
gang2fiai6)
gau2sing4
hang2ding6
ho2nang4
hou2ci5
jatl ding6
jatlhau2
jau5
kok2hai6
kok2sat6
m4dolm4siu2
m4gin3dakl
m4sai2man6
m4saz2sam2
m4tungl
m4zil
maid
mei6bitl
ming4ming4
ngaangd
paa3 (ce2)
sai3
sap6sing4sap6
sat6
sat6gang2
sat6hai6
sat6hang4
sat6ngaa4satdci2
si6bitl
siu2batlrnin5
tai2paa3
waak6ze2
waan2haa5sau2
zanlhaid
zikdcing4
zik6tau4
zing3aatl)
zing3sikl
zyutbdeoi3

"clearly; obviously"
"undoubtedly"
"certainly"
"very Ilkely"
"surely"
"probably"
"presumably"
"certainly; surely"
"with certainty''
"surely; already"
"really; indeed"
"really; indeed"
"to a certain extent"
"not likely"
"undoubtedly"
"undoubtedly"
"can it be that; is it possible that"
"really"
"exactly; really"
"not necessarily"
"certainly"
"certainly"
''perhaps1'
"absolutely"
''surely1l
"certainly"
"certainly"
"certainly"
"certainly"
"defintely; undoubtedly"
"certainly"
"to a certain extent"
"apparently; seemingly"
"perhaps; maybe"
"probably"
"really"
"surely1'
"surely"
"indeed; really"
"indeed; really"
"absolutely"

bai6zoi6
batlfong4
batljyu4
bat1kei4jin4

"unfortunately"
"there is no harm in, might as well"
"it would be better to"
"unexpectedly"

Speaker's Attitude
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bat1kwai5
batlzil
Icaa4sat6
ci2zungl
cinl kei4
cing4jyun2
dim2(batl)zil

"be worthy or'
"to speakerls/hearer'ssurprise"
/"in fact; actually"
"after all"
"for heaven's sake"
"would rather"
"unexpectedly"

doul
doul
doulhai6
dou3dai2
faan2ji4
faan2wai4
faan2zing3
gaa2gaa2dei2
gaan2zik6
gam3ngaaml
gun1 bun2(soeng6)

"after all; rather"
"expressing emphasis; already"
"had better"

gad
gau3ging2
gei2daai2
geoiljin4
ging2jin4
gonl ceoi3
gu 1ce2
gwo2jin4
, ho4bitl
ho4fu2
hou2hou2cau2cau2
hou2m4hou2doul
hou2zoi6
jatljat6
jatljyul
jatljyul
jatljyul
jau5dakl
jau5dakl
jau5lei5mou5lei5
jau6
jau6
jinglfan6
jyun4loi4
kei4sat6
m4gwaai3(zil)dakl
m4tungl
m4zaanglzoi6
m4zil
- - --

-

E
"on the contrary"
"on the contrary; instead"
"anyway"
"in any case; anyhow"
"simply"
"bychance"
"at all; simply"
"as well; too"
"actually; exactly"
"no matter what, how, etc."
"unexpectedly"
"unexpectedly"
"simply"
"for the time being"
"accordingly"
, "whv bother"
"why bother"
"in any case; whatever happens"
"in any case; whatever happens"
"fortunately"
"in the fmal analysis; at bottom"
"regardless of the consequences"
"simply; just; altogether"
"expressing a decision"
"it is possible to"
"it is worthwhile to"
"regardless of the consequences"
"but"
"expressing emphasis"
"necessarily"
"originally"
"actually; in fact"
"that is why"
"expressing rhetorical question"
"never mind"
"unknowingly"
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mei6min5
mou4feil
mou41eon6jyu4ho4
naan4gwaai3
ngaang2hai6
@{%
ning4jyun2
%,!@
pin 1
$3
pinlpinl
4%@ a
sam6zi3(mou4)/sam6zi3Cfu4)
~g(%)/&g(F)
sat6
sat6sat6zoi6zoi6
satdzakl
sat6zoi6
BE
seiZ(jan4)douI
E(A)$T;;
seoilseoil dei2
seon4seoi5
$$%
sidsatdsoeng6
-8%t
sin 1 (zi3)
%b ( g )
sin 1(zi3)
.% ~(3)
sok3sing3
%JP%
,
4@
waa6saai3
a -T
waang4dim6
t.8%
wai4jau5
@R
zaan2
g b
ge
zau6

"a bit too"
"nothing but; simply; no more than; only"
"in any case; at any rate ; whatever happens"
"no wonder"
"in contrary to speaker's will"
"would rather"
"contrary to speaker's will"
"contrary to speaker's will"
"even"
flactuallv"
"in fact"
"actually"
"actuallv"
'Im any case; anyway"
"nevertheless"
"simply"
"in fact; actually1'
"as late asf'
"expressing emphasis1'
"simply"
"after all"
l'anyway'
"only; anyway"
"to an undesirable result"
"as early as"
"expressing determination"
5?kf
lzau6
"expressing emphasis; the fact is that"
zau6
$kg
"expressing contrary belief'
zaud
%ti,
"at the worst"
zeoi3dol/zi3dol
8%/E&
a
"it is good to"
@#?
zeoi3hou2
"as late as"
E c
zi3
E%(%)/E%(Dgj%) zi3dol(mai6)/zi3dol(m4hai6) "at the worst"
"naturally"
zibbatljin4
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ziklgun2
zikdcing4
zik6tau4
zong6ngaaml
zou2zil
zung6

"feel free to; not hesitate to"
"simply; at all"
"simply; at all"
"by chance"
"having known t h s beforehand"
"expressing emphasis"

Speaker's Point of View
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daai6tai2(soeng6j
fun~6zi2

"on the whole"
"as a rule"

geil bun2soeng6
laaZmaai4

"basically"
"generally speaking"

tenglgong2(waa6)
ziu3gai3
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Negation Adverb
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"be told; hear o c by hearsay"
"according to reason; in the ordinary course of
events; normally"
"as a rule"
"generally"
"considering everything; all thmgs
considered; on the whole"

geQsi4dakl lai4
geiZsi4dakl lai4
gwai2
m4(gwai2)
m4dol
m4fongl
m4hou2
m4sai2
mai5
mei6
mei6cang4
meidjau5noil
mei6jau5noil
mei6soeng4
mou5
mou5
mou5dakl
mou5matl

"not (within a period of time)"
"not (comnparatively s p e a h g ) "
"not"
"not"
"not very"
"absolutely not"
"don't"
"not necessarily"
"don't"
"not yet"
"never"
"not (in time)"
"not (in degree)"
"not (negative sentence)"
"have not"
"not (in fixed ~hrases)"
"it is not possible to"
"almost not"

lmou5waa6

I "never"

Scope Adverb
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ceoi4cyu3
ceoi4dei6
cin4hau6
daaiddaai6waadwaad
daai6joek3
daai61aa4Zaa4
daai6loek2

"everywhere"
"everywhere"
"altogether"
"approximately"
"approximately"
"as much as"
"roughly"

/daanlhai6
dim2zi2
ding2do 1

I "only"
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doul
doul
dou3cyu3

I

1 "not only"
Ittatthe most"
("atthe most"
"also; as well"
"all"
"everywhere"
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gam3zai6
geilfu4
gik6kei4loeng6
ham6baang6laang6
hei2maa5
ho4zi2
jut1 cai4
jatlgung6
jatlkoi3
jatlleot6
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jikd(do u 1)
ioek3mok2
laailwan4
linglingoi6
m 4zi2
m4zing6 zi2/m4daan16zi2
matlzai6
pinlpinl
seng4
soeng6haa2
tau4mei5
tu~zgltungl
wai4duk6si6
lzau6
Izeoi3do l/zi3dol
zeoi3siu2/zi3siu2
zi2batlgwo3
zi2hai6
zing6
zing6hai6
zo6dai2
zoenglgan6
zoi3
zuklzukl
zung2gung6
zung6

1

"almost"
"almost"
"at the most"
"all"
"at least"
"not only"
"along with all the others"
"altogether"
"without exception; totally"
"without exception"
"also; expressing information of the same
"as well"
"a~~roximatelv"
"on average"
"in addition"
"not only"
"not only"
"not quite (negative sentence)"
"just"
"full; as much as"
"almost"
"from beginning to end; altogether"
"all; entirely"
"only"

1 "only; merely"

I "at the most"

"at least"
"merely; only; just"
"merely; only; just"
"only"
"only"
"at least"
"nearly; almost"
IlalsoI1
"fkll; as much as"
"altogether"
"additionally"

Time Adverb

PastPresent,'Future Time Adverb
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batllaul
bun2Zoi4
cang4gingl

"consistently; all long"
"originally"
"ever"
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ceoi4si4
ci4dil (zoi3)
ci4zou2
co I
colcol
col tau4
cung4loi4
daai6zou2
dai6Qi6)jat6
dai6&'6)si4
daidjatlsi4gaan3
donglcol
dong1tong4
dou3si4
dou3tau41ai4
fan lfan lzungl
ganlsau2
ganlzyu6
gau6dai2
ginglji.5
gwo3hau6
hai2doud/hai2syu3
hau6meil
hei2col
hei2sinl
hoeng2dou6/hoeng2syu3
hoeng3loi4
jatlbinl ..Jatlbinl ...
jatlbin6 ...jatlbin6 ...
jatl cai4
r'at1hoeng3
jatllou6 ...jatllou6 ...
jatl lou6
jatlmin6 ...jatlmin6 ...
jatlsi4(zilgaanl)
jatlzik6
jatlzou2
jiljin4
ji5gingl
jing4jin4
jyu6sinl
jyudzou2
jyun4sinl
laap6zikl
lin4ceoi4
ngaaml (ngaam1)sinl
ngaam1ngaaml
sanlgan6

"at all times"
"later"
"some time in the kture; some day"
"at first"
"at the beginning"
"at the beginning"
"always; at all times"
"some time ago"
"later"
"later; next time"
"immediately"
"originally"
"immediately"
"at that time"
"in the end; fmally"
"at any time"
"next; then; after that; immediately"
"afterwards; then"
"in the past"
"already"
"afterwards; later"
"in progress of'
"afterwards; later"
"originally"
"at the beginning"
"in progress of'
"always"
"at the same time"
"at the same time"
"at a time"
"consistently; all along"
"at the same time"
"continuously; always; all along"
"at the same time"
"for the time being"
"consistently"
"in advance"
"at the same time"
"already"
"still; yet"
"in advance; beforehand"
"in advance; beforehand"
"originally"
"immediately"
"immediately"
l'j~~tll
I'justll
"recently"
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san4zou2
sau2sin l
si3gwo3
sin 1(zi3)
sin lsinl/sinlcin4
sou31oi4
tau4tau2
tung4si4
zau6
zau6
zau6faai3
zau61ai4
zena3waa6
zeotlzil
zikl haakl

"well in advance"
"early in the morning"
"first of all"
"before; formerly; in the past"
"fnst"
"before; previously"
"always; usually"
"at the beginning"
"at the same time"
"very soonf'
"originally"
"very soon"
"very soon"
"iust"
"finally"
"immediately"
"immediately afterwards; in a minute"
''very soon"
"afterwards"
I' soon''
"in advance"
"well in advance"
"finally"
"anyhow; eventually; after all"
"at long last; finally"
"still; yet"
"still; nevertheless1'
"later"
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zungljyul
zunglseoil
zung2syun3
zung6
zung6hai6
zyun3(go3)tau4
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batldyun6
ci3ci3
dung6batldung6
fan4canl
fung4(can I)
gaan3(m4)zungl
gau2m4gau2
hai6gam2
hou2dolsi4
hou2jat6
hou2siu2
jatljat6dou3hakl
jatlmei2
jatlsi2si4
jatIsi4 ...jatlsi4 ...
jat@at6

"continuously"
"everv time"
"frequently"
"wheneverll
whenever1'
"occasionally"
"once in a while"
"continuously"
"verv often"
"rarely; seldom"
"rarely; seldom"
"always"
"blindly; endlessly"
"occasionally"
"sometimes.. . sometimes.. ."
"daily; regularly"
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jau5gei2ho2
jau5si4
1'au5zandsi2
iukl dil
jukl haa5
kan4dil
laa2maai4
Zaam3jat6
mou4si4mou4hakl
mou5gei2ho2
mouSjat6
mui5

"rarely; seldom"
"sometimes"
"sometimes"
"easilv: freauentlv"
"easily; frequently"
"frequently"
"easily; frequently; at every turn"
"every two days"
"all the time (negative sentence)"
"rarely; seldom"
"all the time (negative sentence)"
"whenever"

noidm4zungl

"once in a while"

seng4jat6
si4 ...si4 ...
si4batlsi4
si4si4
si4si4hakl hakl
tungl soeng4
zam2zyu6
zaul (batl)si4
zingdhaid
zoi3
zung2hai6

"always"
"sometimes.. .sometimes..."
"sometimes"
"often; constantly"
"all the time"
"usually"
"continuously"
"often; constantly"
"constantly"
"continuously"
"always; invariably"

coeng4
jatldoud
jatljat6dou3hakl
iatlzaam2naaan.5
jatdje6
saap3si4gaanl
wing5jyun.5
zaam2haa5ngaan5
zam2coeng4
zyun2haa5ngaan5

"for a long time"
"for a time"
"from morning till night; all day long"
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3
"day and night"
"in a twinkling"
"forever"
"in an instant"
"for a long time"
"in an instant"
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